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1. Introduction

1. From January to April 1983, a joint team from UNICEF Headquarters and
the Federal Ninistry for Economic Co-operation (BMZ) of the Federal RePublic’~-f/\~4 ~

of Germany, undertook a study in order to assess drinking water supply
progranunes with UNICEF co-operatlon in rural areas of Bangladesh, Nepal and
Burma. The objectives of the joint study ware: to share knowledge, expertise ~—~-—~- ‘r~
and experiences between the Government of the Federal Republic of Gerinany and
UNICEF on critica]. issues related to the planning, implementation, operation, 1
maintenance and impact of water suppij projects and attempting to identify
fields for improvement in the planning and Implernentation of these projects. 2_

t—

2. This co-operation between UNICEF and one-ot~he—Member,~tatesofthe
~ne~-Nat-ion~inthe s ame time be ing~a Hem sr—o~-lGng---s.tanding~of_the—~
~ i n~a—majVL~ tlon-or---eoun-t-r-y, beg an to be
discuased during 1981. By that year, BHZ had carried out severa]. evaluations
and crosa-sectoral analyses of water supply projects.flnaneed—by--BMZ---—--4n—19-8-2
~
fded—by---d4-f-f-erezrt--mmbersCD~was c o~iU byBlfZ—as--wefl-. Now BHZ
wished to extend its experience from bilateral donor-funded to multilaterally
funded projecte. UNICEF, being one of the largest single agencies involved in
low-cost water supply projeets in rural areas, agreed to the proposal.

3. The team comprised, on the German side, two independent consultante from
8HZ, 1~r~1tartmut—Saeherj-~Civil Engineer, with responsiblity for the technica].
aspects of the water supply progranunes, and Mr~-Re-i-nec-keWernet~economlst,
for the socio-economic aspects of the prograinmes, analysing the related issues
of health, nutrition and hygiene as well. For the health, nutrition and
hygiene aspects, it was originally planned to recruit on UNICEF’s side a local
Independent consultant in each count~. Because of the short notice, this
could not be done. N?T~Xart+n—~Be~i~,Senior Policy Specialist (Drinking
Water and Sanitation Programmes),~1 UNICEF Headguarters, was assigned as leader
of the joint team. During the field visite in the three countries covered,
the team was accompanied and advisad by staff members of the UNICEF field
offices, jointly with government officials invo].ved with the different
programmes and projecte.

t-,
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4. The team met first for one week in January 1983 in New York for planning
and drafting the Terms of Reference (Annex 11). This was done together with
representatives of UNICEF’s management and different sections of UNICEF
Headguarters, and Mr. Weber, Head of the Evaluation Section of the 8HZ. It
was than decided to label the joint undertaking an “assessment” rather than an
“evaluation”; the short time available for its planning and implementatlon
made the word “evaluation” sound too ambitious. The present report thus is a
review rather than an in-depth evaluation. The field trips in the three
countries were organized by the UNICEF Country 0ff ices in each country, the
staff of which dedicated a great deal of time and energy to assist the joint
mission, which the authors wish to gratefully acknowledge. In February and
March, the team visited the three countries, altogether for four weeks.
(Detailed itinerarles in Annex 3.) In April, the team met for another full
week in New York in order to discuss common findings and conclusions, and to
write up the draf t of the report.

5. The time for planning and implementation of this study was very short.
fi~-k ‘~Therefore, no strict methodology was given and the team was allowed to work

flexibly. Nevertheless, the authors in their report followed the recommended
evaluation checklist of the 8HZ. (See Annex i-_.) This checklist also
determined the disposition of the contents of the report. Although we
sometimes may have felt squeezed into a rigid reporting structure, we believe
that this checklist made us place the appropriate emphasis on issues such as
the analysis of objectives and planning. 8MZJ.s_.pa~Çicular1y ij~f~~t~ed—ip
the_s-ee-i-o~=ecca.omitsnd~-be-a-1-thaspect s of thewatec—iü~Ij---pro-grammee---so
emphasis is placed on these two items throughout the--report.

6. The period of collecting information started at New York, where we had
access to all documents available about the three countries. During the field
visits, the team interviewed the staff members of the UNICEF Country 0ff ices
and had discussions with government officials and representatives of other
donor agencies.

7. The nature of the mission and the limited time available did not allow
for any in-depth interviews with the villagers/users of the water supply
systems. Our assessment therefore to some degree had to rely on Indirect
sources regarding some aspects of the relatlonship of the users to the
projects. It is hoped that the present report providea a balanced synthesis
of the various views and perspectives which were shared and form a comparative
analysis of our findings, resulting in a number of reconunendatlons.

8. N4 cq~inuation of the present evaluation in order to obtain a globally,
more rè~uz~4edreview of the issues of rural water supply, has been
prelimi~rily discussed. As presently foreseen, this wuld be carried out in
the suqan. Following our experiences from the now concluded assessment in
Asia, ‘iie feel that this would be a valuable complementary exercise.
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Summary of main findings

9. It should be noted that the main findings presented in this report
emanate from our most salient observations during our brief field trips. We
present them to the reader in a comparative way, no that the different
approaches and different situations, as well as the advantages and constraints
of the three programmes in the three countries would be highlighted.

10. The mont important objective for the water supply programmes described,
is the improvement of the health of children and mothers, as well as
responding to felt needs from the side of the communities. Numerous studies
have tried to confirm the assumption that safe water improves health.
Specialists presently neem to hold the view that It is not possible to get a
dear answer through such mono-causal linking of water supply to health
improvements. Firstly, there are so many- other factors which interfere with
the relation of safe water and health. Secondly, safe water is just one of
the many essential pre-conditions for health, but not sufficient by itself
alone to improve the health situation of any target population. Thirdly, any
possible health effect of a water system hinges on its proper use, operation
and maintenance. Even the seemingly simple low—cost technology, with which we
are dealing here, needs careful planning of the engineering and social
approaches In combination with proper education of the users in order to
achieve the desired health effects.

11. For historical and organizational reasons, primary health care and
nutrition have not been brought as done to water supply as health education
and sanitation. In none of the three countries visited, do all people in the
rura]. areas have access to primary health care. In particular, the
immunizatlon of children is lacking in mont parts of the rural areas, because
It seems to be too difficult and expensive to build up a cold chain. In
Bangladesh and in the western part of Nepal, malnutrition and under-nutritlon,
particularly seasonally, is a serious problem for the health of the children.
UNICEF, together with other organizations, try to help to overcome these
constralnts.

12. Mong the mont important components, which need to be added to safe
water, are health educatlon, sanitation, priniary health care and nutrition.
It Is belleved that 1f all these components are offered to the target groups,
together with safe water in a planned, co-ordinated way, a significant impact
on the improvement of hea].th could be reached. During our study of water
supply projects in Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma, we therefore tried to nee,
whether these other components were inciuded In the ongoing work, 80 that a
balanced approach to basic social nervicen would be offered to the rural
communities.

13. In addition to the above, we also took Into consideration the Report on
the State of the World’s Children 1982-1983 by Mr. Jaines P. Grant, Executive
Director of UNICEF, which focuses on the mont urgent elements of basic social
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services for children in order to improve their health situation. The
document lists as the most important measures for iinmediate improvement of
health: oral rehydration therapy, universal immunisation, the promotion of
breastfeeding and growth monitoring, together with family planing and food
supplements.

14. In the countries we visited, the drinking water supply programmes for
rural areas are well established and, particularly In Bangladesh, have already
reached a remarkable coverage on a nation-wide scale. During our discussions
with government officials, we found that because of the tremendous interest of
the rural population in water supply, water supply programines are excellent
entry points, as a vehicle to promote the emergency measurea mentioned by
Mr. Grant in his global report to introduce other basic social services.

15. In Nepal, an income—generating programme is an additional component to
basic social services for the rural population. Particularly in the Hill
areas, the population pressure in relation to the limited land, agricultural
and financial resources, is so high that Income generation is the most urgent
problem for the villagers. This priority concern for poorest families has led
to a strategy of UNICEF Nepal to make income generation an entry point for
other basic social servicea.

16. Two further elementa, UNICEF’S ability for advocacy and its flexibility,
must be mentioned as well. One of the most important and continuous tasks of
UNICEF officials in the countries Is advocacy for chi].dren at all governmental
levels. This essential role of each staff member of UNICEF was evident during
all our discussions and visits in the field.

17. The flexibility of UNICEF makes it possible for the organization to
respond rapidly, often immediately, to the frequently sudden needs and
sometimes changing situations which UNICEF meets in each country. Whether
they have to plan or to advise, whether they have to design programmas jointly
with the government, or just monitor and evaluate, whether they have to supply
materials or expertise, whether they have to awitch over to emergency measures
or to work on long-term effecti.ve programmes, whether they have to support
government or NGOs, the flexibility of UNICEF and ita staff, as we saw it in
all three countries, is one major reason for the succesa of UNICEF’s work.

1.2.3 Socio-economic Aspecta

18. Cominunity participation varies considerab].y from programma to
programme. In all three countries women participate to some extent but
socio-cultural factors influence the level and degree of their participation.
Efforts to involve woman more actively are being undertaken in Bangladesh and
Nepal (Terai); Burma offers greater possibilities for woman’s participation.
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19. Local contributions in Bangladesh can come from the richest cornmunity
members. Often these alone come up with the whole financial input and take
care of the operation and maintenance. In Nepal and Burma, the village elders
and the most prominent members of the community organize and manage the
community inputs, while the different households, including the majority of
the users, contribute with labour, materials and food.

20. In all three countries, coxwnunity participation is an essential part of
the prograinme. The involvement of the community in planning for the water
supply seems to be most developed with the gravity flow schemes in Nepal. As
in the two other countries, a written initial request must come from the
community. Than a survey team comes out into the village and together with
the village plans the design and all other aspects of the scheme. For the
implementation phase, conununity participation is most pronounced in Burma.
There the villages have to provide money and labour, which together quite
often exceeds 50% of the total cost of the projects. In Nepal, efforts are
made by the community to dig the trenches and to inatall the standposts. It
must be noted that the farmers in the Hilla have to do this work in addition
to their already hard agricultural work. This particularly affects woman, who
with ten hours per day of gruelling, physica-l toil, are overworked. The
demand for participation in the construction of water supply projects thus is
an additional burden to the villagers, which they nevertheless willingly
under take.

21. In Bangladesh, contractors are doing the main part of the work, while
the cornmunity has to cover 75% of the well-slnking costa, and to care for and
assist the drilling team. Altogether this corresponds to about 5% of the
total expenditure. The monetary contribution in Bangladesh normally comes
from only one to four members of each cominunity.

22. In all three countries, the community is held responsible for
maintenance and operation. Government technicians are foreseen only to be
called upon for major repairs. But as elsewhere, operation and management in
the three countries is not quite adequate nor satisfactory from a technical
point of view. In Bangladesh It Is estimated that up to 20% of all handpumps
are out of order at any given time, because bolts are not drawn, bearings not
oiled and wells are sanded or silted up. In Nepal, water supply systems that
were designed for a controlled flow of water, have their taps left open and
sometimes broken. In Burma, lack of local management and technical abilities
can lead to breakdowns of the motor pumps. While in Burma the motor—driven
pump stations require more rather sophisticated managerlal and technical
abilities to run and maintain than in Bangladesh; the simply designed
handpumpa there need maintenance and repairs at a simpler level. The gravity
flow systems in Nepal also need maintenance, although the operational aspecta
are simpler. The project designers try to overcome these constrainta through
better education in management and technical skills for the caretakers from
the user group, and to design the technical equipment with even simpler
features, so that It can be easier operated and malntained (e.g. through
further development of handpumps, following the VLOM concept - !illage Level
Qperation and Maintenance).
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23. These constrainta, mentioned here, were mainly reported to us by the
field personnel and were not frequently observed by us. Altogether, we feel
that operation and maintenance improvements should be planned on a long-term
basis.

24. The second important objective for water supply projecta is the saving
of time and energy for women including mothers. This objective applies mainly
to the Hill areas of Nepal and to the Dry Zone of Burma. In the other areas,
it is not regarded as much an essential objective by the project planners.
Neither in the Nepal nor the Burma programmas, were any efforts undertaken to
measure the time and energy saved by the new supply systems. Secondly-, not
much is known about alternative productive occupations of woman, carried out
in the time they probably have saved. Thirdly, we observed in the Dry Zone
that men also participated in the drawing of water and even used bullock carta
in cases where the distances are great. For these reasons, we feel that the
project designers and officials often regard time and energy aaved, not as a
speclfic objective, but just as a positive by-product of the water supply
systems.

~‘25. During the short time given, we could not find out very much about the
.~use of the new water supply facllities. In Bangladesh, some studies have been

made to find out more about this. But altogether not very much is known about
the various aspects. We thus can only make the following tentative
observations on the water use:

Host of the schemes are not fully used by the community. Their capacity
is larger than the present demand of the villagers. This is mainly

because all the systems we met in the rural areas have public standposts
and no water taps in the private households. So there are stil]. some
distances to the water points and partlcularly in Bangladesh, the
privacy of woman is kept protected so strictly that they even tand to
show themselves in public as little as possible at the handpumps.

26~ Wherever people do use the new water points instead of thelr old
traditional sources (wells, rivers, ponds, etc.), this mainly seems to be so
because the population prefers safe water and seems dimly aware of its
benefits. This awareness we regard as a result of general education and
health education together. Often the water from closed wella and gravity
schemes tastes different from that of the old surface or shallow well water
sources. Particu].arly in Bangladesh, the high iron content of some weils
makes the water taste unwholesome to the consumers. In a few cases we

observed that this leads to a general prejudice, that the new water supply
systems offer only bad-tasting water and because of that are not to be
preferred. The installation of de-ironing devices is only recent, but seems

~romising or counter-acting this negative effect.
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27. Because of management and other constraints , government departments and
other authorities do not always provide continuous support (fuel, repair
services, etc.) so that because of such reasons the water supply schemes would
not function thus denying users a safe source of water. This Is not only a
disadvantage, but may undermine the users’ confidence In the system and would
be counterproductive to the health education efforts almed at leading to the
excluslve usa of safe water.

28. As UNICEF does not implement prograimues of its own, but acts only as
partner of the governinents of the host countries, it is in general the
governments, who decide at whicb level a balanced growth of basic social
services should be promoted. Water supply has a natural appeal to the rural
population and government officials as well. Not so with other essentie].
componenta for the improvement of health, such as immunization of chlldren or
even sanitation. We therefore are under the impression that in all three
countries the water supply programmas are far ahead as compared to sanitatlon,
health education, primary healtb care and nutrition.

29. This must remain a very general statement, because there are not yet the
evaluative tools available, which would allow us to compare the different
stages of development of baaic social servlces witli one another. Health
education, for example, is complementary to water supply: where safe water
sources are not close enough from homes of the the users because of financial
constraints, there are many more risk momenta that easIly can leed to the
pollution of the water, before It Is consumed. Health education can help
prevent at leest some of these pollution rlaks. Better hygienic standards can
best be introduced in connection with latrine construction programznes. Thus
latrine construction is equal in importance with as water supply, but without
water supply, double efforts would be needed to convince the population and
governmental officials about the advantages and needa for latrine construction.

30. In Nepal, we could observe that health education and latrine
construction are c].osely combined with water supply. For example, all water
techniciana working with the supply schemes are urged to give good examples to
the community and to instail a toilet themselves. While water supply is
constructed for a coinmunity, the public institutions such as schools and
health posts are supplled with latrines, and the vlllagers are encouraged to
construct their own latrines. At the same time, health education takes place
In the coinmunities, directed at both the aduits and the school children. This
combined approach impressed us. In Bangladesh, water supply, health education
and sanitation are not Implemented together, but are offered separately to the
community. In Burma, the government bas just started to develop sanitatlon
and health educatlon programmas, witb sanitation stili in the pilot programme
stage.
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1.2.4 Technical Aspects

Appropriateness of Technology

31. The technology chosen for Bangladesh (shallow tubewells with handpumps
and gravity flow schemes) can be labelled as appropriate, given the
hydrological conditions of the country.

32. Conversely, due to the geological conditions in one project in central
Burma, the drilling equipment uaed there whlle, approprlate, is somewhat
sophisticated and therefore high-coat wlth corresponding problems of logistics
of spare parts supply and fuel for the remote well sites; level of technical
expertise, and the like. All other projects in Burma, where geoohydrological
conditions so permit, use village-level technology with gravity flow schemes,
new handpumps and rehabilitation of old onea.

Quality of Construction

33. In Bangladesh, the quality of construction has improved during the ten
years of the project. There are some details that could be improved further
but altogether the quality of construction is appropriate.

34. In the Terai region of Nepal, the handpump project is stil]. in its
initial pilot project stages. Hany procedures and standards were taken over
from Bangladesh and were modified according to local conditions. The gravity
flow progranune is under implementation for over the last ten years. After
initial problems and a thorough review of the procedures, the quality of the
new constructions can now be rated as good and approprlate.

35. In Burma, the quality of construction is appropriate but stil]. with room
for lmprovement. The water well drilling practices and well development
(includlng the use and interpretation of well logs) could be improved. The
design of the pump stations, especially of the water tanks, should be
standardized and the construction controlled in order to prevent malfunctions
or breakdown.

General Maintenance Situation

36. The standard of maintenance in all countries visited could be further
improved, irrespective of the level of technology Involved. This problem has
been recognized and there are serious efforts to change the current situation.

37. For example, in Bangladesh, supportive means such as education kits for
the caretaker courses, special tools and lubric~ants are provided by UNICEF in
order to support the level of local caretaker training and enable them to
properly tend to their handpumps.
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38. In Nepal, the needs for maintenance recently were analysed and a policy
for maintenance is now agreed upon with the government for more systematic
implementation.

39. In Burma, trained courses for the drilling crewa are being held in the
course of the project implementation. A system of mobile maintenance crews,
periodic inspections and local pump operators to look after the pump engines,
has been instituted.

General level of Technology and Future Pronpects

40. The general level of technology in all three countries is low. There is
no inherent feeling for the needs of maintenance to keep any technical device
functioning regardless of its complexity.

41. In Bangladesh, local industry hen the capability to supply all the parts
needed for the handpuxnp prograimne except for the filter screens (which also
later may be manufactured locally). Only raw materials have to be imported.

42. In Nepal, mont of the materials needed are imported from India. There
are efforts to assist local industry in producing the parts needed in the next
few years, such as handpump production planned for the existing foundries.

43. In Burma there will probably be no local spare parts production for
pumps and drilling rigs within the next neveral years, since the technology
involved Is too sophisticated and the materials are not locally avallable.

Water Sources and Water Quality

44. In the Bangladesh handpump progranimes, the groundwater is general].y of
good guality. In some areas, the iron content is relatively high (up to 10
mg/l) and simple iron removal plants are being trled out et various project
sites. Problems can arme wlth contaminatlon of the drinking water, when the
well is dril].ed wlth the sludger method (cow dung), when the pump is primed
with contaminated surface water, or where the groundwater in itself is
contaminated through environmental pollution, when the spout has been dirtied
or when the containers used for water transport are not clean.

45. The same applies to the Terai handpump project in Nepal. The gravity
flow systems generally are supplied from springs wlth re].iable yields, only
exceptlonally from water course Intakes. All have to be protected from
pollution. This Is done for example, through barbed wire fences surrounding
areas around the springs. Quallty problems arise during transport and storage
by the users.

46. In Burma, groundwater from different aqulfers at different depths
constitute sourcen of safe water, the water quality generally being good.
Here as elsewhere the name problem of transport and storage of water can
influence the water guality.
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Distances to the water sources and site selection

47. In all countries, site selection procedures and surveys before

installation have to be conducted.
48. In Bangladesh on the Thana level a Water Comxnittee decides upon the
installation of the handpumps requested. This involves a mutual agreement
between the national field staff, the committee and the UNICEF District
Office. Due to the scattered settlement pattern, the criterlon of short
distances from the tubewells to the individual homes cannot be completely met.

49. In the Teral pilot project, the field technicians have to give their
technical approval to the requests for handpumps. The District Panchayats
than decide upon the installation. Site selection criteria have to be
followed.

50. For the gravity flow schemes, the decision also is taken by the District
Panchayat after a preliminary feasibility study conducted by an engineer. The
distribution of standposts has to be agreed upon mutual].y by all parties
concerned inciuding the Village Water Committee.

51. In Burma, after a survey of the general situation of the villages in the
Dry Zone, 3,000 well sites were selected by RWSD, especially considering the
distance from the water sources to the villages. Host sites are located naar
the traditjonal water sources, norinally dug welis, in the centre of the
villages. Si.nce one well has to serve up to 1,000 inhabitants, distances to
the water points stil]. are very far for a great nwnber of the inhabitants.

Efforts to Identify Constraints and Shortcomings

52. Within all UNICEF Field Offlcea, internal reviews of progranuue
activities, including those for water supply and sanitation are undertaken.
In most cases, the problems are identified and efforts are made to change and
improve the actual programma progress, wherever required.

53. In Bangladesh, the maintenance level is being improved and the training
of local caretakers gete increasing attention withln the prograzmne.

54. In Nepal, in the Terai project so far there is no experience jet
available but the project is closely monitored for its performance. For the
gravity flow schemes, conclusions have been drawn from past experiences and
standard procedures for the implementation and maintenance are established and
applied.

55. In Burma, the proper use and maintenance of the drilling rigs partly
connected with the drilli.ng methods stil]. are problem areas. The other
constraint is the shortage of fuel, diminishing the usefulness of the water
welis to the villagers. The inaintenance of the engine pumps so far has not
shown any major problem, since the equipment stil]. is fairly new and the pumpa
are well cared for by the operators.
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Sanitation

56. Sanitation as linked with supp].y in all UNICEF-assisted programmea by
now bas become a mandatory complementary input towards better health
condjtlons. UNICEF’s work in this context consists of supporting promotion of
policies, the transfer and introduction of new low-cost technologles,
providing basic construction materials or at least partly subsidising the
materials costa in both rural and peri-urban areas.

57. In Bangladesh locally produced latrine construction sets are sold at the
Thana level. This activity is supplemented by advice on installatlon.

58. In Nepal, the Terai pilot project from the outset bas combined water
supply and sanitation. At the District Selling Centres, interested villagers
can buy subsidised construction sets. The promotion of sanitation is to be
achieved by building a demonstration latrine in every village where a handpump
is installéd. In the Huis every water and sanitation technician has to bui].d
a latrine of his or her own at the place where he or she is living and/or
working.

59. In Burma, the Environmental Sanitation Department of the Ministry of
Health is now implementing pilot projects for latrine construction jointly
with the installation of water supply facilities in co-operation with RWSD.

Recommendations (Technical Aspects)

60. The handpump production and Implementation of the Bangladesh tubeweil
programma throughout the years has become well established. It is recommended
that the insufficiently covered areas, which lnclude some of the poorest
target groups, should get more attention and higher prlority withln the
prograxwne. Since lift handpumps will be needed in other parts of the country
soon, the development of the new TARA handpump should be accelerated.
Maintenance problems, training of the caretakers and the supply of spare parts
should also continue to get increased attention.

61. In the Tersl tubeweil prograiume In Nepal, the modificationa of the
handpumps and tubeweil construction ahould be restricted to a minimum in order
to avoid too much delay from seeking the perfect design. New developments can
be very time-consuming and if they prove faulty after some time, this can
seriously effect the progresa of the project.

62. In the grevity flow systems, more variations of the standard designs
should be used in order to properly adjust the constructions to the varylng
local conditions. The standard procedures formulated should become the actual
field procedures lncludlng the necessary Internal revision of the activities.
Educational efforts to teach the villagers the necessity of properly
functioning water taps should be strengthened.
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63. In Burma, UNICEF should increasingly dedicate its support to leas
sophisticated schemes than those of the Dry Zone. UNICEF policy guidelines
normally recommend simple, low-cost technologies. There is nothing wrong with
an engine pump for a well, but 1f there is neither the staff available to
implement the drilling programme properly, nor the neceasary spare parts and
logistics, nor the fuel to run the engine pumpa, the programma would be of
only li.mited value to the water users. We would recoinmend UNICEF to have
government take over more of the responsibilities for support to the higher
technology schemes, 1f possible with the external component, which UNICEF now
provides, taken over by some other donor agency. This would enable UNICEF to
withdrew its engagement from the highly sophisticated technologies during the
next few years and to concentrate entirely on simpler, low-cost technology
schemes in part of the country outside of the Dry Zone.

1.2.4 Management and Organisation

64. The adzninistrative structures to support the programmas and projecta
vary from country to country. In all cases, however, they have to be viewed
as a complex web of government and community level structures on the one hand
and those of UNICEF and other co-operating agencies and organizations on the
other, partly, as in Nepal, interwoven with each other.

65. An increasingly noticeable feature is the conceptual impact of the
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981—1990), to
which all three countries visited have become committed. In practice this
means that the relevant government agencies have formulated national plans for
the planning and implementation of joint projects.

66. Correspondingly, the external agencies, in the first hand the United
Nations organizations but also bilateral and in some cases non-governmental
organisations have established a co-operative mechanism, to support government
activities.

Government organisations

67. The responsibility on the government side for rural water supply in
Bangladesh and in Nepal Is in the hands of one single agency, in Burma of two,
viz:

- Department of Public Health Engineering (DPHE) — Bangladesh

- Department of Water Supply and Sewerage (DWSS), Ministry of
Panchayat and Local Development — Nepal

- Agricuitural Mechanization Department (MW) and Environmental
Sanitation Division (ESD) - Burma
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68. These national agencies all have a certain autonomy when it comes to the
detailed planning and Implementation of the work. For the objectives and more
long-term goals, however, they are all subject to longer term government
planning, directed from higher and more political levels.

69. For the overall national planning, the trend seems to be towards
inter-sectoral approaches. This is important at community level, since this
broadens the scope of water supply making it easier to be linked with other
fields of development and to be used as the entry point to other improvements
for the comxnunity, than was possible only a few years ago, when water supply
in most countries used to be implemented as a pure public works type of
activity with a top-down approach.

70. With regard to the functioning of the government agencies there are
noticeable concentrations on policies and increased attention to priorities
with corresponding increasea in the national budgets and personnel
allocations. This is more often the casa in Bangladesh and Burma than in
Nepal.

71. Despite these developments, there are many constraints that remain.
Solutions to these are constantly being sought, but there is still a long way
to go. The major bottleneck seems to be that of human resources and their
development.

72. Even 1f there is a personnel budget and employment opportunities —

especially in Bangladesh and Burma - the overal]. number of posts is too small,
especially in the field, for the governments to be able to fully respond to
the overall needs.

73. There Is also the dlfficulty to find sufficient numbers of trained
personnel. This applies especially to Nepal, where also low salary levels
cause many professionals to stay with the private sector. In Bangladesh and
Burma there is a broader recruitment basis both for professionals and staff on
an intermediary level, with a greater number of technical and administratlvely
trained persons avallable.

74. Nevertheless, particularly for higher technology-type activities such as
the Dry Zone Project in Burma, there is a great need for continued intensive
specialised training In a number of fields, such as hydrogeology, geophysics,
water well drilling, other aspects of groundwater technology, logistics and
related administrative practices.

75. Among the professional categorles, the basic skills are good in all
three countries. For the intermediary technicians and administrators
(including e.g. storekeepers) there is a need for keeping up and intensifying
training paired with practice.
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76. In the case of Nepal, the Hinistry for Panchayat and Local Development
stili needs considerable strengthening of its technical capacity; technical
activities are better organized in Burma and Bangladesh. There is a need
for higher priority and incentives for the individual staff to move to and
stay in the extremely remote localities where the individual water supply
projects are being administered.

Conununitlea

77. On the comrnunity level, there is, too, an administrative structure,
centered on the water supply systems with its “executive arm” mostly in the
form of the one single handpump caretaker or - as in Burma - engine puinp
operator.

78. The responsibilities for organlsing the particIpation of the villagers
in the planning, implementation, operation and malntenance of the facilities,
are increasingly laid in the hands of the village water committees or at least
the village councils. These in their turn not only select the pump caretakers
but also, especially again in the casa of Burma, arrange for the levying of
water fees, which in many cases there are pald per container of water at the
pump site.

79. The training of the different persons, playing different roles In the
community water supply, partly is relatively developed, e.g. In Bangladesh
with the many short courses now given for handpump maintenance. The needs
stil]. are much larger than the number of community members now tralned.
Craftamen such as masons and plumbers are In short supply. Well-s inkers for
the teams working on contract in Bangladesh and Nepal seem to be more readily
available, particularly since this Is done on a commercial basis and there
thus is the incentive of better pay with a higher rate of work. The important
part of health education in the coimaunities needs much further support, even
though good beginnings have been made. UNICEF in this respect bas heiped
develop methodologies and materlals on a local, national basis.

80. In this context, the low degree of literacy is a problem in many parts
of Nepal and Bangladesh. Also there is the need to identify the channels and
paraonalities for conveying the life—saving messages to the villagers. The
pictorial aids, such as posters, booklets and flipcharts were found effective,
mainly when accompanied by verbal explanations.

81. The skills for community level workers to explain and instruct (even
more so for higher level staff) was found to vary and need to be developed.

82. Especially in those areas where women stil]. have not much of a aaj,
there is a need to recognlze and develop the ability of women to coinmunicate
and teach in order to help reach other women and children.
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UNICEF support

83. Generally in terras of support to rural water supply, in all three
countries, UNICEF seemed to have the strongest support and adminlstrative
structure of any of the external agencies active in the countries.

84. A major strength In Bangladesh and Nepal is the presence of UNICEF
outside of the Country Offices in the capital cities, in the form of District
Offices. Particularly in Bangladesh, the combination of one generallst
District Representative, supported by a UNICEF-employed Water and Sanitation
Project Officer (technician) in each one of the districts, seems to add to the
efficiency of the work on the programmas. Their being nationals of the
country greatly helps In the very close and cordial co-operation with their
government counterparts we found throughout the field travel.

85. The co-ordination within the UNICEF Field Offices generally seems good.
In any similar context, many a times a strong sectoral group such as the water
and sanitation technical project staff on the one side and the generalist
programma staff on the other side can tend to have certain communications or
rather conceptual difficulties to understand each other and to co-ordinate the
planning and progranune aspects with one another. In the caae of both
Bangladesh and Nepal the tact certainly also bas helped that among the project
staff there are speciallsts, inciuding the section chiefa, with public health
experience reflected by the international professional reputation both of them
peraonally enjoy.

86. A distinct advantage of the UNICEF organisation is the high degree of
decentralisation and delegation of responsibillties. This applles
particularly to the relationship between Headquarters and the Field Offices
but also within the Field Offices and out to the District Offices.

87. Another important field for co-ordlnation within UNICEF to us seems to
be that of supplies. During the early days of the Burma Dry Zone Programme
wlth its heavy and complicated materials and eguipment, errors were made in
procurement. This was recognized and remedied. Since than several
procurement officers during the last three to four years have been assigned to
deal with water and other technical items. Recent discussions withln UNICEF
have led to the conciusion that there still is the need for strengthening the
monitoring of and developing a mechanlsm for the procedure of specificatlon
and procurement in order to provide more accurate and timely services and
deliveries to the project countries.

88. Coiwnunication between UNICEF Field Offices and the Headguarters of the
organisation merit particular mention, since they influence not only the daily
management of planning and operations but also the reporting back to the
donors. To anybody working In the International t leid, the difficulties just
to keep in touch over thousands of kilometres of distance are famlliar. This
bas special implicatlons for the reporting from the project work at community
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level all the way to the centra]. government authoritles, from there to the
UNICEF Offices, thence on to UNICEF Headguarters and from there again
eventually to the donor agencies. One feature which is conunon for all the
links In the reporting chain, is the workload on government and UNICEF staff
at all levels, which often is a serious constraint to the regular flow of
information as would be desirable. This applies to the feedback from
Headguarters and Regional Offices to the fleld as well. Annex 2 on reporting
practices in Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma provides further detail on these
particular aspects.

Co-o~erati ~n_w~t~ other ~
bilateral agenc les and other organisations

89. In the three countries now assessed there also is a close co-operation
and co-ordinatlon between UNICEF, major UN organlsations, (e.g. WHO, UNDP,
World Bank> and some of the bilateral organlsatlons. In Burma there Is
notably the Australian Development Assistance Bureau (ADAB) with a large Input
into the Dry Zone Project originally planned in complete co-ordination witti
the Government of Burma and UNICEF, without any forma]. agreement ever
concluded between UNICEF and ADAB. Presantly this co-ordination is continued
through the country level IDWSSD mechaniam.

90. Another case is that of the contacta with the FRG bilateral functions,
apart from the direct channelling of special contributions from BMZ through
UNICEF into some of the prograinmes. There is good contact in the different
countries between the UNICEF Representatives and Staff with those of the FRG,
and in some individual casa, informal consultations on field experiences have
been undertaken e.g. between UNICEF and the Kreditanstalt flir WIederaufbau
(FRG Development Bank).

91. Another form of co—operation is that in Nepal of volunteers from
organisations such as the Swlss Technical Assistance (SATA), the U.S. and
Japanese Peace Corps, their UK counterpart and others, who in several cases
provide on-site assistance for the design and monitoring of piped gravity
schemes in remote localities. This co-operation bas been functloning for many
years and helpa in reducing the shortage of skilled techniclans.

92. Likewise, in Bangladesh a great many non-government organisations work
at village level and malntain close contact and exehange experiences wlth
UNICEF and the government. Some of these organisations contribute with often
innovative technlcal features, such as the plastic “Rower pump”, developed by
the Mennonl.te Centra]. Committee.

UNICEF Staff

93. The staff of UNICEF, both “regular” programme and project staff, aided
by volunteers from other external organisations have a tretnendous taak to
perform. It is difficult to measure in terms of person.-hours or magnitude of
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funds to administer. WIth the combination of advocacy and supply roles, they
have to wear many hats and to tackle a host of problems, including the
practical onea of logistics and their own existence in distant outposts and on
long and arduous journeys, mountain and jungle treks.

94. We have found both on the UNICEF side and among the voluntary
organisations without exceptlon a hard-working, truly dedicated group of
people. Those we met, inciuding engineers, construction technicians and
sanitation cum health education specialists, are technically solid people who
need all the stamina they have for the often extreme physical conditions,
under which they work.

95. Burma, keeping a greater national autonomy in terras of supporti.ng staff
may in our view have needed some reinforcement of the UNICEF project staff
group. RWSDseems to be gulte adeguately staffed. ESD is in need of
accelerating the ongoing process of strengthenlng of its own capacity. The
size of the project areas and the technical complexity would well warrant some
additlonal UNICEF staff especially for training purposes.

Effectivenesa of monitoring and control system

96. Generaily, with the spread of government agency and UNICEF presence
throughout the countries, the monitoring and supervlslon of ongoing activities
is relative effective in all three countries visited, especially as compared
with, say, some of the Sahel countrles, which have much less of an
infrastructure. The effectiveness of monitorlng, naturally, is very
relative. There are many constraints, including those of geography wlth long
distances and sluggish communications, which perinit reports to filter through
only slowly to the district centres and from there to the organisation head
offices in the capital cities. Other constralnts may be those of not having
any proper reporting and monitoring system built up, staff not trained in
reporting or no staff on location.

97. It is difficult to compare the three countries In this respect, since
each of them has very different conditiona and different types of water supply
schemes. WIth the thousands of pumpa In Bangladesh, It would be too difficult
to keep track of each IndivIdual project for anybody above Thana level. Yet
we feel that there Is reasonable control at all level8 concerned, especially
in Bangladesh through the staff of the UNICEF Field Offices in the different
districts. The individually larger projects in Nepal also are easier to keep
track of with the outposted UNICEF Field Staff being so much more operative.
In Burma, RWSDand ESD also aeem well in control of the ongoing operatlons.
Monitoring from UNICEF’s side there will have to depend to guite an extent on
the information made avallable from RWSDand ESD.

98. Project and prograinme evaluations are relatively rare and far from
complete. Some of the more relevant ones have been ].lsted in the
bibliography. Procedures and methods for regular reporting and monitoring and
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evaluation should be included in training schemes for the natlonal officers,
and also for UNICEF staff involved. Evaluatlon methodologies are now more
developed and some institutions in the world conduct courses in this special
field. For Bangladesh, the nearness e.g. to the International Centre for
Diarrhoeal Diseases Research (ICDDR,B), makes it easy to usa such a resource
especially for the evaluation methodologies. Likewise, both Nepal and Burma
have national institutions with good capacity for evaluations in different
areas.

99. The monitoring and control of equipment and materials also seems
relatively reasonable in all three countries, i.e. their location at a given
moment, their usa and status.

100. Another field of monltoring and control is the one of flow of funds and
supplies. UNICEF provIdes a considerable part of both and has developed a
considerable routine. As to procurement of local supplies, it aeems that
quallty control on delivery couild be increased beyond the present practice
e.g. of the handpumps in Bangladesh. In the particular case of the Bangladesh
pumps, the idea of employing an outside agent, such as Crown Agents, has been
discussed but so far rejected on the grounds that the coat would be too high.

1.3 Criteria and Procedures for Future Assessments/Evaluations

lOl. It is advisable to have a longer period of planning before a new
evaluation. Such preparations should start six to nine months before the next
fleld visit.

102. During the period of planning, there should be more communicatlon
between the particIpanta involved, including the Fleid Offices to be visited.
The Terms of Reference should be agreed upon as early as possible.

103. More detailed proposals for the field trips should be sent to the UNICEF
Fie].d Offices at the earliest stage possible, and their final version of the
itineraries should be “cleared” with all partlcipants.

104. We recommend four weeks for the field visits. The members of the team
should each have specific itineraries according to their specialized field of
evaluation. Only part of the Itinerary should be covered by the whole group
travelling together.

105. For a next possible phase of evaluation, the Sudan has been foreseen as
a country with good examplea for rural water supply programmes with a simllar
comparable physical and technical background (handpump systems) but diffarent
socio-economic settings.
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106. The evaluationfassessment should again cover socio-economic, health and
sanitation aspects of the Water Supply Programmas but with more focus on
functloning and utlization. Particular emphasis should be put on
complementary components such as Health Education and Environmental
Sanitatlon, as this would highlight behavioral and other problems that need to
be addressed. An attempt should be made to find out whether a balanced
approach of these basic social services takes place for the target populations.

107. The experience of a joint evaluation team consisting of independent
consultants (FRG) and staff member(s) of UNICEF was encouraging and both sides
enriched each other in a mutual learnlng process. We recommend that all
inembers of the team are entirely set free for the time planned to do the
assessment and preferably gather for finalizing their report In a locatlon
away from any office. However, a preliminary report should be prepared and
discussed with office and project staff in the country. Recorarnendations
should be prioritized in terms of their feasibility, 10w coat and impact
(irnmediateiy and practlcality) and form part of the prelimlnary report for
discussion with project staff.

108. For the mathodology it might be helpful to take into account the
“Minimum Evaluation Procedures for Water Supply and Sanltation Projects” which
has been published by WHO(February 1983). Although the total requlrements
for evaluations recommended in this document would be too comprehensive for
our specific purposes, it provides a good systematic approach, from whlch the
main elements can be chosen. The Field Offices can be informed in advance
about the requirements and can prapare data and Itineraries accordlngly.

Recommendations

(1) UNICEF should continue its assistance to water supply programmes
and proj acts because:

— governments as well as the cominunitles welcome the assistance and
make full use of It;

- water supply programines are an effectlve entry polnt for other
basic aervices;

(ii) Co-ordination of water supply prograinmes with other basic soclal
services is recommended. For Immediate effect, the elements of
GOBI—FFF (Growth Monitorlng, Oral Rehydratlon, Breastfeeding,
Immunization, Family Spacing, Food Supplement, Female Lltaracy)
should be strengthened and combined with the long-term alras of
water suppiy, haalth education and sanitatlon. The tanglble impact
of water supply programmas would help form a good basis for the
measures necessary to properly introduce GOBI—FF to the communities.
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(iii) In designing further programmes, priority should be given to human
resources development. This should include training, development
of training methodology and materiala and the promotion of human
resources development for prima attention from the side of the
governments.

(iv) The UNICEF support to water aupply programmas should concentrate on
the poorest segmenta of the populations and the most neglected
areas.

(v) UNICEF should continue to concentrate 0fl projects using village
level, low-cost technology in order to:

— ensure a minimum of operation and maintenance costs;

— avoid imports of spare parts;

- ensure continuous operation wlth a maximum life span of the
installations.

(vi) We recommend to seek strictar adherence by UNICEF and the
Governments to the obligations spelled out in the plans of
operationa.

(ix) In order to avoid pitfalls of overextending UNICEF and Government
capacities in complex programmas, such as the Burma Dry Zona
Project, careful planning and programme preparation is recommended
without losing the impetus of rapid, flexible action.
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2. BANGLADESH

2.1 Background Information and Deterininants

2.1.1 ~

109. Bangladesh has an area of 144,000 square kilometres and a total
population estimated in 1981 of 90,925,000 inhabitants. With a density on the
land surface of 673 people per sg. kin. Bangladesh is one of the most densely
populated country in the world. The population growth is estimated to be 2.4
percent.

110. Bangladesh is categorized as being both MSA and LDC. With a per capita
income of US$ 120 in 1981, the GNP is the lowest of the three countries
visited. It has the second lowest inconie in the whole world. At the name
time, Bangladesh suffers from a high inflation rate which was 16.97. on the
average between 1970 and 1980 (IDA, Washington, 1982).

111. Agricultural production contributes 547. to the total production. The
agricultural area covers 657, of the total surface and more than 907. of the
population are living in rural areas, 757. of the population belng directly
employed in agriculture.

112. There is an uneven land distribution in Bangladesh. The 107. richest
landowners hold 497. of all agricultural land, while the 107. poorest landowners
hold only 27. of the agricultural area. It is estimated that more than 507. of
the rural population is landless (owning lens than one acre for cultivation).
The number of landless rural people increases rapidly and with It the number
of chronic destitutes:

Table 2.1
Poverty in Rural Areas of Bangladesh

As Percentage of Total Rural Population

Year Absolute Poor Extremely Poor

1963/64 40.2% 5.21,
1973/74 78.57. 42.17.
1976/77 92.07.

Source: UNICEF Bangladesh, Statlstical Profile.

- “absolute poor” is defined as an income sufficient to cover only 90%
of the household needs.

- “extreme poor” means an income which enables the househoids procure only
807. of the vital calorie requirements.
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113. The population density on cuitivable land wlth 958 persons on each sg.
kn~. is extremely high. It seems that each person has to be suppiied with food
from an area of about 1000 aguare metres only.

114. Bangladesh has an extremely dispersed settiement structure of 65,000
villages, only 2,000 of these connected wlth good roads. Apart from the
towns, only 200 villages are have electricity. Lying in the delta systems of
the two major rivers, the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, nearly all the country
is dead flat, which makes improvements of the physical infrastructure somewhat
easier.

115. Rico is the most important crop, covering 801. of the total cultivated
area. But in most years, the doinestic rica production is not enough to feed
the total nation. Food has to be imported. Other agricultural producta are
jute, tea and sugar cane. Animal production is less significant.

116. Slxteen percent of Bangladesh is covered by forests. Wood Is
increasingly exploited by rural households, whlch need it for firewood. This
has a severe impact on the total economy of the country.

117. Together with India, Bangladesh is one of the largest producers in the
world of jute. Jute and jute producta are by far the most important goods for
export, comprislng 701, of all goods exported. Exports earn only 6’l. of the GNP
of the country but imports are 207, in value of the GNP.

118. Bangladesh exports labour to the Arab countrles of the Middle East. It
is estimated that more than 100,000 Bangladeshis earn their living thare,
transferring inoney home to their familles. They are the biggest foreign
exchange aarners for Bangladesh. The Niddle East attracts mainly skllled
labour, which in many cases would be urgently needed for essential positions
in the government and the economy of their own home country.

119. While agriculture contributes 547. to the GNP, industry bas a share of
only 13% and (public) services contribute with 33%. Manufacturing Is rather
dlversifled, concentrating on food and jute processing.

120. The mining sector is still poorly developed and apart from natural gas
in the eastern part of the country, there are only modest axpectations for
oil, peat, coal and few other minerals. For many years, Bangladesh has
suffared from a high deficit of the balance of payments, which was US$ 1425
million in 1980/81. The foreign debt today is more than US$ 4 billion.

121. Altogether, the perspectives for development and economic growth for
this poor area of the world do not look promising. The most realistic hope is
seen in agriculture, where crop production, particularly rice, can be
Intensified by increasing the number of harvests in certain areas from one to
two or even three harvests per year.
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Demographic Data

122. Eighty-nine percent of the population of Bangladesh are Bengali.
Moslems comprise 807. and Hindus 187,. There are marked differences between the
religious and social groups of the country. The influence of Islam on the
political, social and economic life is very important.

123. Women, who comprise 48.57. of the population, are excluded from public
affairs with few rights and few possibIlitias to initiate any development.
The dlsprivileged status of woman in Bangladesh affects the water supply and
sanitation programmas. Women would not allow themselves to ba seen unveiled
in public. For this reason, on market days they would rather abstaln from
using the safe water source of the tubewelis. Therefore, arrangementa for
privacy at water and sanitation facilities for women should ba an important
reguirement for all plans and designs.

124. Some 49.67. of the population in Bangladesh are children below the age
15. One-third of these children are under the age of four.t

Table 2. 2
Estimated Population by Age and Sex in 1980

(Figures in ‘OOOs)

Male Female Total 1. of Total

O — 4 7,135 6,810 13,945 15.72
5 — 9 6,166 5,802 11,968 13.49

10 — 14 5,521 5,191 10,712 12.08
15 - 19 5,361 4,908 10,269 11.58
20 — 24 4,273 4,081 8,354 9.42
25 — 29 3,376 3,394 6,970 7.86
30 - + 13,857 12,803 26,460 29.84

All ages 45,689 42,989 88,678 100.00

Source: Statistical Pocket Book of Bangladesh, 1979.

125. Girls in Bangladesh gat married at a very early age. The survey (sea
above) found out that among married women, 527. were married before they ware
15. More than 957. had married before they ware 20 years old. The median age
of first marriage is estimated to be 14.7 years.

~ Foundation of Research on Educational Planning and Development: The
Situatlon of Children in Bangladesh, Dacca 1981.
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126. The average number of pregnancias per woman in Bangladesh is 4.46. There
is an intensive campaign for family planning in Bangladesh, whlch is organized
by a separate department of the Ministry of Health but not integrated into the
rest of the health services. The family planning campaign was started in
1976.

127. Today the majority of couples are informed about contraceptive
measurements. The contraceptive prevalence rate is estimated at 16% of all
eligible couples. The government plans to reach a level of 387. by 1985, and
607, by 1990 (World Bank Recent Economic Development, 1982). Until now, famlly
planning in Bangladesh has not shown a significant impact on population growth
rates.

128. To sunirnarize: Bangladesh is probably the poorest area in the world.
There is an ongoing slide into even worse povarty. The only possibility for
income generation for the rural masses seems to be an intensification of
cultivation (three rica harvests instead of one). Up to now, this perspectlve
seem to be more theoretical. Family planning has not succeeded in lowering the
growth rate of the population. UNICEF Bangladesh bases its estiinates on 90
million population for rural areas only by the end of this cantury.
Population growth includes an increasing part of children, who make for more
than 50% by now already. Altogether, these trends justify an incraaslng
involvement of UNICEF, which has chosen Bangladesh already as Its most
important project country.

Education

129. The adult literacy rate is 267., but the Government of Bangladesh puts
much emphasls on improvement of the overall level of education of the whole
population. Numerous informal functional educational programmas, includlng
literacy campalgns, are Inciuded in the8e efforts.

130. Only about 4].7, of the 5 - 14 year old children are enrolled in school,
and 547. of this group never went to school. Only 57. of those who went to
primary school finished without repeating or other Interruptions.t Of the
pupils enrolled, there are about one-third more boys than girls.

131. The strong efforts of the government in expandlng the provision of
educational facilitles to the population are remarkable. About 5% of the
devalopment budget is earmarked for education. The training of teachers and
adxninistrators, however, does not follow at the same rate so that the guality
of the education system lags behind the high ratio of enrollment.

132. The Government hopes to achieva universal primary education by 1985. At
the same time, the Government hopes to reach 40 million people with its
various functional literacy programmas.tt

* Foundation of Research, The Situatlon of Chuldran.

World Bank. Recent Economic Developments. 1982.
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133. Health education is carried out country-wide by the Bureau of Health
Education, Ministry of Health. This office, which has existed sinca the
l950s, has expanded considerably within the last three to four years. Thanks
to the numerous activities of the Bureau, it can be said that among the rural
population there is a certain awarenesa about “personal cleanliness, usa of
safe water, defecation in latrines, immunization, desirable food habits”
(General Education Objectives of the Bureau).

2.~ .2 Health~1 Nutrit~on and fty&iene

134. General health statistics in Bangladesh are few and most of them are
unreliable. A priority list of the most widespread diseases could not be
found. The following table includes only those diseases which are ranked
according to an unk.nown criteria score of a WHOpublication. It can be seen
that water-related diseases belong to the most important ones.

Table II.

Host Important Diseasea in Bangladesh (around l975~)
According to an Unknown Criteria Score

Diseases Scores

Cholera 41.14
Smailpox 36.45
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 34.89
Typhoid 31.25
Dysentary/Gastroenteritis 31.24
Malaria 29.79
Avitaminosis 28.61
Protein Calorie Malnutrition 27.33
Measles 26.00
Worm Infestation 25.44
Tetanus 25.23
Dlphtheria 24.68
Anemia 23.79
Pertussis 22.84
Poliomyelitis 22.69

Source: WHO, (1980): Country Paper on Health for All by the Year 2000.
Bangladesh, New Delhi.

135. The infant mortality rate in Bangladesh is 140 per thousand live births
(1980). For the same year, the child mortality rate was 23 per thousand.
Life expectancy at blrth of a Bangladeshi is only 47 years.
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136. Children in Bangladesh are particularly vulnerable to water-related
diseases. Normally mothers breastfeed their children, but after weaning guite
often there is just not enough adequate food for the children to prevent
malnutrition, diarrhoeal and other diseases. The following table shows the
major causes for the death of children in Bangladesh.

Table 11.4

Najor Causes of Death
Percentage Within Age Group

Diseases 0-1 Years 1—4 Years 5-9 Years 10—14 Years

Tetanus 27.17.
Diarrhoea —— 31.81. 29.37. 20.0%
Pneumonia 15.87. 14.0% -— ——

Accidents 21.4%

Source: UNICEF Bangladesh (1981): Statistical Profile of Children and
Mothers in Bangladesh, Dhaka

137. Compared to other countries, there are guite a number of physicians and
other medical staff in Bangladesh. Qulta often the auxlliary medical staff is
not trained enough, has no facilities to work with, and gets an extremely 10w
salary so there is not incentive for this kind of work. In Bangladesh, there
are

11,000 graduate doctors,
450 inedical assistants,

2,700 nursas,
2,471 family welfare visitors,
1,223 sanitary inspectors,

13,500 male family welfare workers,
12,337 female fainily welfare workers,
24,000 (unpaid) village health workers.

138. In 1980 thera were 20,500 hospital beds, whieh makes for one bed for
each 4,390 inhabitants of the country. During the same year, Bangladesh had
158 hoapitals, 290 Thana health complexes, small hospitals or botter health
centres on Thana level, serving approximately 200,000 lnhabitants. There were
2,000 family wel! are centres staffed with poorly trained and paid staff.
Medical services in rural areas suffer from a chronlc shortage of drugs. It
Is estimated that only 10% of the most important drugs are regularly available.

139. More than 501. of the population suffers from malnutritlon, which causes
many deaths and much disability. It was estimated that in 1975/76 for 59% of
all households the calorie intake was only 91% of the essential requirements
(also compare Table 2.1). Annex 4 shows a more detailed picture of It.
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140. The poverty of the population has its direct impact on hyglenic
standards. Host people In rural areas have just not enough income to buy
facilities for safe water or latrinea. Neither can they afford to buy enough
aoap to waah themselves.

141. The floods, which cover large parts of the country for two or three
months during the year, are another source of pollution and make adequate
hygienic atandards difficult during that time.

2.1 .3 Ie~hais~a1 4s2e~t!

142. Handpumps and tubewella ware already widely in use in Bangladesh, whan
UNICEF in 1972 began to aasist the rural water supply activitles of the
government.

143. The physical and socio-economic conditions in Bangladesh form the
background to the low-cost handpump technology chosen. The increased usa of
surf ace water by a rapidly growing population caused a heavy pollution of the
traditional water sources (rivers and ponds). The fact that an estimated 80
milllon people are living in about 65,000 villages, resulta in scattered
settlement patterns. Therefore It is not faasible to instali supply systems
which provide water ideally close to each household.

144. The geographical conditions - flat alluvium with silt and fine sanda
covering about 83% of Bangladesh - are such that there is groundwater of
fairly good guality so far accesaible through shallow tubewells. The average
depth of the alluvium is about 35 metres with varlations from 18 m to 80 m.
In approximately 14 percent of Bangladesh, especially in the costal areas,
water of good guality is accessible through deep tubewella of an average depth
of 300 m tapping confined aquifers with fresh water under formations with a
high salinity. In the remalning 3 percent of Bangladesh tubewelis cannot be
used due to problems with high salinity, iron or other adverse geologlcal
conditions.

145. The above listed conditions clearly leed to the conclusion that
tubeweils and especially the shallow tubewells currently are the most
economical source for drinking water in Bangladesh.

The “New No. 6 Handpump”

146. The “New No. 6 Handpump” is the standard handpump used in the shallow
tubewell programme in Bangladesh. It has been tested in the UNDP/World Bank
Handpump Testing Prograzmne. A aummary of the results from the tests, and a
drawing are attached to this report (Annex 5).

147. The “New No. 6” handpump rapresents an attemtp at standardizatlon and Is
seen as an improvement to older handpump models. It is low-cost and locally
manufactured. By deciding to have only one type of handpump for the
programme, a simplified system for production and spare parts supply could be
lald.
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148. Experiments with a s~called “Fainily Pump” and an alternative “No. 4”
handpuxnp were abandoned in favor of the “New No. 6” pumps in order to simplify
the logi.stlcs of spare part supply, the maintenance procedures and to reduce
the overall coat per capita. The family purnp did not yield enough water and
influenced the water usage patterns negatively. Besides, the cost per capita
was too high (about 10 US$ per person).

Deepset Handpump Tubewelis

149. As the tubeweil programine for the shallow areas proceeds and a good
coverage of these areas will be reached in the next years, more efforts are
undertaken to provide the deep well areas of Bangladesh wlth potable tubeweli
water. Thus the development of a cheap rellable deep-set handpump. again
standardized for the whole of Bangladesh, is a major future target for DPHE
and UNICEF.

150. These efforts are stili under way. In 1976 Deep Well Specifications of
DPHE (No. 0012/76) were released, proposing the “New No. 6” with & special
deep-.set configuration for for the upper part of the tubeweli design. In
1979, new specifications (DPHE 0022/79) for the installation of the India
Nark-Il deep—set handpump were estabilahed.

151. Two thousand deep-set India Mark-Il handpumps have been Installed
(costing 2000 US$ each) in a test area near Dhaka since 1979. This pump is
now seen as being too expensive both from the installation and the maintenance
coat polnt of view. For the installation (2 - 3 days) a drilllng rig (4” bore
hole) is needed. A mobile crew with special toom, special tripods, casings
and a truck has to be equipped and tralned. The malntenance procedure for
replacing the relatively fast wearing cup seal alone requires a mobile crew,
trucks, tools, trained people, and budget for the petrol, because the whole
mechanlam underground has to be pulled up and taken apart to change a cup seal
worth 50 US cents. This procedure takes about one day. There are four of
these mobile crews for the 2000 India Mark-Il pumps installed.

152. It is easy to nee that the maintenance standarda cannot be held up and
are just too expensive. By the year 2000, about half of Bangladesh will need
lift pumps (average depth 10 -15 in) due to the lowering of the level of the
groundwater increaslngly used for irrigation with power pumps. A cheap and
easy-.to.-malntain lift handpump is needed to get away from the high costa and
the mobile maintenance crewa.

153. Presently UNICEF jointly with the World Bank is testlng the TARA force
(lift) handpump; which Is originally based on the IDRC/Ethiopia pump. In
Annex 6 a drawing of the overall concept of the TARA puinp Is shown. Thi8
pump has the great advantage that, besides ellminatlng the need for toom to
maintain the pump, It would be very Inexpensive to manufacture as compared to
the India Mark—Il.
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154. Bringing potable water to the rural population is only one of the
measures needed to lower child and infant mortality and morbidity. Therefore
sanitation (latrine construction) as en additional programma component has
been added to the water programma. As it Is beyond the scope of this
exercise, technical details of latrine constructlon as suppliad by DPHE/UNICEF
are not discussed in this report. Annex 7 shows the general latrIne
construction concept (set sold by DPHE/UNICEF).

2.~ Project description and progress in implementation

155. In 1976, the first project was completed with the installation of
100,000 shallow and 500 deep tubewells, and the re—sinking of 60,000 choked-up
tubewalls for rural communities, primary schools and union fainily welfara
centres. The second project, the sinkl.ng of 155,000 shallow tubeweils and
5,000 deep tubewells by 1980, was silghtly delayed by financial constraints;
the sinking of 50,000 shallow tubewells was completed by mid-l98O. The third
project, the sinking of 60,200 shallow tubewells In 1980-1982, started very
alowly due to financial constraints, but most of the target was to be met by
June 1982.

156. Until 1980, the village sanitation project achieved very limlted
results. Only 5,600 latrines were installed in 1978, 10,000 in 1979 and
18,300 by Juna 1980. Major problams are the community’s reluctance to usa
latrines, poor health education efforts promoting their use and limited
latrine production capacity. Howevar, during 1980-1981, 36,000 units ware
produced, indicating an increased production capaclty. In addition, the idea
of public community latrines is gaining acceptance and a small number are
planned for the naar future. Communities participata in both the water supply
and sanitation projects through financial contributions and self-help pilot
activitles.

157. More emphasis has recently been placed on the sanitation programme and
health education activities. A one-day training exercise in maintenance and
basic health practices produced 200,000 volunteer tubewell caretakers during
1979-1982. More emphasis has also been placed on woman’s role in promoting
the health benefits of safe water and sanitation.

2.3 Programme/Project Obiectives

2 .~. 1 ~

158. The huge programma assistance to water supply and sanitation of UNICEF
In Bangladesh, which is the biggest single programma UNICEF supports
throughout the world (It absorbs about 3% of the total budget), is not easy to
grasp, unlass directly observed In the field. The general objectives in the
Plan of Operations (1982-1985) concentrate on the improvement of health,
haalth education and better applied technologies (see 2.5.2). The
concentratlon on health is confirmed by the UNICEF officials in Bangladesh.
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159. The first objective of “UNICEF’s General Policles” for water supply is
to fulfill the target group’s basic needs for water. Without doubt, the
provision of safe water to the rural populatlon in Bangladesh can be seen as
an objectlve in itself. Probably not the only one, whlch would justify the
whole programme, but en important one.

160. The employment potential, which the UNICEF-assisted water supply
programma offers, is not one of the programmes’s objectives. Nor is the
income redistributlon effect of the programma formulated as an objective by
the programme designers. (The local contribution almost entirely comes from
the richer parts of the rural population while the whole community around the
handpump has legal access to It.) These effects are rather seen as positive
by—products of the prograimnes.

161. While not especially mentioned, the water supply programme bas an
important role in its functioning as entry point for other programmes
(latrines, health education, PHC, etc.) of the Government with UNICEF
support. From the point of view of UNICEF, it Is not only an entry point
towards the rural population, but as much en entry point for stimulating the
Government to introduce other programmes. The important rola which UNICEF
Bangladesh plays as advocate for children in this country, would be only half
as effective, if it ware not backed by the inputs irito the appeallng water
supply prograxmne.

2.3.2 Health.L Nutrltion, _a~d_H~g~a~e

162. Under general objectives In the Dreft Plan of Oparations (1982—85) is
mantionad:

“1. To act to amellorate the poor health of the rural
population of Bangladesh; especially children who are
more prone to the dangers of water-borne diseases and
high worm infections, by:

(1) continuing construction and maintenance of
handpuznps/tubewells in the rural areas of
Bangladesh, with emphasis on the provision of
safe water supplles in hardahip and under—served
areas; and

(Ii) strengthenlng and intensifylng sanitation
activitles In the rural areas of Bangladesh, but
with special attention to the slums and sguatter
areas of certain clties and towns.

2. To act to intensify health education and motivational
activities in rural Bangladesh, to ensure the
efficiency of the material and supplies involved.
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3. To search for appropriate technology; and the most
suitable and cost effective substitutes for existing
services and materials.”

163. The long history of the UNICEF-assisted water supply programma in
Bangladesh, which is working country—wide, has resulted in the largest
department of the Ministry of Local Government being DPHE with more than 4,000
staff members and the satisfaction for the politiclans in Bangladesh that
something bas been done for the rural population . This political potential
is used by UNICEF Bangladesh to help strengthen other social services in rural
areas in order to reach a balanced approach, which again successfully leads to
improvements of Government health services

164. The most important complementary elemanta, sanitation and health
education, are already included in the plan of operations. With primary
health care and a country-wide coverage through health care facilitIes, still
a great deal has to be done to reach the level of water supply and
sanitation. The Government of Bangladesh has accepted the idea of “Health for
All by the Year 2000” and WHOsupports the Government In its planning process
towarda this goal.

165. Along with this, the World Food Programma caters to a huge nutrition
prograx~e, particularly for children all over Bangladesh.

166. It is sald that the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BR.AC),
Dhaka, runs the most succeasful campaign on Oral Rehydration Therapy in
Bangladesh. Within three years, 2.5 million households ware taught the new
therapy and controls found out that 907. of them could usa the new method of
treating diarrhoea.

2.~3.3 Technical As2ects

167. The second Flve-Year Development Plan 1980—1985 sets as its goals:

- one tubeweli for every 75 persons in rural areas;

— 600,000 villages sanitation units (at least 5 per village

in 1985).

168. The co-ordinated achievement of these two objectives is seen as the
singlemost important means of subatantially reducing the incidence of
epldemics and water—borne diseases in Bangladesh. The estlmated coverage
(1983) was 200 persons per operabla pump. Roughly half of the people use
tubewella for drinking water. It is estimated that lesa than 10 percent use
tubeweil water for all domestic purposes. Loss than 1 percent of the rural
population has acceas to sanitation facilitles. About 5 percent of the rural
population have a fixed location for defecation.
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169. Starting in 1972, UNICEF has provided assistance to:

- construction of new shallow tubewells;

- re-sinking, rehabilitation, and demanding of choked up or
damaged handpuinp tubewelis;

- construction and rehabilitation of deep handpwnp tubewells.

The main objectivea were:

- to create an active health consciousness, to decrease
water—borne diseases and to activate peoplas participation
and awarenass of the benefits of safe drinking water;

- to lmprove the health and welfare of the people by
providlng adequate guantities of water for drinking,
personal hyglene and domestic usa.

170. These objectives ware technically to be achieved through:

- developing a sturdy economical handpump for manufacture in
Bangladesh, designed to oparate for a minimum of twelve
months without major maintenance or breakdowns;

- improving manufacturlng methods of local handpump

production;

- improving the loglstics of DPHE;

- helping to improve the technical standards of maintenance;

- initiating certain studies and research which would
facilitate the planning of water supply programmes
(different handpumps, t oundry technology, relationshipa
between safe drinking water supply and health status).

171. Certain non-technical constraints in the past to some degree have
limited the efficiency of the programma efforts:

- a joint UNICEF/Government appraisal shows that the
progranune implementation in 1978-1982 was gulte uneven in
the different programme sectors;

- the difflcult economic situation of the country has limited
the availability of project counterpart funds In local
currancy;
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- administrative and procedural bottlenecks limit
intersectoral co-operation and co-ordination communlcation
among project personnel, timely decIsion—making, and
efficient utilization of project inputs;

— additional constraints are the highly centralized
administrative structures, custoins clearance procedures and
cumbersome and time-consuming internal loglstics.

172. Internal constraints within UNICEF Dhaka (especially in 1980 — 81) such
as understafting and lack of continuity in key senior posts resulted in poor
coordination among sectIons, inconsistency in the co-operation wlth Government
bodies, and Insufficient utilization of the information generated by the
programme sectlon and UNICEF’s fleld organization for monitoring and programme
purposes.

2.~ Analysis of Planning and Preparation

2 ~. 1 ~ Nutr~tion, _a~d_H~gje~e

173. As in all other countries where UNICEF is working, the organization in
Bangladesh has put togethar its statistical profile on the livlng condltions
of chlldren and mothars. Apart from these basic data collection for planning,
many other studies are undertaken to elucidate the background of the various
progranunes and projects.

174. Among the most important studies on water supply, sanitation and health
are:

- UNICEF/WHO. 1977 and 1979. A Survey of Rural Bangladesh on
Diarrhoeal Morbidity, Water Usage and Related Factors.

- Rahman, M. M. et al. No year. Relationship Between Water
Consumption and Dysantery in Teknaf, A Rural Bangladesh Village.
Dacca.

- Ahmed, F. 1981. Design Parameters for Rural Water Supplies in
Bangladesh. Dacca.

- DANIDA. 1979. Drinking Water to Rural Areas in Bangladesh.
Dacca.

175. UNICEF Bangladesh works closely witb local scientists, consultants and
institutions (University of Dhaka and the International Centra for Dlarrhoeal
Diseases Research, Bangladesh).
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176. The most important partner In UNICEF’s planning and programma
preparation is the Government of Bangladesh and all stops of the prograinme are
continuously discussed with the ministries involved. The rural population
doos not participate in the planning process.

177. DPHE together with UNICEF intenda to engage woman more in planning and
for taking over responsibilities within their projects (Government of
Bangladesh, International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade,
1981-90). Up to now, only few groups of women caretakers have been trained.
This may mainly stIll be thanks to consclous promotional efforts on the side
of the authorlties jolntly with UNICEF, rather than out of a spontanaous
demand from the cominunities.

2.~\.2 Technical As2ects

178. After the Independence of Bangladesh, UNICEF’s activities first
concentrated on the development of a suitable puinp design (suction mode) and
assisting the development of the pump manufacture locally. The next stops
were dj.rected towards the loglstlcs of spare parts supply, the formulation of
specific Installation procedures and the strengthening of the organizational
structure of DPHE. UNICEF then establlshed its own district offices witli
UNICEF District Representative and Field Technicians supporting the work of
DPHE and the hired private contractors, installing the handpumps. The current
efforts give priority to the improvement of the maintenance of village level
with the result that an increaslng number of courses for local caretakers
(including female caretakers) are now being held.

179. Special attention is now also given to the procedure for applications
for new tubeweils from the villages and the equal distrlbutlon of handpumps
with the difficult and very poor areas getting higher priority. The current
procedure requlres that en application form, sold for S Take, hee to be filled
out and given to the DPHE, Water and Sanitation Committee, which decides if a
handpump can be installed or not. Thus, some areas whlch are very poor or not
accessible can still have a satisfactory coverage wlthin the programme. As
seen in the foregoing, the long-term planning activitles alm at a more
wide-spread installation of lift handpumps. Testing and development are
underway and the targets are dear. In order to be able to achieve a good
progress commensurate wlth the needs, about 75,000 handpumps per year would
have to be installed in the next 20 years.

2.5 Project Implementation (Installation)

2.~.l Socio-economic As~ects and Health.L ~u~rjt1oa,_a~d ~y&I~c!

180. A written request must come from the community before any project is
started. Women in Bangladesh norinally do not express their nood for safe
water nor do they have the chance to participate in any other aspect.
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181. Every community hee to pay 75% of the well—sinklng costs to the
contractor, who does the sinklng of the tubewell. In the shallow tubewell
programma this can vary between 100 and 1,000 take, depending on the depth of
the well. One thousand taka is the upper limit of local contribution. In
areas wlth deep—set handpumps, 1000 taka are paid as a lump sum. The money in
moet cases Is provided by the richest member or two or three of the moet
affluent members of the user group uhich, however, does not entitle them to
any special legal rights for the usa of the handpump.

182. Nevertheless, the pump donor Is highly honoured by the other villagers
for having given water to the community (which is higlily valued) and normally
the pump will be installed next to his compound so that he will have to welk
just a few metres for safe water. In cases where villagers buy handpumps on
their own and install them in their compound, they have to cover the total
coat, whlch can be up to 5,000 taka.

183. Until 1980 users had to pay only 50% of the well-slnklng costs to the
contractor. The increment to 75% did not have any impact on the general
demand. There is no information about the price elasticity of demand for
handpumps. It is recommended that information be collected on this guestion
and in relation to this, also about the income situation of those who normally
pay the user’s share of the installation.

25.2 Technical As2ects

184. All procedures for sinking the tubewelle, including the installation and
development, are laid down in the Shallow Well Specifications formulated by
UNICEF/DPHE In 1976.

The Sludger Method

185. In the soft soils of Bangladesh all that is needed to sink a tubeweli is
en approprlate length of 2” GI-pipe, a baxnboo scaffold and a three—man team in
the case of the present programme, (contractors hired by DPHE). The sinking
procedure is as follows:

— digging a small pit (60 by 60 cm and 30 cm doop) above the
selected site of the proposed well;

— spreading of cowdung to act as a seal; the pit is filled
with water;

- the first 3 m length of G.I. pipe is then atood in one
corner of the pit and filled with water;

- one man controls this well sinking-through-pumplng
operation (“sludging”) by standing on the scaffold raising
and lowering his hand over the top of the G.I. pipe as a
human flap valve;
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- the other two men usa a bamboo polo, pivoted on the
scaffold and fixed by a slipping knot to the G.I. pipe, to
puxnp this pipe up and down, thus gradually forcing it into
the ground;

- the pipe thus iets Its way steadily into the ground as an
intermittently stream of water and sand from the bore hole
bottom is pumped to the top (splashing water more or lees
directly into a bucket standing In the pit hole area);

- from this bucket samples of the soil are taken for control

1f a suitable water-bearing layar bas been encountered.

The Shallow Tubewell Construction

186. Once the required depth is reached, the G.I. pipe is withdrawn manually
and the tubeweil is constructed (average sinking speed is about two hours for
50 m and 10 min for the tubewell construction). The shallow tubewella are of
1-1/2” (38 min) diameter and consist of the following parts (from top to
bottom):

— top section of 6 m of 1 1/2” galvanized Iron (G.I.) pipe;

main section of 1 1/2” PVC pipe of a length varying from 9
to approxlmately 66 m (pipe connections are smooth joints
glued together with plastic cement);

- strainer section of 1.8 m PVC pipe with fina slots (about

7/1000”);

- sand trap section (60 cm).

187. After the construction bas been complated, the well is

developed thus:

- a temporary extra length of G.I. pipe is fitted above

ground and contlnuously topped with water for a few minutes;

- when It is removed, the well gushes water for a while and

Is then ready for the mounting of the handpump;

- in order to apply extra pressure to the aqulfer for
developing the well, the spout is first plugged. After a
few minutes of intense pumplng, the plug Is removed and
normal pumping begins;

- the sandy discharge clears very quickly, but the
regulations require an 8 hour minimum of pumping before
water is drawn for drinking to ensure that all
contamination (includlng that from the cowdung) is
wlthdrawn.
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188. The groundwater table is rarely more than three meters below ground
level in most areas of the country today. The actual depth to which a
tubeweil has to be sunk, is the minimum depth of a good yielding aquifer with
safe, potable water. (There are depth records available for every Union). 1!
the groundwater level is more than 6.5 m below ground level, the tubewell bas
to be fitted with a special deep-set handpwnp, which also requires a different
design of the top section of the tubewell.

189. After developing the well, the tubewell site is covered with a concrete
platform to protect the groundwater from contamination through the waste
water. A small drainage channel bas to be built.

190. People’s participation in the installation process Is limited to a
financial contributlon to the cost of the well—slnking, of about 300 Take (for
the slnking of en average depth of 35 m. The calculation is based on a
weil—sinking coat of 3—5 Taka per m).

191. After or sometimes even before the installation, a local caretaker is
selected, who is living in the village and will look after the pump and carry
out minor maintenance work.

Costs for the Handpump

192. The overall coat for a completely installed handpump corresponds to
about 300 US$. US$ 23 is the price of the pump at the foundry. UNICEF pays
for and doos the procurement of various raw materials (pig iron, high-grade
hard coke) and of the other materials for the tubeweil construction (PVC pipes
and screens, cement). DPHE contributes by flnancing and organizing of the
pro3ect (manpower, buildings etc.) and the transports.

Water Quality

193. The water guality Is tested for taate, smell, and odor. The iron
content of the well water is measured with easy—to-usa HACH field laboratory
testing kits. During our field trip a simple iron removal plant was visited.
This construction consists of a small water tank filled with small pleces of
broken brick. The water is pumped with the handpump into the tank and flowe
through a system of three connected, successive chambers. Through contact
with the bricks and the aeration, the Iron content can be reduced from 10 to
2.5 mg/1.

2.~c Operation and Maintenance (Functioning and Utilization)

2.(~..l. Socio-economic As2ects

194. Littie Is known about the socio-economic pattern of usa of the
handpumps. UNICEF estimates the global national figures for rural areas in
terms of users at 80 million people with 500,000 handpumps. This leads to the
average figure of 160 users per handpump. The exact number of rural
households which use handpumps is not known. Further study is needed to be
carried out in this area, the results of whlch would assist staff in
developing activitles to increase utilizatlon of the handpumps.
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195. For getting more information on social and cultural patterns, the
Masters Thesis of Mr. Faroogue Ahmed shows the right direction.
Investigations like this should be carried out on a national level. The
significance of the water supply progranune — even on a international level for
comparisons - would justify larger research efforts. UNICEF is concerned
about the problems of the coat of operations and maintenance as well as usage
of the handpump. There is insufficient malntenance, whlch seems to be the
main reason, why a percentage of pumps, estimated to be 20%, are out of order
at any given moment. Spare parts are still paid for and delivered by UNICEF
and DPHE.

2.~.2 Health~ Nutrition a~d_Hyg~e~e

196. No one knows exactly about the Impact of the installation of handpumps
throughout rural Bangladesh on the improvement of health and the reduction of
water-related diseasas. There are no nation-wide base-line surveys available
and at the same time It seems impossible to attribute the effects of one
single factor such as water supply, to any decrease In diseases. There are
several studies in Bangladesh, which tried to find Out positive correlations
between tubewell water and water-related diseases (compare 2.7.2), yet, more
of such studies would not arrive at any conclusive result. This lack of more
precisa studies is attributable to the complex guestion of causes and effects
of health iinpact of water supply and sanitation. Research on this subject is
recently begun In some 20-30 communities, but the results still are far from
conclus lve.

197. Unfortunately, the installation of a handpump doos not necessarily maan
the guaranteed end-use of safe drinking water in sufficient quantitIes for the
rural households concarned. The users carry the water In open buckets and
pots to their househoids and store them uncovered in the houses. This makes
the water subject to pollutlon. Children as well as adults do not strictly
stick to tubewell water and sometimes use water from other sources for
drinking and, in doing this, gat infected.

198. It Is not known, water from where and how much is used for cooking,
personal hyglene, washlng clothes and utensils. A Danlsh sociologist will
work from 1983 onwards with UNICEF Bangladesh to collect more information
about these factors influencIng the health and social life of rural households.

199. It any case, It seams to be dear that the “hardware” (handpump) in
itself is not sufficlent for improvement but that the “software” (health
educatlon) makes people aware of the benefits of safe tubewell water.

200. Host platforms around the handpuinps are not big enough to allow small
groups of women to clean dlshes and clothes on the relatively clean concrete
surface. This seems to be of importanca because clean surfacas to do this
work, conducive to hyglene, are rare in Bangladesh, where stones or rocks do
not exist in the largest part of the country.
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201. Latrines are normally used, not because the users would be aware of the
health reasons, but because of privacy. Therefore It sometimes happens that
only the female members of the society have the privllege of using the
latrine. The members of a family to use the latrine last are the children.

202. Since 1978 latrines are no longer distributed free of charge, and today
customers at the selling centres have to pay 150 taka. This means that only
more affluent people can afford a latrlne. The demand at any rate is still
much higher than the supply.

203. Surveys on the usa of latrines found that about 20% of the latrine sites
were not installed or did not work. “For the proper usa and maintenance of
all distributed latrine units an immediate education on sanitatlon and follow
up is essential.” (UNICEF/DPHE, End-usa Evaluation of Water Seal Latrines,
Preliminary Report, 1980.)

2.~.3 Technical As~ects

204. As recorded from the World Bank tests (New No. 6 Handpwnp) and as
observed during our field visit, the operation of both the New No. 6 and the
Tara Pump is easy, even for children down to aix years of age. For the
village level caretaker courses, maintenance manuals and education kits have
been developed, written in Bengali. Duo to the 10w rate of literacy, many
cannot read the manuals and even have problems to understand the simple
drawings (vivid sketches, not technical drawlngs). As a consequence moet
caretakers have to learn the maintenance procedures by doing.

205. During our field trip the following observations were made of the New
No. 6 handpuinp:

- Alinost all head covers ware loose. The 4-bolt design
requlres well-machined surfaces of both the headcover and
the pump body. This is not a good engineering solution.
Already In 1979, the DANIDA evaluation report made the
recommendation to changa the design to a three-bolt
connection which does not require machined surfaces.

- Often the cup seals did not seal sufficiently, causing a
lower yield of the handpump.

- Both the rod and the fuicrum pin, where the handle Is
connected to the piston rod, respectively to the
headcover, weer out very fast. They are never lubricated
and very often in bad condition.

- The cotter pins were often missing (being replaced by nails
or wire).
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- Sometimes concrete platforms are not been bullt by
villagers (more applicable to private handpumps in single
households).

- Many public pumps along the roadside (seen from the car)
seemed to be out of order.

- The pumpstand base and the G.I. pipe are oftan not
sufficIently tightly connected.

- The excess water often is not properi.y drained, causing a
muddy, dirty surrounding of the pumpstand.

- Due to leaking valves some pumps run dry and have to be
primed by fllling with contaminated water from nearby
ponds, water courses, resulting in contamination of the
drinking water source.

Proposed Modifications of the “New No. 6” Handpump

206. In the DANIDA evaluatlon report a few minor changes in the design of the
“New No. 6” handpuznp ware listed. Up to now It seems that these modifications
have not been introduced Into the manufacturing of the pump. These
modifications, if introduced, could reasonably reduce the waar of the rod and
fuicrum pins.

207. The recommended modifications were (sae drawing. Annex 5):

- the fulcrum pin should be prevented from rotating In the
headcover holes by castIng the headcover with a small rib
through whlch a hole for the cotter pin is drilled;

- a bush should be inserted into the handle as a bearing for
the fulerum pin;

- the wear of the outer end of the handle (rod pin) could be
prevented by the same modification as proposed for the
fulcrwn pin;

- the fitting of the headcover should be improved either by
machIning of the contact surfaces of the headcover and the
pump body or by introducing a changed three-bolt design. A
good direct contact between headcover and pump body easily
dan be achieved without machining, when only three bolta
are used (a three-legged chair will find support on any
uneven floor, whereas a four-legged chair requires a plane
floor in order to flnd stable support).
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208. Notes on the new TARA-handpump (lift pump under development as seen in
test areas near Dhaka):

- The wall thickness of the buoyant piston rod is too thin
(will be changed as soon as PVC pipe with sultable wall
thick.ness will be locally available.

- The wooden top cover of the pumpstand where the piston rod
is passing through seems to be unsuited. It wears out too
tast and with every stroke, water splashes through the gap
between piston rod and headcover.

- Leather as a materlal for the piston cup seal Is currently
tested but up to now does not perform satisfactorily.

- The 18-hole aluminium plato for the piston valve seems to
be too labourlous to produce (a plate similar to the
stiffener ring could probably be used).

- The discharge spout is still under development. The
current shape (two straight welded pipes) seems to be a
good solution.

- The development of a locally produced PVC filter acreen is
under way.

- There may be constraints to the operation of the TARA
pump. It may be difficult to introduce this pump to the
villages, as the puinp stand position, straddled by the
users might offend the sensitivities of the Bangladeshi
women.

Iron Removal Plant

209. Although the system as deecribed above Is appropriate, relatively cheap
and easy to maintain, its functioning in the villages may encounter certain
problems, which would merit close monitoring and particular motivation of the
village handpump caretakers, where they are installed. These plants have to
be maintained once in every one or two weeks, depending on the alnount of water
used. 1f maintenance is not kapt up through the necessary periodic flushing
(reverse water flow) and the changing of the brick f111 from time to time, the
effectiveness of these plants may decrease.

2.1. Main Findings and Reconunendations

210. In its more than ten-year history the water supply programme in
Bangladesh bas developed as the biggest single programma UNICEF assista
throughout the world resulting in tangible Improvements of village life in
rural areas as well as on the Government of Bangladesh.
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211. By means of these contributions UNICEF Bangladesh earned intangible
credits which allow the organization to become more effective in other fields
of basic soclal services and be hlghly respected.

212. Without a doubt the water supply programma of UNICEF in Bangladesh can
be used as an important entry-point for other social services towards the
rural population as well as towarde the Government of Bangladesh.

ç
~ ~ \ 213. Good co-operation seems to exist between the water section of UNICEF and

the ministries of the Government of Bangladesh involved (especially DPHE and
the Ministry of Health). A partnership bas been developed whlch aliows an

\ optimal implementation of the programma.

214. UNICEF staff members have succesafully advocated to make the latrine
construction prograxmne, and health education and improvements in public
administratlon involved in water supply and related fields, important
complementary programmes of the Government.

215. However, it seems that water supply is far ahead (50% of the rural
population have access to a saVe water supply) compared to other soclal
services, for example:

- latrines (only 1.5% of the rural population use adequate
latrines;

- there Is no cold chain to enable immunisation programmas
for children In rural areas;

- during most of the year, a dangerous drug shortage in
rural areas prevails;

- not everybody bas acceas to adequate medical services In
rural araas.

216. We recommend UNICEF Bangladesh to develop criteria for the level of
supply of basic social servicea which would allow a guantitative comparlson
between the different levels of performance.

217. This doos not imply that UNICEF Bangladesh should reduce Its engagement
in water supply. We rather think that it is necessary and advisable to join
other prograxwne elements with water supply more than bas been done in the
past, while maintaining the level of support to the water supply progratmue.
Water supply seems to be the most effective entry point for UNICEF Bangladesh
to any aspect of community development.
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218. In order to effect a balanced approach of social services, more
co—operation between the various departments of UNICEF Bangladesh might be
helpful. Besides harmonizing the work of UNICEF Bangladesh, the other sectors
could use the political appeal that the UNICEF asslstance of the water supply
programmas had in the country.

219. More should be done to collect socio-economic data at the national
level. The many studies, which have been carried out, do not as yet allow an
extrapolation for the whole country. This could make the progranune more
efficlent and sharpen the ability of the programma to Improve health by means
of water supply and other related inputs. There Is need to know more about:

- the sizes of the user groups;

- income and wealth distrlbution of the villagers;

- who and how much the households contribute towards
the installation of handpumps;

- wblch households can afford latrines and which cannot;

- the possible effects of engaging more woman into the
progranune (caretakers, etc.).

220. Because of the slgnifIcance of the water supply programma, whlch covers
already moet parts of the whole country, exceptional inputs in research are
justified.

221. UNICEF Bangladesh should develop a plan to move out of subsidizing the
operational costa of the handpumps in rural areas. All possible steps should
be undertaken that the users themselves fully take over operation and
maintenance and cover all expenditures for repairs. 1f this cannot be
reached, it should rather be the government lnstead of UNICEF to support them.

222. A study might help in Vinding out whether the distribution of spare
parts for pumps runs more efficlently and smoothly through the private
markat. This solution instead of a bureaucratic one could be followed,
particularly when the users take over all costa of maintenance and repair.

Technical Aspecta

223. Shallow tubewells and handpumpa (as used in Bangladesh) are an example
of a successful, appropriate low—cost tachnology that helps to bring safe
drinking water to large parts of rural Bangladesh. In addition to this, it
has enabled the inereasa in agricultural production through Manually Operated
Shallow Tubewell IrrigatIon, strongly furthered through UNICEF’s assistance to
the “MOSTI” project some years ago, now financed with major inputs from the
World Bank and USAID.
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224. Groundwater as the source of water is the only potentially safe source
available, although high contents of iron in some districts give the water a
taste, not liked by the users. As a remedy to this, simple Iron removal
devices are now installed wlth the handpumps in iron-infested areas, making
the water acceptable and used. Tubeweil water basically Is a safe water
source. With the Bangladesh “New No. 6” handpump, there are still some rlsks
for contamination through its design and certain practices from the users’
side.

225. The choice of matarials, method of inanufacturing and procurement
practices keep the total coat for the handpumpa 10w.

226. The pumps appear to function fairly well at village level, yield good
quantlties of water and are easy to operate.

227. The malntenance procedures are simple enough for adult villagers (male
or female) to manage tham after a short practical training course of only one
day.

228. Although an increased number of courses for local caretakers are being
held and special maintenance tools and lubrlcants are supplied by UNICEF (at
ramarkable coat), the malntenance standard of the handpuinps at village level
still leaves room for improvement. Partly this may be resolved through
redeslgn of certain pump details, partly through intenslfying the motivatlon
and training of handpump caretakers.

t—,

‘~ ~ 229. The capability of villagers to contribute even a small amount of money
seeius to be quite limited due to the extreme poverty of the villages, even to

the degree that many villagers cannot afford satisfactory water containers of
,‘ ~“ ~ktheir own.

~ (230. The distribution and availabllity of spare parts at Thana and especially
Union levels seem to be unsatisfactory. There Is an apparent lack of

communicatlon between the village level caretakers and district offices (duo
/ to the difficult accesa to the villages and no travel allowancea for
L.,government offices).

231. The established site selectlon criteria seem to be followed (e.g.
accessibllity to all) but duo to the settlement patterns, such factors as
equal and short distances for all villagers cannot be met.

232. In spite of efforts to change the traditional water utllizatlon
patterns, these still have not changed very much up to now. There Is only a
vague awareness that it is better to drink tubeweli water than water from
other sources (without a real understanding that there is a close connection
between water and health).
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233. The complicated relationships between safe water supply and the health
status of the people, especially children are very complicated. It is
recognized that dlose access to adequate quantities of safe water as provided
through handpumps projects contributes to improved health in the communities.

234. As it is realized that supplylng safe drinking water alone is not
sufficient to have an effect on people’s health, a subatantlal effort has been
made by DPHE jointly with UNICEF to establish sanitatlon projects with latrine
construction. There are also efforts to link basic health education and
primary health care to the water programma, using the handpump installations
as an entry point.

235. Severe financial constraints on the government side result in relatively
10w income levels for government staff, leaving many of the lower level posts
vacant or forcing the already employed staff to look for additional income ‘-1
sources to the detriment of the prograznme.

236. The moet serious problems threatening all progress in this work are the
prevaIling poverty and the overpopulation. As long as the annual growth rate
Is as high as 2.4 percent per year, all efforts to change the overall
situation in rural Bangladesh will remain extremely difficult.

Recommendations

237. UNICEF together with DPHE should try to improve the maintenance
standards and the spare parts supply in order to koop up the curront coverage
of about 200 persons per tubewell.

238. A higher priorlty should be givan to the areas where lift pumps are
needed (current coverage about 600 persons per deep tubeweli). By the year
2000 the groundwater level risks to be lowered so far that in half of
Bangladesh lift pumps will have to replace the present suction pumps.

239. In order to kaap maintenanca costs low (programma costs to the
government), spare parts should no longer be given out free. It is a general
experience that if the users have to pay such costa, their awareness of the
needs for the upkeep and maintenance of the water installations will be
stiinulated.

240. Lump sum payment by the users should be avoided, as this might result in
worn out pumpa or pumps that stay out of order for a long time. Instead, a
Vee system (water fees or general taxation) should be introduced to cover the
costa.

241. Additional education efforts coming from the education or prlmary health
care programma components wlth UNICEF support should help to improve the
proper usa of tubewell water and to change the traditlonal patterns of water
use.
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242. More caretaker courses should be held for woman.
the woman who provide the family with drinking water.
procedures are very simple, woman can easlly be taught
handpumps as their main water source.

Traditionally It is
As the maintenance
how to take care of the

243. The devolopment of the TARA handpump Into an oven easiar-to-use, cheaper
and easier-to-malntain handpump, seems to be a promising approach to help
alleviate the problems of water supply in Bangladesh. The experlence should
be publicised and the information should be given to all interested agencies
dealing with tubeweli installations.
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1205L

3. NEPAL

3.1 Sununary of Main Flndings and Redommendations

244. All development efforts in Nepal, except In the Terai area, have to
battle with the extremely unfavourable topography of the country, the heavy
growing population pressure on limited land resources and the extreme poverty
of the rural population.

245. In countoracting the serious consequences of the deforestation of Nepal,
(including the disappearance of the springs that used to be the traditional
water sourcos for the villages), UNICEF Nepal, togother wltb His Majesty’s
Government and other organizations, bas succesafully helped to lnstall gravity
flow water supply systems for the last ten years all over the Hill and parts
of the Mountain areas.

246. A key element of this progranune, much more comprehenslve and evident
than in the two other countries visited, is community participation. There
are no contractors or technlcians from the Government who implement the water
supply systems at the vlllages. Apart from technlcal advide and supervisIon
by a handful of KMG and external spociallsts, it is the villagers themselves
who do the actual work. It is they who contribute all labour fordes required
at the projedt sites. Community partldipatlon is essential also for the
maintenance, because the lack of lnfrastrudture makas It impossible for the
technlclans from the centres to readh far out communities for belping to
repalr the systems.

247. Altogether, this community participatlon works well, particularly during
the implementatlon phase. There dould sometimes be more Involvement of the
community in planning so that, later on, the community would be more motivated
to take over the full responsibility for the operatlon and maintenance of the
schames.

248. A serious constraint is the absence of national tecbnlcal specialist
staff, which is not available or not prepared to work in remote rural areas
far outside of the central dities and towns. The Government should do
everytbing In its power to address this problem.

249. In the Terai, women are recrulted and trained as techniciana for the
shallow tubewell and sanitation prograxmnes. We ware informed that they make
good technicians. Thelr particular value is seen in their contrlbution to
health education. Women In Nepal are loss restricted socially and can
communicate botter with other women than any man would be able to do. The
women also tand to be more sensitive to a balanded approach to basic social
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sorvices. For these reasons, UNICEF should continue and widen its support to
the assignment and training of woman in the fields of water supply and
sanitatlon.

250. Water supply is well abead of the other programmes of basic sodial
services. Many people in rural areas have no accass to medidal servicos.
Education, particularly literacy for adults (indluding avoidanco of secondary
illiteracy) and health education in remote vlllages is lagging. The lack of
roads makes it near impossible to provide an effectivo cold chaln for the
immunization of children. For the same reason It is difficult to provide food
subsidies when famine occura, because farmers cannot fulflll even thair own
food roquirements from their small pieces of land. UNICEF Nepal tries
ovorything to encourage the construction and uae of latrines, but the ladk of
awaroness and materials, with the difficulties in transporting them, are
aerious bindrances.

251. Besides the support to programmes of baslc soclal servlcas, UNICEF Nepal
also asslsts in projects for income-generation for the poorast rural segmants
of the communlties, particularly the woman. We found these activities very
encouraging and necessary. This additional income, bowavor modest, Is yet
another measure for improving their quality of life.

252. The organization and management of UNICEF Nepal seems to be efflciant
and well adapted to the complex naads of the programmas. We ware lmpressed by
the frequent and informal contacts and communication internally botwean the
staff members, which allows for a full exchange of information and ideas. We
could notido the same in the field botweon the UNICEF staff and the government
officials, the local leaders, the craftsmen and other membors of the community.

Findings (General

253. Since 1971 UNICEF is the leading external agency in the fleld of rural
water supply in Nepal. About 300 gravity flow systems servlng approximately.
300,000 people have been constructed up to 1983 at a cost of 6 million US$
with a per capita coat in the order of magnitude of US $ 20. In the Terai
lowlands a tubeweil and sanitatlon pilot programma started In 1981. UNICEF is
working with the Rural Water Supply Programma under the responsibillty of the
Ministry of Panchayat and Local Developmant (MPLD).

254. During the last threa years UNICEF in Nepal bas analyzed its water
supply and sanltatlon adtivltles in order to improve technical procedures,
supply, maintenance, sanltation and coiununity participatIon. Out of the
findings and rocommendations, readjusted procedures have been formulated in
threo guldelines (“Standard Procedures for the Implementation of Rural Water
Supply Projects”, “A Policy for Sanitation” and “A Policy for Maintenanca”;
all by MPLD/UNICEF Kathmandu, 1982).
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255. Programma progress shows various constraints. The Government structure
is very cantralized: the conununities in the Hill regions have little
opportunity to state their actual needs. Although the undertakings are stated
in the project agreements, HMG is not providing the promised manpower
assistanca to the project, e.g. nono of the government engineers’ posts are
filled. This limitation has had unforesaen benefits as the comrnunities have
increasod their involvement in project activities.

256. The graatest single constraint to programme progresa is identifled as
the lack of trained technical manpower at all levels. There is presantly no
full-time government engineer working in the programma. This lack of manpower
coupled wlth the rapid oxpansion, the geographical spread and the
inaccessibility of the project sites resulted in poor supervIslon and
management in the field. In order to consolidato the programma, its spreading
to other dlstrîcts bas been stopped for the time being.

257. A decentralizatlon bill recontly was passod by the National Panchayat to
transfer much of the decision—making to the District Panchayats. UNICEF on
its own side has also gone about decentralizing with the establishment of
field offices (Lamidanda, Khotang and Ilam Bazar, Ilam) in order to improve
project support and supervision.

Findings (Gravity flow systems)

258. The choice of technology for the progranune is appropriate (gravity flow
schemes in the Hills). The choices of materials and methods of procuramont
kaap the coat for the projects as low as It possibly could be. There are
standard designs for every component of the gravlty flow schemes. Some
modifications so as to make these designs more flexible to the locally
differing conditions will be introduced. Due to poor supervislon and the lack
of skills, many of the older systems ware poorly designed and constructed.
This is hoped to be changed through the measures now taken. Altogether
gravity flow schomes continue to constitute the bast approach to bring safe
drinking water to the Hill poople.

Findings (Terai Tubeweli and Sanitation Project)

259. When the tubewell and sanitatlon pilot project started, it had the
advantage of bonefiting from the experiences of the Bangladesh Handpump
Programma. Tbrough this, many mistakes In the early stages of the project
could be avoided.

260. During the pilot phase novertheless many problems on the level of
administration and project organization had to be solved, as this programma
was the first of its kind In Nepal.

261. For the installation of the tubewelle, using the same sludger method a~
in Bangladesh, details, such as the slot sizas of the filter screens had to be
adjusted to the axisting conditions in the Terai.
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262. Procurement of “New No. 6” handpwnps from Bangladesh proved to be a
problam of logisties. There are now efforts to produce handpumps locally
sinco there are foundries for cast iron production in Nepal. Assistance from
Bangladesh and UNIDO has been assured.

263. The demand for handpumps is high. Since the programme, however, is
still in Its pilot stage, the main goal to begin with, is rather to establlsh
the nacessary basis for the programme than to install as great a number of
tubewells as possible.

264. The local production of latrine slabe (subsidised by UNICEF and sold at
the District Selling Centres) soems to be a succass since the demand is much
higher than the production. (It could also maan that production lage for
various reasons and cannot keep up with the demand.)

Reconunendations

265. Support and encouragement to government agoncies to devalop and maintain
their own natlonal human resources for the project, especially on the
engineering level, needs to be considerably strengtoned.

266. The atrategy adopted to raise the guality level of project
implementation instead of raising the number of projacts installed, should be
kapt up for the noxt few years.

267. After the recent review of the activities in water supply and
sanitation, the subsequently formulated standard procedures should be
implementad and this implementation should carefully be monltored in order to
avoid repeating mistakes.

268. The variations of the standard designs for the gravity flow systems
should be prepared as soon as possible to help the implementing field staff in
applying optional technical solutions.

269. The training of the Water Supply Technlcians, the overseers and
volunteors should be improved. Special emphasis should be given to train the
field staff in all matters dealing with community partlcipation.

270. The adjustmont of materials for the construction of the handpump
tubewell seems to be necessary but It should be avoided to try to develop
completely dlfferent, new constructions of handpumps. The material used in
the pilot phase bas been used for years in Bangladesh and to a cartain extant
proven to stand up to the problems to be solved. Since a great deal of
handpump devalopment goes on elsewhere In the world, including in nearby
Bangladesh and India, possible deflnite flnalized improvements in handpump
design could later on always be introduced into any project.
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3.2 Background Information and Determinanta

3.2.1 ~

Ecological and Economic Background

271. Nepal, with its total surface of 140,797 squara kilometres, has about
14.8 million inhabitants (1981 census). This makea for 105 persons per sq.
bu. Large parts of the country are covered with inaccessible mountains so
that the areas, suitabla for living, in raality have a far highar population
dansity.

272. Thus about 598 people have to live on one sq. kin, of arabla land. The
uneven distribution of the population leads to a density of 300-350 persons
per arablo sq. kin, in the Torai ragion, while in the hills and mountains 1,053
persons have to live on aach sq. km. of arable land (UNICEF Nepal Fact
Sheet). In a country whera 907, of the population rely on agriculture, this
makas Nepal, together with Bangladesh, two of the most densely populated
countries in the world.

273. Population growth is about 2.6%. Nepal balongs to the group of LDC and
MSA.

274. The Himalaya mountain range comprisos about one-guarter of the total
surface. Here live only 5% to 7% of the total population. The “Hill” areas
(middle mountain ranges), including the Kathmandu valley, which is regarded as
the centra of the country, hold about 60% of the population, while the Terai
region along the southern border covers about 20% of the total surface and
accommodatas 30% of the population. In this area, we find 70% of the total
agricultural land of the country. There is a steady migration of small
farmers from the Hills to the Terai region. The migration causes social
frictions, particularly because of the pressure on the limited land resources.

275. In Nepal, more than 95% of the population are still living in rural
areas, nearly all depending on agriculture. Ninety-thraa percent (93%) of the
labour force is working In agriculture, only 2% in Industry and 5% in
government and community services.

276. The GNP per head in 1980 was US$ 140 . Fifty seven percent (57%) of it
was produced by agriculture, 30% by services (mainly public), and only 13% by
Industrial activities (IDA, Washington, 1982).

277. In Nepal, 29.2% of the land is used agriculturally (1980) and provides
employment and Income for more than 907. of the population employed.
Agriculture is not able to feed the nation, but It produces 80% of all
exports. These are jute and jute products, wood, skins and rica.
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278. More than half of the agricultural area is usad for plough farming,
which is intensive in most parts of the country. The average size of
cultivated fields per rural household is loss than 0.4 hectares. For reasons
of tradition and religion, animal production is concantrated in the Hills. It
is of minor economic importance.

279. Duo to the population prossure, the forests of Nepal are diminishing
rapidly and their disappearance is a serious threat to the very existance of
the rural population. Wood is the only sourco of energy for nearly all rural
households for heating, cooking, atc. Cow dung is used for manure rathar than
for kitchen fuel. In moet araas of the Mountain and Hill areas, leaves of the
treas are used as fodder for livestock bacause of the lack of pastures, which
come second to cultivation. Forasts have an essantial function for retaining
water in the ground. Their increasing disappearance is one major reason for
the disappearance of many springs and the nead for projacts of gravity flow
systems from other springs, which are often far from the villages, mainly
found only in still untouched forest areas.

280. Besides the deforestation, the population pressura has led to severe
man-made erosion. With the ensuing loss of top soils, the agricultural
potential diminishes. The Himalaya mountain range is a comparatively young
one. Through the constant plato tectonics movement of the Indian Ocean Plate
northwards, the Himalayas - geologically speaking - are being rapidly raised
over the lowlands. This results in as rapld an attack on the mountain ranges
by the agents of arosion: sun, frost, glaclers, rains, streams, landslides,
wind. Therefore, natural erosion bas an even greater impact and is estimated
to craate about 60% of all erosion in Nepal.

281. Manufacturing mainly concentrates on agricultural products. Thare are
few other resources and not much hopo for the future in this field. This
refers to mining as wall, even though minoral axploration with external
assistance still is going on.

282. However water is a viable resourco for energy of Nepal, and It is said
that Nepal’s water resources can supply the whola Indian sub-continent with
electrical energy. Two major hindrances hampar the implementation of such
projects: sodimentation from soil erosion and earthquakes. Experts try to
find means to overcome these.

283. Tourism is of some Importance, contributing 2% of GNP, but aarning 13%
of all foreign exchange in 1979/80 (IMF, Nepal Recent Economic Davelopments,
1981).

284. “The obstacles arising from Nepal’s topography for development of a
transport and communication system are possibly unequalled In the world’
(World Bank, Policles and Prospects, 1981). Construction of roads becomes
extremely expensive in moet parts of the country. Because any commoditios are
scarce in the Mille and Mountains, large amounts of goods are transported by
human porters since there are too few donkeys, mulos or horses. Besides this,
Nepal is landlockod and nearly all imports and exports have to go through
India, Nepal’s major economic partner.
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His Majesty’s Government (11116)

285. A Panchayat System recently was established to effect a more democratic
mode of government. This system was confirmed by a national referendum in
1979.

286. The “Panchayats” are the traditional old village councils which are now
the basis for an administrativa systom headed by His Majesty’s Government
(HMG). The Local or Village Panchayats consist of nine village wards, aach
Village Panchayat serving about 800 familles. The District Panchayats
consist of representatives from the village Panchayats. The village councils
have a certain autonomy. They are supposed to motivate and stimulate the
villagers. The Government thus has introduced a decentralized administration
and through the Panchayats tries to overcome the old caste structura, which
officlally was abolished in 1963.

287. The Government services have grown considerably during the last years.
There are more than 200,000 civil servants, which is about 50% of the total
labour force of the country outside agriculture. The government with Its 21
ministries still is hlghly centralized and 501. of all government omployees are
in Kathmandu. Contacts between the capital and the remote periphery is poor.
Becauso of the bad infrastructure, government officials cannot travel as much
as would be needad.

288. The efforts to develop Nepal started only during the l950’s. Before
then, the country was strictly closed and had only minimal contact with the
rest of the world. Therefore, the old traditional social structure still
dominates and the wealthy members of the conununity are the opinlon-makers and
government leaders. This still doos not leave much room for the participatlon
of other groups. It also affects the rate of the development process.

289. One of the few things }EMG under the circumstances can do for remote
villagers is to supply them with safe water. Therefore, the present rural
water supply programma with UNICEF assistance is much approciated by the
Government.

Demographic Problems

290. For centuries Nepal bas been a melting pot of several major ethnic
groups from the plains of India in the south and from the mountains and high
plateaus of Tibet in the north. This can be seen in its ethnic
diversiflcation. About 25 different languages are spoken in the country, of
whlch the moet important are:

Nepali spoken by 52.457. of the population
Maithali Dialects “ “ 11.497. “ “

Bhojpuri “ “ 6.947. “

Source: Author unknown (1977): The Analysis of the Populatlon Statistics
of Nepal
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291. Hindus comprise 78% of the population. They form the political majority
in the country with Hindulsm as the predominant cultural element. This means
that women can be seen in public and, that their concept of privacy may be
somewhat different from that of women in a Muslim socity, e.g. Bangladesh. At
the same time woman still have significantly loss rights than men and outside
their households they are normally excluded from the decislon-making process.
(Acharya, M. at al. (1981): Rural Woman of Nepal. Kathmandu)

292. Table 111.1 gives a breakdown of UNICEF’s target groups in Nepal.

Table III. 1
Child Population in Nepal 1981

o - 14 years coznprise 44.47. of the populatlon
0 — 4 “ “ 17 16% “

5 — 9 “ “ 14 61% “

10 — 14 “ “ 12.65% “ “

Source: UNICEF-Nepal Fact Sheet (no year)

Education

293. The Rana regime, which ended its rula in Nepal in 1951, was opposed to
universal schooling for children. After 1951, the enrollment expanded rapidly
and today it is estimated that 85% of all children of the relevant age group
go to primary school (IDA, Washington, 1982).

294. Tet the school attandanco rata is said to be only 65%. The quality of
primary education remains poor. Only one out of three teachers is fully
trained. Girls do not get the same chances for oducation as boys. Only 307.
of all pupils are girls.

295. The adult literacy rate Is estimated to be one of the lowest In the
world with 19%. In many of the remote Nepaleso villages, the problem of
socondary illiteracy is serious. These vlllages, cut off from the world, in
the mountains, apart from toxtbooks for the schools, have nothing also to raad
and often no need to wrlte, Thair only communication channel is by way of
radio. Activities of non-formal education try to overcome these constraints
of development - unfortunately on a rather limlted scala.

3.2.2 Health.L Nutrltlon and ~y~iene

296. The centurles of Isolation and the physical inaccessibility to most of
the villages in Nepal are responsible for some of the worst health conditions
of the world. Infant mortality is estimated to amount to 152 of 1000 live
births. Of 1000 children between 0 and 1 years of age, 23 die of diseases,
malnutrition and other health problems (Nepal Fertility Survey 1976).
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297. Life axpectancy of the Nopalis Is estimated to be only 47.5 years for
males and 44.5 years for females. “The higher life axpectancy for males
rathor than females can partly be attrlbutad to the fact that in moet rural
areas, woman are exposed to unusually high rake during pregnancy and
delivory” (UNICEF Nepal: Fact Sheet).

298. Amongst the population, the under—fives suffer from gastro—intestinal
infections, tuberculosis, measles, whooping cough, tetanus and other
infectious diseases, just to mention the most important onas.

299. Because of the lack of iodine in the soli, endemic goitre and cretinlsm
are widespread in Nepal. A survay in 1976 found that 55% of the populatlon
suffer from goitre and 5.1% from cretinism.

300. The low consumptlon of graan leafy vegetables and the widespread
hookworm infections are responsible for the fact that every flfth child under
five suffers from anaemia. The deficiency of vitamin A in moet reglons of the
country causes partial or complete blindness in many childran.

301. Health statistics for Nepal further indicate that in 1977 one physlcian
on the average had to serve 35,900 people with one nursa for 30,510 people
(IDA, Washington, 1982). There is one hospital bod for 6,294 persons (World
Bank, Nepal Policles and Prospects, 1981). A family planning programma bas
not yot shown significant results.

Table 111.2

Medical Services in Nepal 1980

Services Number

Hospitals 68
District Health Officers 48
Rural Haalth Posts 593
Physlcians (150 of them are 450

in Kathmandu)
Nursas 460
Village health workers 1,500

Source: UNICEF Nepal, Fact Sheet

302. Of all children between the ages of 6 months to 6 yaars, 75% suffer from
moderata to severe degrees of malnutrition. Espacially in remote areas of the
weet, periodical faminas occur and airborne food supply bacomes nacessary.

303. It is estimated that the calorie supply in percent of the total
requirement was only 89% In 1977. Children do not get enough protein after
weaning. The severe lack of iron, iodine and vitamine has baan mentioned
already.
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304. With deforestation and increasing population pressure, the accaas to
water decreases for the rural population. Traditionally, the Nepalese used to
build their villages high up on the ridges of the hills and mountains, mainly
because of malaria in the vallays. Some decades ago, there ware enough
forests and through this enough springs to supply the rural population. Today
the rainwater catchment and storing capacity of the forest vegetation in the
hills and mountains bas become more and more limited. Frequently woman have
to walk for hours downhill to lower locatad water points and have to carry the
heavy buckets back to their homes, trudging uphill with height differences of
hundreds of metras and 10 to 20 litres/kilograms of water or even more on
their backs.

305. With these conditions, water bas become scarce in moet rural areas of
Nepal. Consequantly personal hygiene is decreasing. The villagers, who have
to work hard just for obtaining enough drinking water, do not wash themsolves
nor do they wash their clothes and other utensils of their househoids. It is
estimated that today only 101. of the rural population have reasonabla accass
to safe drinking water.

306. Hygienic standards in rural Nepal are inadequato also because the
population doos not usa proper latrines but mainly defecate in the open
envlronment. Particularly in areas where the population density Is high, the
transmission of diseasos by the fecal-oral route is evident.

3.2.3 Technical As2ects

Climato and Hydrology

307. The Torai reglon is a small fringe of the Northorn Indian Plain and bas
a sub-tropical climata in the monsoon zone wlth an annual precipitation of up
to 3,000 mm. There is easy access to groundwater as a source for safe
drinking water with the water table only a few meters below the surface. The
soils consist of fine sands or sllts, sometimes intercalated with thin layers
of coarser sedimonts. North of this narrow portion of the plain are the
9oothllls of the Himalaya Range (Hill Reglon) with heights between 2,000 and
4,000 m. There is lees precipitation In the foothills with the annual amount
decreasing towards the west. Erosion caused by heavy deforastation is a
serious problem in the foothills. The soil is washed downhill witli frequant
landslldes scarring the hillsides. No more water is storod in the ground and
springs as the traditional water sources dry up. The annual flood peaks are
higher and bring coarser and larger quantities of sediments downstroam as
comparad to former times.

Project History (Gravlty Flow Systems)

308. In 1971 UNICEF began assisting In the installatlon of the gravlty flow
systems in the hilly areas of Nepal, wlth the work based on the experiences of
SATA and other oxternal agencies. Since than UNICEF bas become the largest
single donor in this field in Nepal. The main objectives of this activity are
to reduce the ainount of time spant by childran and woman for carrying water
and to give the villagers accesa to safe drinking water sourcas.
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Water Sources (Gravity Flow Systems)

309. In the Hills, water is traditionally drawn from unprotectad springs and
streams. Usually it is possible to Vind adequate sources above the villages
to be served, enabling gravity-fed piped water systems (gravity flow systems)
to be constructed. IV the water sourca is well—protected, there is usually no
need for water treatment.

Project history (Tubewoll and Sanitation Programma)

310. In 1981 UNICEF startod the Terai rural water supply and sanltation
project with an initial two yoar pilot phase. In 1983 an axtanslon of the
pilot phase was agroad upon. The main objective of this activity Is to
establish the technical and administrativa basis for a large-scale programma
covering the whole Terai region by 1990 (wlth a ratio of 200 persons per
tubeweli).

Water Sources (Tubewell and Sanitation Programme)

311. In the TeraI, bousehold water Is so far generally drawn from open ponds
or unprotected weils (dug walls) which are polluted and constitute a major
health hazard. As the groundwater table ganerally is high, suction handpumps
can be installed in moet areas. IV the surrounding platform of the tubewell
is properly constructed and the waste water proparly dralned off, this water
source generally can be considered as safe.

3.3 Project Description

312. The daily burden of fetching water is oftan the moet time—consuming
domestic choro performed by mothors and children. Water is usually drawn from
polluted springs, streams, and wells. With rapid environinental degradation,
traditlonal perennial sourcas are drylng up, and people have to welk fartber
for water.

313. The Government has adopted the targat of supplying en additional 10.1
million people with clean water and axtending sanitation facilities to
2.1 million people earlier plannad to bo suppllad by 1990. UNICEF supports
water supply activities in the bill areas and in the Terai, and assists in
launching a major sanitatlon campaign. This programma is entirely dependant
upon community participatlon. It responds only to requests coming from the
coinmunities themselves, and provldes only necessary external assistance to
enable thom to construct theIr own systems.

314. The Government bas requested UNICEF assistance to construct an
addltional 395 gravity-flow water systems to serve 400,000 peopla In the
huis. The implementing ministry is responsible for the survay, design, and
construction of these systems, asslsted by UNICEF project angineers. The
present level of manpowar trained with UNICEF support is being expanded to 200
field technicians and 40 overseers. Emphasls is leid on the Introduction of
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maintenance systems and on sanitation in which support is given to the
construction of 500 latrines in 300 schools and health posts. In response to
requesta from villagers, the construction of household latrines made of local
matorials Is supported by the technicians.

315. The Government has reguested UNICEF assistance for the installation of
3,700 handpump shallow tubewells for 740,000 rural people in the Terai. One
objoctive of the programma is to davelop the local manufactura of a suitable
handpump. UNICEF has posted one project anginaar to support the early stages
of the progranune, whlch initlally Is limitad to four districts. Four
enginoars, aix overseers and 48 fiald technicians are being trained with
UNICEF support. A caretaker, who will recaive maintenanca and follow-up
training, is nominatad by the community for aach pump. A sanitation aducation
campaign is launched in each community which receives handpumps, and
housoholdors will be able to buy UNICEF-subsidised latrine concrete rings and
slabs.

316. UNICEF also assiste in the davelopment of low-cost sanitatlon programmas
in semi-urban communities.

317. UNICEF works In closa coilaboration with WHO, the Technical Advisory
Group of the World Bank, and bilateral agancies supporting rural developmont
proj acts.

3.4 Programme/Project Objectives

3.4.1 Socio-economic As2ects

318. The objectives for the water supply and sanitation programmas in Nepal
are well In accordance with UNICEF policias: In the second chapter under 3.1
b) the Plan of Oparations states that for 1982 — 1986 ona of the objectives is:

“to reduce the burden of water collection on mothers
and chlldren by providing a water supply within a
reasonable distanca from the home.”

319. tJhile in most projects the hope to fight successfully agalnst diseases
by far is the moet important motivation underlying water supply and sanitation
activities, in the case of the Hill and Mountain areas of Nepal, the objective
to save time and energy for mothers and girls becomes more emphasized. The
rapid disappearanco of springs and other sources of water in tho vicinity of
the villages is evident under the present state of eco]ogical catastrophe.

320. There is no detailed study available about the amount of time and energy
saved for woman by the provision of standposts In thair vIllages, but from
what we saw and haard, wlth the distances and altitudes which water carriers
in the hills and mountains of Nepal have to overcome, the UNICEF input fully
corresponds to these objactives.
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321. In the Teral region the time- and energy-saving aspect is not ascribed
the same importance. Open dug wells, handpumps, river ponds and other sourcas
are seen in or nearby many vlllages. Rare It is the quality of the
traditional water sources that is unsatisfactory.

322. The second socio-economic objactive of rural water supply in Nepal is
its value as “ontry point” to other activities. In the raligion, history and
life of the Nepalese, water is one of the moet important assets of society.
Projacts whlch provide water can be sure to gain full interest and
participatlon of the government, as well as from the population.

323. This objectiva is not mentioned in the plan of operation, but It is
viewed as en important effect of water supply. UNICEF Nepal trias
particularly to usa It as en entry point to launch a country-wide sanltation
progranune co-ordinated wltli the water supply.

324. “Government policy is to involve as much cominunity participation as
possible in all rural development activities” (Plan of Oparations 1982-82).
In the Hills, local participation means labour. The villagers do all the
construction work under the supervision of a tachnlcian. In the Taral area,
monatary contributions, comparable to those in Bangladesh are requasted from
the villagers.

3.4.2 Health.L Nutrition and ~.y~iene

325. Together with the time- and energy-saving objectlve, the “improvemont of
health of children and mothers by reducing the prevalenca of diseases rolated
to poor water supply “ is one of the two overall objectives stated in the Plan
of Operations.

326. UNICEF Nepal is particularly aware that the health status of the rural
population can be raisod only by en integratad approach. This came out very
clearly in a “Study on Water Supply and Sanitation as Components of Primary
Health Care in Nepal” produced for the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Haalth
Policy in 1976 by NEWERA, a consulting firm in Kathmandu. In the report it
is clearly stated that “water supply should not be carried out in isolation
from other devalopment programmas”.

327. Paragraph 2.9 of the Plan of Operations discusses in detail the linkages
of water supply with other UNICEF-assistad programmas, mentioning the fields
of nutrition, health education and Income-ganeration through e.g. fainlly food
production (vegetable gardens and orcharde). With the field of income—
generation, UNICEF Nepal goes bayond the basic aarvices approach into
productive activitias. UNICEF Nepal sees this as an express need of the
mothers and as en oven botter entry point than water supply.
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3.4.3 Technical AsQects

Gravity Flow Systems

328. The gravity flow programma Is over ten years old. Apart from the
overall objactives, its implementation follows a numbar of specific aims,
namely to:

- improve the guality of the construction and the suparvision
of the projects;

- improvo the system for transport of materials;

- improve the spere parts supply and store-keeping systems

and to change to a more decentralized way of oparation;

- improve the level of skills of the project personnal and

introduce a more uniform standard of project implementatlon;

- improve the guality of the preliminary surveys (only using
experienced staff) in order to avoid unneceesary planning
mistakes and to include approaches in the planning procaas
to provlde for future cominunity participation;

- improve and standardize the whole area of financing and
accounting (e.g. assure regular pay espacially of field
staff);

- omphasize the sanitatlon componant of the programma. Thus
every water and sanitation technician bas to bulld his or
her own latrine at the piece where ho or she is living or
working.

Terai Tubowell and Sanitation Project

329. This is still a pilot project. The main objactives according to the
project agreement between HNG and UNICEF are to:

- devolop and astablish the technical knowledge and
procedures to sink shallow tubewalls (sludgar or tennis
bali method);

- evaluate the best pipes, well scraens and handpumps and
select the moet appropriate types for the existing
conditions;

- devalop and establish the capacity of local foundrias to
produce a cast Iron handpump In Nepal;
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- devalop a system of regular maintenance and spere perts
distribution;

- develop and eatablish the tachnical knowladga and
procedures for donstruction of latrinas at sdhoole end
hoalth posts and for the promotion of subsidised household
latrines;

- davalop and establieb management procedures, an
institutional infrastructure, and a tralned human rasourcas
base to spread the programme gradually on a district by
district basis;

- develop and establish appropriate procedures for involving
the dornmunity bafora, during, and after construction of the
tubawell, with special amphasis on maintenanca end
sanitetion.

3.5 Analysis of Planning and Praparation

3.5.1 ~ ~

330. The villagars are involved in the planning process. In the “Standard
Procedures for the Implementatlon of Rural Water Supply Projects” it is seid
that the “Village Panchayat should first racognize their need for e drInkIng
water system. The raguast must first ba approvad by the Village Assambly and
the request ehould then be made in writing to the District Panchayat Offica”.

“When the Village Praperation/Faasibility survay tekes piece,
The villagere should axplain end discuss thair water problem.
The villagers should suggast solutions.
The villagars and the survay team should idantify and analysa

all possible sourcas and dlscuss typicel problame (water rights,
water guality, inadequata flow, etc.).

Tho villegers should form en informal survay group.”

331. There are good experiences wlth peopla’e participation during the
planning, and It is feit that this is en important condition for the
community to assume full responslbility for the water supply systam during the
oparetion.

332. Since the water supply and senltation programme in Nepal was Initiated,
various studies of the socio—economic conditions of dhildran and mothars in
Nepal have been carried out. The outcome of these studies hee rasultad in
relevant edjustments of the water supply programma, as well as of the
simultaneous activities of UNICEF Nepal to help provide for e comprehansive
social sarvices approach.
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333. Another report of NEWER.A, called “Children of Nepal. A Situation
Analysis” (Kathmandu, 1981), was used as the general basis for the preparation
of the country programmme for 1982-1986 by UNICEF Nepal. The Centre for
Economic Development and Administration, Kathmandu, provided an extenslve
study on “Rural Women of Nepal” (1981), which had a signficlant iiupact on
UNICEF’s planning.

334. The pilot project for the installation of handpumps in the Terai is
accompanied by socio-economic studies of the population. The water supply and
sanitation technicians are assigned to do surveys in the villages, which have
asked for water supply, in order to get more data on the target groups.

335. The above are only three examples of the many studies and other data
which enter into the continuous process of planning water supply for rural
areas in Nepal.

336. In October 1982 a National Conference on Water Supply and Sanitation was
held in Kathmandu, during whlch all parties involved discussed the forinatlon
of national policies and set new standards for planning and operation. During
this conference, guidelines for people’s participation were confirmed.

337. The programme planners are stili pre—occupled with the socio—economic
problems of the gravity flow systems: The guestion of organizing people’s
participation does not yet seem to be optimally solved. A specific design
problem in this context is that of a fail-safe waste—not water tap which would
satisfy about 15 different socio—economic demands in one small device. Such a
miracle item would be required to:

- close a system, which users feel should be permanently open;

- give just the amount of water which different users need but not
more;

- be ergonometrically adapted to all users;

- act as semi-automatic washing machine;

- be used as a shower-head;

— allow children to use It;

— function occasionally as a toy;

- remain functioning at least until the end of the Water Decade, etc.

338. In the Teral, the handpump scheme stili is in its pilot stage and the
planners lay particular emphasis on socio-economlc problems. They engaged and
train female techniclans and by doing so Intend to upgrade the role of females
among the users. Much can in this respect be learned from the experiences in
Bangladesh.
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339. The plans cali for the co-ordination of es many projacts for basic
social sorvices at the same time as possible in the same communities. Thus,
schools and other conunon institutions in the villagas are provided with
matarials for health education. While water supply is being Installad in a
village, latrines are constructod at heelth poste and schools.

3.5.2 Technical As~ects

Gravity Flow Systems

340. All procedures dealing with the planning and preparation have been
devaloped during the past twelve years of prograxmne Implementatlon. The
current situation is much botter comparad to that at the beginning of the
programma. The ongoing efforts towards administretive dacentralization make
It possible to botter supervise and guido the projecte.

341. The procedures to select villages for the construction of gravlty
schemes are as follows:

- each community reguesting a water system bas to f111 in an
application form for the District Panchayat;

- the District Pandhayat with the assistence of the Local
Devalopmant Officer, assessas the raletive priority of aach
request end submits a list of villages to the regional
office of MPLD;

- MPLD and UNICEF enginears will conduct feasibility and
detelied surveys of these villages to select the system to
ba constructed;

- systems selected must have the joint approval of the
regional officer end the UNICEF or SATA engineer et the
NPLD Rogionel Office.

342. The detailed survey deterinines the principal structura of the supply
system. The overall ennual planning, establishing the number of systems to be
constructad, is carried out by MPLD end UNICEF and depends on the funds and
manpower avallable.

343. Once a schome hee been approved, MPLD bas to arrenge and pay for the
delivery of matariels and the assignment of Water end Senltation Tachnicians
(WST) to the site.

344. For each component of the gravity flow systems there are standard
designs available. It is recognized that duo to the varying conditions at the
different sites, more than one design should be devaloped In order to make the
systems more floxible and to avoid any ad hoc Innovations or modifications
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that would not be functional. The standard design of the main system
components is given in Annex 11. As a further guidolina, a “Handbook On
Gravity Flow Systems” bes been published by UNICEF Kathmandu Offica (1980).

Terai Tubewell and Sanitation Programma

345. Before the implementetion of this programma, a thorough enalysie was
made of the situetion. (Experts such as Mr. M.E. Hussein from DPHE,
Bangladesh, ware invited to Nepal to assist in the preparatIon of the
programma.) All procedures dealing with the planning and preparetion of this
programma ere now well established. Currently the extended pilot project
phase is underway with many of the procedures for implementation still subject
to change, following the ectual day-to-day experiences.

Tubeweils

346. Village Penchayats requesting tubawolis have to complete en Application
Form. The District Panchayat, with the assistance of the Local Development
Officer, assesses the relative priority of aach request and submlts a list of
requasts to the District Office of the implementing agency. Project staff
prepare the flnal list of conununities to be servod, based on the needs,
technical feasibility and expectad afficloncy. The target is to serve 200
people per tubeweli. For the pilot project, 1600 “New No. 6” suction
handpumps from Bangladesh have been imported. The first recent experiences
during the pilot project Implementatlon show that thera is a nead to
investigate the performance of the dlffarent catagories of equipment which
could reduce cost and leed to more afficlent implementation (well scroens,
other types of handpumps).

347. In order to avoid the problems with imports, manufacturing of the
handpumps in local foundrles is planned. UNICEF will provida coke, pig iron
and ferrosilicon. Experts from UNIDO and Crown Agents will assist in training
the foundry technicians and help to set up the workshops. Mold patterns ere
now boing made In Bangladesh. A drewing of the “New No. 6” Handpump is shown
in Annex 5.

Latrine Construction

348. The programma aims et generating en eweraness within the rural
population that combinlng the usa of latrines (with the usa of safe water from
the tubewells) brings botter heelth to their families. In order to craata
this awareness, in every village, where a tubawell is installed, a latrine has
to be constructed so as to serve as a model.

349. Interestad villagers are given information and assistance by the field
staff when constructlng their own latrine. The basic elements (axcept for the
superstructure, sea Annex 7) are sold at the District Selling Centra at a
subsidized price of 40 Nepali Rupees (about US$ 2). This system of Selling
Centres is stil]. under organization. The demand for latrine elements (slabs,
otc.) for construction by the usars thamselves, alroady at this early stage
hee shown to be high, once the concept Ie introduced to an area.
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UNICEF Material Assistance

350. A list of materials contributed by UNICEF in Nepal is added as Annex 9.

3.6 Project Implementetion (Installation)

3.6.1 ~ and Haalth.L Nutrltion, _a~d_H~g~e~e

351. The implementation of water supply projects in Nepal faces three major
problems:

— complaxities of people’s participation;

- lack of national edministretiva end technicel staff;

- elmost total absence of infrastructure In moet Hill araas.

352. For the implementation of gravity flow systems, community participation
is of crucial importance becauea it is the community which doos all the
physlcal work. This is a much more intensive engagement on the side of the
vlllagers than it is in the Terei, in Bangladesh or In Burma. It roquiree not
only many hours of labour, but also a good orgenizatlon in e co—operative
spirit for this major task for the conimon good.

353. Long before HNG and UNICEF embarked on the programma for water supply In
the Hill area of Nepal, naarly 2,000 villages had organlzed themselvee to gat
water from distant sourcos through conimunity—built schemes. Thay cased in
springs and dug channels often for many kilometres from the springs to their
villagee. In some villagae, examples of spontaneous self-help can be found
and poople know how to orgenize themselvas.

354. Secondly, the demand for water supply is high. It seems to be one of
the priority needs on the list of prioritias, preceding roads and schools.

355. Thirdly, before a project is implemanted, thore must ba a written
request and a local water committee must bo formed and must promise to
contribute to the implementation, operation end maintenance of the schemas.

356. With all water suppiy projocts, the villegers’ contribution is e
condition sine g~ non. Their contributlon is between 5% end 20% of the total
expenditure for grevity flow systems. Thay have to dig the trenches for the
pipes from the spring to aach tap in the villages. Thay have to construct the
standpost and they have to provide the unskilled labour for the technicel
installation of the systems. In general, community perticipatlon In Nepal
shows a good record.

357. Sometimes, nevertheless, problems arlse and delay the ImplementatIon or
make it difficult:
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In spite of the many positive espects mentioned above,
in many cases the cominunity holde the opinion that the
water supply project is not theirs but something whlch
comes from the outside (notably from the Government end
UNICEF). This eesily bede to too pessivo a community
attitude to the project.

The village Panchayats and under tham the local Water
Committeos, sometimee have difficulties in organizing
themsalves and the households which have to contribute
thair share to the Implomentation. The performance of
the Water Commlttees quito often depends on the
personality of its laaders and on the social structure
of the villages (sometimee compoundad by casta problems).

Sometimes peoplo lose interest in properly concluding
the work, whon the water supply begins to serva the
village, but whibe the construction is not yet
complatad. Therefore, technicians now esk the vIllagars
to dig trenches from the village up towards the spring
instoed of the other wey around.

Water supply projocts have becomo politlcel projocts
beceuse of the tremendous intarest the rural population
shows in them. This often results in promises from the
politicians to provide water to villagas, without asking
for sufficient community participation. When the
government end politicians offer sarvices without aaking
for contributions, the cominunitles raact quickly and
positively, but later find themsalves in dIfficulties
with the implementetion.

Villagers in the Hill aroas of Nepal ere quito often
overworked rethor than baing undaremployad. Thoy have
to save energy to make their immediete living. It was
found, for example, that rural woman on the everage work
11 hours a day with the men working 8 hours a day.
Therefore, thera is hardly eny time left for additional
taske.

Secondly, local contributions are esked not only for
projects of water supply. Villegers cen be offared
schools and health posts, egricultural support, roads,
etc., with all projects requIrlng community
perticipatlon. Particularly during the peak
agricultural seesons, thare is just not enough time to
contribute extra labour In addition to the strenuous
f arm work.
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— Stetistics on the income sItuation end the cash
eveilability of villagars in the Hill eraas show that it
is neerly impossibla to ask for cash contributions.

- Technicians who have to manege and orgenize the
impbementation of the project need to ba quelified not
only in their technicel fields, but elso to be familiar
with the aspects of human end sociel fectore. Tachnicel
project staff without this particuler axperience quite
often ware the reason why community participetion was
not organizad edequetaly In meny plecos (Glennia, C.,
1980).

3.6.2 Ies~hai~.e1 AeQacts

358. The sabedtion end construction prodedures ere dascribed In the Plan of
Oparations (chapters 2.4 - for the gravity fbow schamee - end 2.5 - for the
Terai region).

Gravity Fbow Systems

359. MPLD arrangas and pays for the delivery of metariels end the assignment
of a Water Supply Tochnicien (WST) to the site. The doinmunity providas the
unskilbed labour. This participetion of the village in the implamentation
needs careful attention. A great deel of information bes to be given to the
villegers bafore, during and after the construction of the systam to kaap them
motiveted. IV these motivetion end informatIon efforts cen be kapt up during
the whobe coursa of the implementation, the vilbegers will botter understend
the nead for thair own input . This Ie indispanseble for the implamentation
and, further on, for the proper usa and upkeep of the system by the
community. The construdtlon itsalf ie managad by e Village Construction
Commnittea with the eseletanca of the WST. The WST’s ere supported and
euparvieed during raguler visite by en overeaer and the anginaar. Whan
surveying the construction eita (only by axperiencad enginears), special
attention ehould ba givan to the following probbam araas:

- Is thera a genuinely feit nood for wetar or is this e
prestige project for e few community beedere?

- Ie the eebadtion of the eourca epproprieta (sufficiant
enough yield end no houeeholds deprivad of irrigation or
drinking water)?

- Ie the dietributlon of the taps aquelly spreed within the
village to be served?

- Ie the project feaeible under the pravalling economic
conditione?

— Will the system be opereting as e preseure systam with a
proper hydreulic design?
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360. The sebection of the eource ie very important as the systam otharwise
may dry up during dry seasons. A careful enelysis of the spring yield Is
necessary. The water rlghts have to be defined in advenca, et bast in a
public meeting. Depriving people from thair traditionel water sourca can
cause serious feelings about the eystom within the community. Sometimos two
or three sources ehould be surveyed and, 1f necessary, be combined for one
eys tam.

361. Very important for the quality of the water eupplied, is the protection
of the Inteke. Often the intekes are naar some footpath or nearby
cattle-grezing area. Such sources can become polluted either through direct
accaas by huxnans or animals or indirectly by polluted surfaca water. The
protection of a spring ie not elways easy to keep up but It is assentiel for
the quality of the water for keeping the pollution riaks as low ee possible.
The reservoir tanks needed for the system, in the eerlier stages of the
programma suffered from e back of stendardization end from misdirected savings
of cement. Nany of these tanks ware ieaking and not properly roofed. This
was iniproved by the Introduction of a standard design. (Sea Annex 11 for
details of the gravity system standard designs). The HDP pipes as the main
means of conveying the water, wlth GI pipas in exposed pleces, nead to be
adequately covered. Where they ere axposed, they ere often eiashad, eithar by
curioeity or because the pipe is seen as a conveniant water source for noarby
househoids or roaming herds of livestock.

362. It is necassery to dig the trenches to a dapth of et leest 30 cm and
have them properly back-filled in order to avoid the creeting of gullies In
the monsoon period, with the ensuring arosion end oxposure of the pipes. For
reducing the pressure In the systems, braak pressure tanks (BPT) ere
constructed. Sometimes systems ere working wlth 10w or no pressure (free
surface fbow), which makas BPT’s unnacessery. A good survay end proper skills
of the fiald staff help to avoid unnecessary edditions to the construction in
such canon. The standposts and the tape are subject to considereble weer and
teer. The standposte should be constructed es solidly as possible. The tape
can only bo saved from breakega through thorough Instruction of the users.
Even very axpensive heavy duty “wasta-not” tape will be brokan sooner or
later, IV there is no understanding for the need of handling them with tender
care.

363. During our field visit to the Lamnidande area, we notad that:

- there are visible efforts to protact the water sources, the

Intake sitas being fenced with barbed wira;
- the tranches are generally sufficiently deap, where the

soil is easy to romove;

- the exposed parts of the main line, e.g. over rocky terrein
or across major gullies, ere constructed with G.I. pipa and
wrapped with barbed wire;
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- the water tanks are of solid conetrudtion, although eome
seepaga could be obsarvad in single bocation;

- the breek praseure tanks ere et correct locetions in the
system;

- thera ere weeh-out velvas in the system;

- the etendpoets ere solidly built;

— the tape ware fundtioning (elthough the weste—not taps saam
to ba regerdad es unnacessary fixturee by the villagars end
therefore held open with jammed—in eticks or ropes).

Terai Tubewell end Senitation Programma

Tubewobls

364. The tubaweil—impbamantlng agency ampboys local dontractors to sink the
welle, instell the pipee end pumpe and conetruct the wall eprons. Stenderd
contract forms for prIvate contrectors for the well-sinking ere now
daveboped. The contractor bas to keap a record of the einking prodadure (sea
Annex 10). Project staff visit at leest 50% of the sitee during the slnking
of the welle, inspact all completed walls and keep records (Inspection Form).

365. During our fiald vielt we sew well-sinking with the eludgar method at
one or two eites. The water quelity is teetad with easy-to-usa HACH teeting
kite for iron content. There ware lively diecussions at one of the wall
drilling altes about the dapth of the wall.

366. Peopla know from experianca or aesumod that better guality groundweter
was available at greater depths (about 30 to 40 m inetead of 15 to 20 m). The
water raiead from bower ievele is supposed to have a bower iron content.
Water with a higher iron content than 2 or 3 mg/l general» Is disliked
becauee of its testa. Especielly the women do not lika the iron—ridh water,
eince it makas their heir look dull efter weshing.

367. During the field trip we made soma observatlone:

— due to the geobogicel conditions of the Tarai,
water—baaring layere of e sufficient thickness for the
filter screans cennot alwaye be found (for reesons of the
thinning out of the ebluvials towerde the foothllls In the
north of the Terai);

— the drilling pipa ie too often lost, getting studk in the
ground during the sinking of the walis;

- the well logs and tubeweil diegrams are being ueed,
elthough we could not check 1f this wee done correctby;
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- the tubeweils installed have a good concrete platform but
the drainage of the waste (excess) waters could be improved
for avoiding muddying up the well site;

- the handpumps were generally in good condition and seemed
to be used frequently.

368. The costa for one tubewell amount to about US$ 180 (handpump, well
construction materlals, platform, sinking and all labour costa. No costa for
prograimne overhead are inciuded).

Latrine Construction

369. In Annex 7 the type of ].atrine constructed wlth the subsidised basic
elements, sold by the District Selling Centres, is shown. All villages
served with a tubewell are subjected to intensive sanitation promotion and
education campaigna in order to persuade the villagers to build and use
househoid latrines. As soli stability in the Terai is relatively 10w, the pit
latrines need a lining. Bamboo ].ining Is often used instead of the expenalve
concrete rings as supplied by UNICEF. Each impleinentation agency has or will
set up centres at district level for the production of concrete rings and
sguatting slabs (subsidized by UNICEF with up to 20 US$ per latrine). The
costa for each construction set with bamboo lining is little more than 8 US$
(without the fl.y trap acreen). UNICEF’s subsidy in this case is US $ 5.40.

3.7 Operation and Maintenance (Functioning and Utilization)

3.7.1 ~ c~s_o~Utlilzatlon

370. Water collection and transport in Nepal a].most exclusively is the task
of women and girls. They carry water in buckets or pots of 10-20 litres or
more. Women normai].y go several times a day, or at least twice (mornings and
evenings) to collect water. They use the visits at the water polnts also to
wash themselves and sometimes to wash clothes and for soclal Interaction. The
water carried home by the women is almost entirely used for drinking and
cooking. Men go much more seldom to the standposts to wash themseives.

371. Users sometimes complain about the design of the standposts. They are
installed as closed systems. Users try to keep the water from the standposta
constantly running because they are used to open welis and springs. Quite
often taps are damaged in this way. Presentiy UNICEF’s techniclans try to
find better technical solutions. The standposta are not designed for people
to take showers and sometimes there is not enough space for washing ciothes
(see 3.7.1).

372. The standposta of the villages seem to be a social meeting point, where
women during mornings and evenings, use the opportunity for meeting each other
and to exchange information and soclalize. Especially after the heat of the
day, the access to water Is enjoyed and contributes to their sense of
weli-being.
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373. It is reported that social problems (mainly cesta probloms) can crop up
at the etandpoets. tJsers of low social status often are rafusad to take water
from the seine tape which are used by villagars of higber status.

374. Thera are no comprahensiva studies on how much time and energy is seved
through the systems which have been installed up to now. This ie difficult to
meesura but it ie evident that woman benefit a groet deel from having the
etendposts rlght In their villeges insteed of having to resort to springs end
other water points, which are poiluted end far of f from their homes.

375. Probbams of maintenance and operetion, seen to be major onas in Nepal as
elsewhere, where water supply Is Instelled for the populetion with extarnal
ald . Fortunetely, the gravity fbow systems in Nepal do not need as much
maintenence as e handpump instalietion, but 1f a breakdown occurs, even in a
handpump schema, the community by itself Is not ablo to provide the adequate
repairs, and techniclens from the government are often too dlstantly located
to be evailabla to help.

3.7.2 As2ects ~
to Water Usa

376. When a woman fetchas water in a 20-litre bucket or pot for her household
twice a day (with en average number of five persons per household), each
household member gets 8 litres of water a day. In addition to this, an
unknown, but probably even groeter amount of water, is used by the woman at
the standposts when they collect water for their personal washing and for
their leundering. Neverthelasa, the total amount of water consumad per head
doos not meet the ideal minimum requlrements of 40 litres per head per day.

377. The averega dietenco between the water tape and the housaholds probebly
still by far exceeds 100 motres so that water becomes of precious value when
it hee arrived at the house. With the present system, water is storad in the
homes, in open buckets end pots and is therefore still in danger to become
pollutad.

378. For these roasons, there is no guarantee that the usors reelly gat sefe
water when they usa it nor that they get enough to clean their dishes and to
kaap up proper food end personal hygione. Secondly, there is not anough water
used for washing and cooking and certain risks for health and hygieno still
remain when the facilities are in full usa.

379. Both for these and for other reasons, It saeme to ba nacassary that
complamentery measures such es heelth aducation, eenitetion end prlmary health
care are regerded as essential end would be added to eech water supply project
in order to ensuro positiva Impact on heelth, nutritlon and hyglene. Plenned
co-ordinetion betwaan the individuai projocts (for oxample, while instelling
water aupply to carry out health education end latrine construction et the
samo time) eo far, due to various constrainte still is not es universally
applied as would seem dasirable.
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3.7.3 Technical As2ects

Grevity Fbow Systems

380. The operation and maintenance procedures are spelled out In the Plan of
Operatlons.

381. As the maintenance end operetion of the systems introduced et en early
stage of the programma did not function as plenned, ravisad guidelines ware
set up. They are now being introduced but It will take enother two or three
yeers to come into full effect.

382. During our visit in Lamidanda, we ware told that the standpoets, being
heevily used, have frequent breakdowns. The villegers do not like the tape
instalbed, becauee thay eithor do not giva enough water or thoy are
uncomfortebba to hendle (water eeving tape dlosing automatically when not held
open, a.g. .Jason tape, manufectured in India. Brase tape ere too week and
breek after e few monthe of oparetion. Talbot weter-seving velves from the UK
are solid, but very axpeneive epproximateiy. US$ 24 a piece ).

383. Ganerally there is rolatively littie maintenanca required to operate the
gravity systems. The drainage valvas have to be opened from time to time.
The water tanks should bo cleanad at regular intervals end the intekes rinsed
of leaves or other extreneous metter. The tapstands should bo checked for
beakages or dainaga to the concrete platforms.

TeraiTubeweil and ~

Handpump Naintenence

384. One caretaker for each handpump is eelected by the villagers and tralned
in simple meintenance and repairs. Ho or she Is given a set of tools end is
expected to change worn-out parts. The spare perts have to ba purchased by
the benoficlarias from the local co-operetive storas et whlch the Government
will maintain a constant stock.

Letrines

385. The field staff of MPLD and UNICEF, while present in the villagos during
the Installation of handpumps, are avallabla for edvlce and essistenca to the
villagers on the construction of latrines es well.

386. For the lateet experiences of design, usa end maintenance of the
successful VIP (Vantilated Improved Pit) Latrine, we suggest contacts to be
taken with the Blair Instituta in Harara, Zimbabwe, where this latrlne
originally was developad. Indicetions are that small but essantial details
recantly have changed. Thus a better fly- end mosqulto-catchlng effect seems
to be achieved through not having e lid, thus beeving the squatting hole
open. This presupposed a solid well end roof, leeving the letrine dark in
daytime.
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4. BURNA

4.1 Summary of Hein Findings and Recormnendations

387. The water eupply systems es we saw them in the Dry Zone were technicelly
the most sophisticated end from en operations and maintenance polnt moet
costly ones we visited. We could not get a finel answer neither In the
litareture nor in discussions with officials whathar deep tubawoli
motor-driven pumpe would be the only solution in the Dry Zone. Only e faw
yeers ago, there ware thousands of hendpumps in the Dry Zone. Host of the
existing open dug welle ere not deeper than 10 metres and the ones we saw,
stili had water during the dry season of the year. One factor, howaver, may
have to be taken into eccount. This is the possible bowering of the water
table in many perts of the Dry Zone during past decades, elnce also the Dry
Zone of Burma bas been eubject to e long deforestation process with its usual
consequences on the water resoucos.

388. The water supply systems used in the Dry Zona ere rather centrelisad.
The average distancee to the housaholde are further off than in Bangladesh end
Nepal. In many ceses oxcarts stili have to ba used to carry water from the
new water points to the housahold. Undar these circumetancee, It still tekes
savaral hours per day for one person to supply his or her household with water.

389. With the centralized water supply systems of the Dry Zona, water hee to
chango containers sevaral timoe on its way from the tap to the user (barrels
on ox—certs, bucket, pot, storage pot). In order to avoid too frequent
transport of water, houeeholde usually store larger quantities of water in
open pots in front of the housa door. Both circumetances are disadventagaous
with regard to the sefety of the water.

390. The Government of Burma in co—oparation wlth UNICEF should albocate more
funds and human resources for haalth educetion. There is not yet anough
emphasis In health education on how to get water safely from the tap to the
consumers.

391. In the casa of the new water supply facilities, the communities etill do
not Veel completely sure of their functioning. As a conseguence, they store
more water than neceseery. This cen be minimized through avoldlng oxternally
caused interruptions of water supply by providing continuous fuel supply end
fest ropair services.
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392. For achiaving a good babanca in the dabivery of sociel sarvicae and thus
obtaining e positiva heelth impact from eefa water end sanitetlon, much stibl
remaine to be done. A beginning on a berger scala hee baan made with the
“Letrina Conetructlon Pilot Project”, under which 15,000 eenitery letrines
ware built in 13 townehlps up to the end of 1982. For the fiecel yaar
1983/84, 67,600 more batrinee ere to ba conetructad. The echievements of the
naw pibot project in Ayedew Townehip north of Honywe ere the resubts of e
concantrated effort with intensive promotion, monitoring end implamantetlon.

393. We could claarly nota that community participatlon in all the eepecte of
eodial end aconomlc davebopmant of the villages In rurel arees takee place et
e high bevel in Burma as comparad with the other two countrles. Thanke to the
unusual motivetion of the population end the concartad promotional ectivitias
of the Burma Socialist Programma Party, Burma eaeme to be one of the very few
countrias whare communlty perticipetion fundtione in a more coharent wey.
This ie particulerby the caea in all davalopment Inveetmante of the community
end its sociel inetitutione.

394. Apart from more difficubt rapaire, whlch are carriad out by Rurel Wetar
Supply Division (RWSD), the oparation and management is entirely in the hands
of the Water Committea of the village and ite local pump operator. The
village Water Committees often saam to ba in nead of support for thoir
management. RWSD, poesibby with eupport from UNICEF, could Inteneify ite
support through e.g. modale for rulas and reguletions, seminere and
oparetlonal meetings betwaan repreeantativee of the comzuitteas and the
operators, atd. even among e numbar of viblegas. During these meetlngs, the
representetivee of the verloue villages could ehere their experiences end
baarn from eech other.

395. As to diesel fuel, It seams to be better that from the vary beginnlng,
the community ehould ba made raeponeibbe for operetionel expendituras, instead
of the present, eomewhat erretic suppiy et different ratas.

396. The tedhnidians ehould take care that the community builde concrete
platforms eround the water tape, berge anough for woman to do thalr weshlng.
As It is now, the ground around the water tanks often is muddy and dlrty.

397. The weter fees whlch ere dolledtad from the villegers to cover the
expansas of opareting the installetion should be high enough to cover all the
axpeneae of the oparetion end maintanance, excbudlng the selarles of the RWSD
tachnidiene who come for the rapeirs. Presantby the fees cobbactad from the
vlllagers are not sufficient. Thara is no albocation for depreciation nor for
spere parts, which should be lncludad.

Technicel Aepacts

398. The eummery of tha mein findings and racommendetions for the technlcel
espedte is divided into three perts: The Dry Zone Project, the Outelde Dry
Zone Project, and a genaral part.
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Findings (Dry Zone)

399. In order to provide an appropriate basis for the original project
planning in 1976, UNICEF relied on the inputs of three different gruops of
consultants. One conslsted of its own specialists, who were following through
with the later supervision of UNICEF’s inputs. The second one was an
individual, short-term U.K. consultant, and the third group was a team of
specialists from the firm of Coffey and Partners Ltd. of Australia, employed
by the Australian Government (ADAB - Australian Development Assistance Bureau).

400. It seems that the U.K. drilling consultant (Lon-Worth Partnership) made
a realistic appraisal of what could be achieved given RWSD’s knowledge,
experience and manpower in 1976. The consultant’s proposal was for the
drilling campaign to begin with only three rigs of 500’ and three of 1,500’
capacity for meeting a target of 1,700 wells in four years, as then set by the
government,which may have been easier to follow. The Australian consultants
somewhat later made a slmilar appraisal when asking for “only nominal external
assistance”.

401. The project progress during the first two or three years showed that a
more thorough appraisai and adaption of the RWSDorganization and management
as well as the logistics systems and facilities, in order to more rapidly
match the magnitude of the project, would have been desirable.

402. The ambltious target of 3,000 wells to be constructed in the Dry Zone
was not set until the Australian Government committed a swn of AS 11.6 million
for the construction of weils under the Third Four-Year Plan.

403. Even with this almost doubling from the orginally set 1,700 wells
target, the ADAB consultant conciuded that “AND (RWSD) is still capable of
completing the project with only nominal external assistance” (Coffey and
Partners: “Village Water Supplies Projects — Burma”. Nov. 1977).

404. The technology involved, the scale and the complexity of operations
would have called for intensive training before the rigs arrived. Several
training courses and on-the-job training were provided between 1977 and
present; less than would have been needed. Too limited advisory capacity
seems to have been another constraint.

405. In April 1980 an “Assignment Report of Hydrogeological — Geophysical
Consultancy with Special Reference to the Hydrogeology of the Dry Zone”
prepared by a group of Israeli consultants for UNICEF Rangoon, was submltted
to A}ID/RWSD. This report made a thorough analysis of the existing information
available on the hydrogeology of the Dry Zone and gave recommendatlons for the
hydrogeological support to the project. These are being followed, although it
seems that in practice the use of well logs still is not applied, or when
applied, not in a correct way so that not all of the hydrogeological
information available is properly collected and evaluated. A long term senior
hydrogeologist was originally provided by UNICEF, and now provided by ADAB, to
assist in the implementatlon of the terms recommended by the team of
consultanta (Ecker et al, 1980).
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406. The difficu].tjes encountered in rig procurament by UNICEF’s Supply
Division rosulted in a certein overdimeneioning of rigs.

407. For the pumpe in the production weils mainly air comprassors had been
chosen. Air compressors often havo only half of the afficiency (pumped
gallons of water per gablon of fueb) of other types of pumpe (e.g. helical
rotor type or turbine pumps). Air compressore should only be eelected in the
casa of e high static water level end a small drawdown versus yield. This
aspect is eepecially important bocause diesel oil in Burma Is scarce. Among
the reasone givan for the choica of air compressors ware the coneideretion
that meintonence would be eesier (no moving perts down in the well) and that
with e certain send content in the water there would be lees risk for frequent
breekdown of the syetam.

408. Host pump enginos seen in the fleld ware not running et the correct
speed (too elow), therefore oparating uneconomically (too much fual spant per
gellon of water pumped).

409. Satisfactory repair facilities (sufficientby larga workshops) for the
drilling rigs do not exiet at all RWSDstations. The etoree end their
inventory taking are not complete.

410. Host water tape seen in the villegas ware brokon or dlosed wlth wooden
plugs, sometimes wrepped with old cboth. Duo to the non-uniform slze of the
water tanks, cases of insufficiencies in construction occur.

411. Currantly, the moet savere problem is the suppby of diesel fuel for the
enginee. This keaps some water pointe out of function or at beest
considerably reetricte the hours of pump operetion.

412. There is no dear plan for the gradual devebopment of community
self-reliance. The chosen high technobogy requires a high foreign exehange
domand for continuad spara parts procuremant.

Findings (Outside Dry Zone)

413. As the Hission’e maln target was to study the Dry Zone activities, onby

e few findings from the new Outside Dry Zone project cen be sununarized:

- There is potential for more bow-cost tachnoiogy to ba

eppiled to this project, than tbere is In the Dry Zone.

- As the project descrlption gives no further information, It seems
that the type(e) of handpumps to bo used in this project remain(s)
to be selected.

— Duo to the fact that simpbar technobogy for drlliing will be
used (sludger or tennis bell method), lees probbems with skllled
manpower, logistics and organization can be expected.
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- For the gravity fbow echemee, a great deel of experience from Nepal
is belng epplied, particulerly as many phyeical end socio-economic
conditions are similar in both countries.

General Findings

414. It eaams that the AND and RWSDfobbow their own guidelines and are not
technologically lnfluenced from eiternal sources.

415. Travel constraints, including the ehortage of diesel, are a hindrence to
the monitoring of the progress of the prograinme by UNICEF staff membere.

416. Deleys In the recruitmant of axpetriete expert personnel through e
bong—drewn procees to obtain visa or rasidence per-mits, at times sbow UNICEF’s
project support considerably.

417. The difficulty in distributing books, manuals or eny other written
material severaly hampers the support to training In the drilling programma.

Recommendations

418. In spite of all the conetrainte and with the great financial inputs
undertaken abraady, UNICEF should continue with its activities in the Dry
Zone, as poeitive reeulte have been echieved so far.

419. UNICEF should now concentrete its input on the practicel training of the
drilling craws in order to help them make best usa of the driblIng rigs.

420. It seame that moet of the recommendetions given in the report on the
Hydrogeobogy of the Dry Zone (Ecker et al, 1980) still naed to be folbowed
up. As it was beyond the poesibilities of this aseesement, no cloee analyeis
of RWSD’e activities in the field of hydrogeobogy could bo undertaken.

421. The handpumps for the Outside Dry Zone Project should be selectod
cerefully. New devebopment should be evoided to ensuro e smooth
implementetion of the programm.

422. For future inputs In projects/progremmos, the government egencies should
be recominanded to epply more eetabbished tachnologicel practices, especlally
in tarms of well drllling and the standards of drilling fluids.

423. UNICEF in the Dry Zone may have ettempted to promote the usa of more
10w-doet technologles. The prasently linpleinentad projacte other than the doop
wel].s in the Dry Zong, however, ere designed for communlty-besed work with
bow-cost design.

4.2 Background Information and Deterininants

4.2.1 Socio-economic Aspects
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Economic Background

424. Burma is rich in naturel rasources and doos not suffer from the saxne
populatlon preseure as do Bangladesh and Nepal. The etrong traditlonel
religioue educetion syetam providos litoracy, and gualified and motivated
human resources. In 1980, there were 34.8 million peopla living on the
676.500 square kibomatras total area of Burma, correspondlng to 51.4
inhabitante per eg. kin. The annual grawth rete Is 2.21.

425. The GNP of Burma in 1980 was US$ 170 per cepita. Forty-eix percent
(467.) of the GNP was derived from egriculture, 137. from industry end 417. from
eervices, mainly in the public sector (IDA, Washington, 1982).

426. The centrally plenned economy is divided betweon state enterprisos (377.
of GNP), co—operativee (47. of the GNP) end a prlvate sector (607. of the GNP).

427. There was en Infietion vete of about 11.21. between 1970 and 1980,.
During the best yeare this rate seams to have sbowed down.

428. Agriculture is the moet Important sector of the economy. In 1981/82
10.3 miblion hecteres (= about 15.257. of the land surface ) was under
cultivetion. On naarly half of this area rica was grown. Other important
crops are sugar cene, peenuts, wheat , malze and tobacco. Burma’s
egricultural potential is under—utilized. Lees than 507. of the areee which
could potantielly bo cultivated are actually utilized.

429. All land is owned by the nation and the village People’s Councile
alboceto plots to the fermers. Thera are a few berger ferme but 86.87. of all
ferm households hold no more than 4 hectarae or base land.

430. Burma is rich in forasts. The country hee about 757. —857, of the world’s
taak reserves. Exports of bumber and rica ere the two major sourcas for
foraign exehange.

431. The livastock and fishing industry is of some importenca, contributing
wlth about 77. to the GNP (1978). The mining sector offers quito sorne
potentiab and will ba daveboped considorably during the next 20 yeers. Its
corLtribution to the GNP now is already more than 101.. This le mainly due to
the national petroleum productlon. The manufacturing sector contributed 10.87.
to the GNP in 1978/79. 55.57. of this cama from stete—owned factor-les.
(Source: The Far- East end Austrable, 1980—81, Burma, p. 279 and following.)

Educatlon end Religion

432. The Buddhist monastlc education system eince centurles back bas provided
S country—wide general aducation. Adult literacy ie high wlth 677. but the
Government Is alming at total literacy and introduced informal education
programrnes. The Burma Central Literacy Campaign alreedy covers 196 of the 314
townships.
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433. Todey thare ere 21,000 prlmary echools. Primery schoollng ie compubeory
for the firet four yaare. The edholerizatlon rete Is estimeted to be 857. of
the 4.47 million chldren batween the ages of 5 and 9 yaare. During the next
yaers, 114 Voluntery Primery Night Schoole will ba eetebliehad to roech 25,000
childran, who cennot ettand echoob during the day. (UNICEF Burma Annuel
Report 1982).

434. The quelity of primery schooling cen be improved: 157. of all taachers
are not fubly trainad end with en everaga of 58 chlldron per dlese, the
taachar/pupib ratio le high. Of 100 pupils antaring primery school, only 27
finish the beet of the six etenderde, end only aight of these do eo wlthout
repeet Ing.

435. The Importanca of Buddhlsm in the delly life of evary Burmaee cennot be
over-omphesisad. Thara le probebly no placa in Burma, from whare e pegode
cannot be seen. Wlth thelr special archltacture, pegodee domineta the
lendecape. A notebla percentage of the populetlon Is parmenantiy or part-time
in monkhood. Honke In the straat end in the villagee ere en omniprasent pert
of deiiy life, welking with thair dark orange doetume end black pots for food
along the roeds.

436. A elgn of Buddhist charity ie seen on all roede through the villegee
with stands wlth ehaltered jare, from whlch peesing traveliars can drink
water. These ere constantiy kapt rafiiled by the vlllegers. Anybody paeelng
by, cen take one or two cupe to satisfy his or her thiret, end the ownar of
the edjoining pramiees will be happy to refill the pot with fresh water. One
undarlylng motiva, which also is Important for the vilieges’ attitude to the
operetion end meintenence of the village water schemas, is that supplying
water commends one of the highest, 1f not the highest merit for the life after
this of a Buddhlet.

437. The functionel adudetion of Buddhism eupports devebopment also In many
other aepedte. It facilitetes people’e training to usa betrinee and other
hyglenic pradtices end ancouragas them to pertlcipate ganerelly in dommunel
activlties.

Government end Party

438. Burma hee e socialist government, which folbows etrlctly non-eligned
policias edaptod to the speclfic needs end traditions of the country. Thare
are two documents whlch formulete the theoratical background of the general
political system: “The Burmeee Wey to Socleiism” end “The System of
Correletion of Hen and Mie Environmant”. In this systam, rabigion end
polltlcel/soclal life ere combined end creete e high potantiel for aconomic
davabopment. (The Far Eest end Auetrelle 80/81 p. 289).

439. The government hee eucceeded in keeping forelgn influonda on e bow
level, completely evoiding dapendence of any foreign ontitlee, polItical or
coinmercial. Wlthin the country, moet private entorprieae have been
netionalizad end the socialist policy eime succeesfully et reechlng more
egultable distribution of incomas and aeeets.
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440. The Government of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma thus
follows a strict policy of non—alliance. At the same time, the country, rich
in naturel resources, tries to become as independent as possible from the rest
of the world. The political objective to have an independent and prosperous
economy seems to leave less budget allocations for social development, such as
education, social services, etc.

441. The national plans for the International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade, make the individual projects, to guite a degree, an import
subatitution. “The programme inciudes aix niajor projecta for foreign capital
assistance. These projects aim at making the country self-sufficient in
plastic pipes, iron steel pipes, water metres, electrical motor and diesel
petrol engine driven water pumps, and cement manufacture on a small scale”.
(National Meeting on Strategy and Detalled Planning for the International
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade. Project Data Sheets, Rangoon, 1982.)

442. The Government of Burma keeps centralised control over anything
affecting its internal and external affairs. This not only concerns the field
of imports, but also the assignment of expatriate staff of international
organisations, inciuding UNICEF project staff. All movements of expatriate
staff, including visits to field projects have to be approved by the
Government at high level.

443. The control of petrol and diesel by the Government is rather strict and
sometimes fuel deliveries may fall short of the actual needs for the
motor—pumpa so that stoppages can occur. This limits the possibi].ities for
the villages to obtain sufficient guantities of water.

444. The Burma Socialist Programme Party is represented everywhere in the
country and has its leaders In all villages. It is a powerful organization,
well organized, and has a big potential in motivating and niobilizing the rura].
population for self-help and social tasks. This is a great asset for the
water supply and sanitation progrannne in the wider framework of the
development of the rural areas.

Demographic Data

445. In 1980, 73’7. of the population lived in rural areas with, 43% of the

population being children below 15 years of age.

Table IV: 1
Age structure of the Burmese in 1980/81

No. in ‘000 Percentage

0 — 4 5,338 16.6%
5 — 9 4,478 14.0%
10 - 14 3,859 12.0%
15 — more 18,426 57.4%

Totals 32,101 100.0%

Source: UNICEF Situation Analysis (1982—86)
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446. Woman participate much more openly end reguberly in the daily life of
the communities than in the two other countries visitad. The percentage of
educated woman Is higher and woman ere on the staff of offices, echools and
health posts,

4.2.2 Health~ ~u~r1t1oa,_e~d_Hygjo~e

447. Heelth indicetors in Burma show: Infent mortelity et 101 per thoueend
in 1980; for the sama yaer, child mortality (1—4 years) was 13 per thousend;
life expectancy is 54 yaars.

448. The moet provelent dieaeees in infants and children ere dierrhoeal
diseeses, malaria, proteln enorgy melnutrition, pneumonie end skin diseases.
In the cantrel Dry Zone of the country, trachome end laprosy ere fraquant.

Teble 4.1
Liet of the Ten Host Freguently Reported Disoases in Burma

1. Diarrhoea
2. Heler-la
3. Protein energy malnutrition
4. Other diseases of the respiratory syetam
5. Cholere
6. Perlnetab morbidity and mortality
7. Injurles
8. Pnaumonia
9. Tetanus
10. Pulmonary tubarculosle

Source: UNICEF Burma, Developinont of Baslc Services for Chlbdren and
Hothers in Burma, 1982—83, Situation Anelysis.

449. Stetistice re health services In Burma ere as folbowe: (all figuras ere
for 1980):

— in the country, thare are 6,816 physiciene; 471. of them are
in government service, the othars are in private prectica;

- one phyeicien hee to serve on the average 4,550
inhabitants; one nuree bas to serve 7,506 lnhabitents;

- thare are 5,000 voluntary coinmunity heabth workers;

— on the everege one hospital bed for 1,407 poople;
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— 514 government bospitals;

- 1,614 health cantras.

- “The varioue fecilitias ere extremely well utilized. The
country’s overall occupancy rate for hospitels, for
axample, was 97.37.. The suppby of doctors treined by the
country’s threa medicel schools far exceede the number of
jobs eveibeble in the country’s public sarvices.”

- “There is a ehortage of drugs. The country Itself produces
only one-fifth of the demand; the balanca hee to be
importod. Becausa of foroign exchanga rastrictions, many
drugs ere imported ilbegally and sold on the black markat.
Because of the drug ehortage, UNICEF drugs, doneted to the
public haelth centres, are regulerly sold on the black
market as well.”

- “The eesantial immunleetion programmas for children ere
possibbe in a few rurel arees only, boceusa the necessary
cold chein doos not oxiet.”

- “Government finencee the health services ineufficiently. A
considerabbe ehare of the health oxpanditures hee to be
contributed by the community end by the patients
thamselves.”

Source: World Bank. Burma: Priorltlee for Continued Growth. 1982.

450. Severe malnutrition ie rare in Burma but mainly because of ignorance of
mothars, infants batween 12 and 23 inonths in the weaning age euffer from mild
to modorate protein enorgy malnutrtion (72.27. of all chlldran). It seems that
this inalnutrition occurs more frequently in urben rather than rural er-aas
(Sourca: UNICEF Burma, Sltuation Anabysis of Chlldran end Hothars).

451. Other reaeone for imbalanced nutrition are:

- deficiency of iron (301. — 507. of all children suffer from
moderate anemie);

- back of iodines (in some areas in the wastern part of the
country, more than 507. of all chibdren suffer from goltre).

452. The hygienic status: People in rural eres enjoy washing themsalves,
particulerly in the hot season. Under the suparvislon of the taachers,
children in primery schools have to wash themselves every morning bofore
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leseons start. Everywhare in the rurel er-aas, open dug walls can be seen with
villagars washing thamselvas by pour-ing water over thelr bodies. Thera is,
howevar, no possibility of privacy so that people cennot take of! their
clothes when waehing themeelvas. Only 167. of the populetion hee eccass to
safe water.

453. Water carrying does not seem to be quita as much e burden for woman end
girls in Burma as It ie In Nepal. In Burma, men perticipate in the carrylng
of water. Over long distences, househoids usa bubbock certs with barrels of
200 litres. Over ehorter dietancee, men perticipete In water carrying, using
containers of 8 - 10 gallons, while woman rather prefer pots of 5 - 8
gallons. (During our journey we quito oftan sew young men end woman In the
morning, as well es in the evening, enjoying oech other’s company whlle they
ware fetching water.)

454. Burmeee usa batrines. It ie astimated that 751. of all monastaries have
a clean latrine which bes en important aducational impact on the communities.
They usa fixed places for defeceting and thus do not do this enywhore In the
fields (Aung Tun That, Socio—Economlc Aspects of the Pilot Latrlne
Construction Prograxnme, Evaluation Study, Rangoon, 1983). Unfortunetely, moet
of the axisting letrines are open and not saaled so that Infections aaslly dan
spread from thom.

4.2.3 Techniceb details

Climata and hydrobogy

455. The larger part of Burma bios in the tropics. The mateorobogical
conditions are characterized by thraa dlstinct seesons:

- hot eoeson (pre-monsoon) Merch to mid-Hey;
— rainy saason (monsoon) mid—Hay to October;
- cold eaaeon (winter) November to February.

456. Host of the monsoon reine, gonerally coming from the south-west, fali on
the elevated Arakan Yoma (Renge), beavlng the bowlende of the Dry Zona in a
“rain-ehedow” (sea Annex 12 for the general rainfell distribution in Burma).

457. As a resuit of this precipitatlon pettarn, e dry bolt Is created between
the Arakan Yome Range end the Shan Plateau In the eestern part of Burma. The
area betwaan the 40 inches (1000 mm) leohyet (line of equal rainfall), is
called the “Dry Zone” (bocated approximetely betwaen letitudes b9°)I 20’ end
23°Nand longitudes 94°E end 96° 30’ E, cover-Ing en area of about 21,600
squere miles or 56,000 equere kilometers). Thare are from 31 to 53 deys with
rein per year, but the reine fall prlmarily es light showers wlth only
occasionel heavy downpours. Apperentiy, moet of the water from the light
ehowers evaporates immedietely after falling. The potentlel
avapo-transpiration excaede the averege rainfell during almost every month of
the year. The combinetion of high tamperetures (day temperaturos in the
Handalay er-aas may be up to f450 C), the low amount of annual rainfail (625
- 1,000 mm), the sandy soile and the relativa depth to the water table giva
the Dry Zone its characterietice.
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458. Host of the moneoon reine fabi on the delta and on the Pegu Yome
(Ranga). The aqually rain-rich northern end weetern perts of the country,
called the “Hilly Ragion” covers about 60 percent of the land.

Geobogy of the Dry Zone

459. The Dry Zone of Burma is underlaln by e thick eer-lee of more or lees
coneolidated Tertiery and older sadiments wlth en overburden of Quaternar-y
alluvium. The predominating Tertiery sedimante, renging from the Eocena
upwards, consist mainly of sendstones, claystones and eheles. There ere four
aquifars in the Dry Zone: the Paguen, the Irraweddien, the Alluvial, end the
Volcanic. The Alluvial equifer Is the bast of all in the Dry Zone yieldlng
moet of the water (fresh, seldon elightly sablna water). No accur-ate water
balance bas ever been calculated and thus is not evailebla for the Dry Zone.
(For further details sea report on the Hydrogeobogy of the Dry Zone, Ecker et
al., 1980.)

Water Sources and Usage

460. The primary problem in the Dry Zone is adequate supply of potabbe water
within reasonabbe distance. Vlllagars sometimes have to carry thair drinking
water from distancee up to 15 mlbas (pertby using bulbock—carts). The
traditional water sourcee ere dug wells, tubeweils, etreame, springs and rein
water “tanks” (dame).

461. Some existing tubewobls are equipped with handpumps while others are
power operated. Some wells have continuous uncontrolled artosIan fbow, since
no control devices have been instabled. The depths of the webis vary from a
few feet In dug welle to sever-al hundred feet in some tubewells. Some of the
dug welbe dry up in the dry eaason, whibe the tubewebls supply water
throughout the yoer. No dear knowbedge of the potential yield of the
tubawelle is availabba es pumping tests have not been conducted in the
majority of them.

462. In the Dry Zone, lees than 20 percent of the total cultivetad land Is
irrigated. A mejor part of the irrigation water- is provided by canais and
earth dam reservoir-s. Only e small amount is suppliad from groundwater. In
moet er-aas, agricultur-e is entiroly dependent on the monsoon reine.

Coverege

463. In the Dry Zone, praeently about 1.9 million people, in 2,453 villages,
out of a populetion of 9.6 milllon have eccess to tubawell water. Some 25,000
peopbe are supplied with untraatad water, piped fr-om the Irrawaddy River-,
becauso there ie no possibility to usa the groundwater, duo to its high
eelinity in that very area (extending some 60 kin south from Pagen/Nyaung 00).
The eupply per- capite in all these villegas is about 6-8 gallons per day
(estiiuatad).
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4.3 Project deecription

464. The bar-gaat input hee been to the tubewell project In the Dry Zona for
3,000 villagae, and for water- eupply to 300 rural haelth dentree end schools,
and to the station and townehlp hoepltels.

465. Batwaen 1978 and 1981, 1,500 daap tubewalle ware dribled and Inetalled
wlth power pumpe in the weter-edarde Dry Zone, providing eefa drinking wetar
to 1.5 million peopbe. The inltiel two yaars of the project ware spant meinly
on preperetory activltiae, ee the 12 UNICEF-eupplied rige did not ster-t
opereting until September 1979. The origlnal ter-gat of 3,100 welle is
expected to be raechad in 1984.

466. Since 1978 UNICEF hee mainteined e numbar of long- end ehort-term
tachnicel staff to eesiet the rurel water supply dlvislon in drilling
tachnology, maintenenca end hydrogeology.

467. UNICEF eseietence to environmantel eenitetion during 1978—1981 was
limited to provlding pleetic letrine bowle for the distribution through the
besic haelth staff. After e raviaw of dete collected through fleld visite end
joint coneultation betwaen the Environmentel Sanitation Division (ESD), WHO
and UNICEF, a pilot schema hee been initleted for the conetruction of 16,000
letrines uaing ferrocemant abeba, end for- which heelth educetion and
Information metariele have baan davalopad.

468. UNICEF end ESD jointly conducted e field eveluation of water suppby
achamas for the reglonel heelth cantres, echoole, and townehip hoepltel.
Recommandetione approved include axtaneion of eech system to the naar-by
dommunitias end a training programma for pump meintanenca.

469. A total of 510 reinweter collection systems will ba conetructed to
provide sefe drinking water in ereae outeide the Dry Zone, as en integral per-t
of the primary school improvamant programma. The Envir-onmentel Senitetion
Division of the Depertment of Health will design and prepare inetalletion
instruction, end provida tadhnlcel eesietence end training in far-rocament tank
conetruction end maintanenca. Local lebour and meteriels will be ueed for the
conetruction end instelietion of the tanks end latrinas and pipad water, and
for the collection and trensportetion of auppliee from the aubdepots of the
Cantrel Hedidal Storee. UNICEF will fund e ehort-term consultant to eeslat in
deeigning appropriate farrocament tenke, astebliahing specifications, treining
aalactad tadhnldlene end englneere, end deveboping conatruction guidalinas.

470. UNICEF will provida imported mater-lala and dement, and will fund a atudy
tour to obeerve the design end implementetion of such systems in Thailand end
Indonesia.

471. Wetar aupply to inatitutione end dommunitlea initletod during the
aerlier programma will continue to ba implemantad by the ESD, in which elmoet
300 water supply systems eer-ving 200,500 people will be establiahed. The ESD
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will orgainze eight reticulation teams who will supervise communities in
constructing pump houses. The conmiunity will be responsible for the operation
and maintenance of the systems, under the day-to-day supervision of the
village water supply and sanitation connaittee. UNICEF will supply pipes,
fittings and pumps, and WHOwill support this project by funding a fellowship
on the maintenance of water supply systems.

472. In the hilly areas, covering approximately 40 per cent of Burma, potable
water for domestic use is scarce. The Rural Water Supply Division (RWSD) of
the Agricultural Mechanization Department is implementing a water supply
scheme based on a gravity-flow system in 35 communities, serving approximately
73,500 people. Natural spring sources are exploited, and gravity-flow systems
are being installed to cover a distance of three to five miles and serve two
to three villages. Village committees mobilze funds, labour and local
materials for construction, select standpost sites, and take repsonsibility
for maintenance. During 1982—1983, a pilot scheme is being constructed in
Sialtang, in the township of Tiddim in Chin State, during which the RWSD
engineers and technlcians are tralned in the survey, design and supervision of
installation. UNICEF provides the services of en experlenced field-based
technical project officer.

473. In the Rangoon, Irrawaddy and Pegu Division of Lower Burma, shallow
hand-pwnp tubewells will be drilled and installed with hand-pumps. The RWSD
will construct 4,000 ahallow wells by 1986, serving 400,000 people. Villages
will be selected for inclusion in this project according to the sixze and
scarcity of water. Communlties will provide labour and local materials. The
RWSDfield stations in Rangoon, Pegu or Tharawaddy will take responslbility
for the overall co—ordinatlon, supervision and technical support. UNICEF will
provide the hand-pumps, drili pipes, PVC casings, screens, and tools for
installation and maintenance.

474. The project will provide drinking water to about eight of the 93
townshlps in these divisions. In en effort to extend coverage to other
townships, $US 1.7 million of “noted” funds Is being sought for implementing a
project for 5,000 shallow hand-pump tubewells to serve en additional 500,000
people. The RWSD technical staff will train village co-operative nomlnees in
manual drilling and hand-pump maintenance. WHOwill fund a study tour for tow
engineers to observe hand—pump manufacturing and guality control technlques.
The RWSDwill construct or rehabilitate deep tubewells with power or
hand-pumps.

475. In mld-l984, the RWSDwill complete the drilling and installation of
power pumps on the remaining 1,200 deep tubewells, serving 750,000 people, out
of the 3,100 wells origlnally planned for completion during 1978—1982
prograinme.

476. During 1982-1983, RWSDwill conduct a survey of old welis in the Dry
Zone to prepare a long—term plan for well rehabilitation, which will be
undertaken during the period 1984—1986.
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477. UNICEF will continue to provida technical assistence to support the
drilling and meintenance ectivities through one senior- project officer, one
drllling and maintanenca engineer, two drilling auperintendonts for 18 montha
each, one workshop superintendent end one workshop suparvieor mastar mechenlc,
one netional project officer, end other support staff. UNICEF continued to
provide technicei aseistence to hydrogeology until the end of 1982, when this
was taken over- by ADAB.

478. In Lowar Burma, the RWSDwill rehebilitate 1,710 existing wells eer-ving
908,000 peopbe ee Phase 1 of e “noted” project alraady approved
(E/ICEF/P/L.l862). Six teams will ba formed to clean and rodavebop wells, end
four teams will be equipped to redrlll the existing wells or drill new onee.
Deep wall hend-pumpe, at a ratio of one per- 150 pereons, and power pumpe, one
per village whose population orceeds 800, will ba Installed; cornmunlty pump
operators will be trelned by the RWSD.

479. The Depar-tment of Hedical Research will underteke a long-term study
through field aurvays and data cobiected through beeic haelth servicee staff,
to monitor end evaluete the effecte of improved water- suppiy end sanltation
facilitias on the health of the vibleges, with emphesle on dlerr-hoeel diseesee.

480. The ESD will under-taka a houeehold and school batrine project in which
400,000 household latrines end 2,500 school latrines, serving 300,000 peopla,
will be instelled. In the first half of 1982, e pilot project to construct
16,000 batrines in 11 townships distributed over the country’s five
geographical zones was inltleted. An elternativa etratagy of menufecturing
end selling batrine siabe through co-operetive socioties will be tried out.

481. After training, village sanitetion workers or co—operative socleties
will produce latrine elabe from cement and chicken wir-e meeh.

482. The Health Education Bureau will trein basic heelth servicee staff in
suppor-tive health educetion and will produco end distribute materiels such as
poster-s end booklats.

483. The pilot project is expected to eetebllsh the moet eppr-opr-iate 10w-coat
latrine deeigna. After e careful aesaesment, the household and school latrlne
pr-ograxnine is expected to expand ite cover-age from 1983 onwerds to 400,000
latrinee by 1986.

4.4 Programma/Project Objectives

4.4.1 ~ end Health.L ~

484. The }Ilnlatry of Health in its “Plan of Action of Drinking Water Supply

and Environmantel Sanitatlon (1982—86)” describes its objectlves:

“(a) to improve the heabth and socio-economic conditions
aznong the population served.
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(b) to raduce the drudgery of woman and children
collecting and carrying water over long dietancas.

(c) to raduce the incidence of weter-releted diseasee
among the populetion served.”

485. To improve heebth and to r-educe the incidence of watar--releted diseeses
are the moet important objectives for the water supply programmas. Eepecially
in the dry saason, in the Dry Zone, the leck of water contributee to epread
dieeeeee such as trechoma.

486. The raplacement of unprotected dug weils, ponds, rivers, eteams, lekes
end chennais through properly conetructed tubewells is en eseentlal
pre-condition for providing the r-ural populetion with safe water. At the same
time, this ie not a guerentea for eefa water- to raach the user. The new
sourcee of eafe water for per-te of the connnunities still sometimes ere far of!
from the householde. Water stibi needs to be carried by bubbock car-ts end
buckete end in moet cases water ie etor-ed in open jers close to the front
door-s.

487. Pr-ogress with the complomentery programmas which ere eseential to
impr-ove the heebth etatue of the rurel population, seems to be rather- sbow
and, as far as sanitetlon ie concerned, not yet beyond the pilot phaee The
way in which this pilot phese hee been initiated, howevar, bodes well for the
future, providad the momentum ie kapt up from the pilot project.

488. Health education seems to be of perticular- importance. In this fiald,
the government would have to ebbocete more money and manpower-. Heelth
education still is rather- centrelized and not yet goes to reach the village
bevel to the extent neaded. Compared to this, the cur-ative madicel services
ere well advanced In Burma (compere IV 3.2).

489. Objective “(b) to save time and energy for woman and children” seems to
be of e shade lees impor-tance than for- the woman of the mountein er-aas of
Nepal for- exempbe. However-, we are informed that in cor-tam pleces in the Dry
Zone the vilbagers used to fatch water- fr-om dlstances of up to 25 kilometres.
Under- IV 3.2 it was mentioned abready that men perticlpete in water car-r-ylng
at locatione whare water sources ere far from the househoids, bullock certs
ere usad to guita en extent.

490. The operationel ter-gat of the Government of Burma for water supply for
rural householde Is the provision of 20 gallons per pereon per day, end for
heelth inetItutione of 60 gallons per day, which eeems very high. We doubt
whathar the population (or the heelth wor-kers) cen make usa of these
guantities when the technical facilitias of the users to hendle these
quentlties to their end-usa might be limited end involve too much work.
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4.4.2 Technical As~ects

Activities in Water Supply

491. Rural water supply projacts ware implemonted by the Government of Burma
sinca 1953, originably through its Rur-ab Sanitetion end Water- Boar-d. In 1972
this was re-organized into the Rurei Water Supply Division (RWSD), under the
Agricultur-al Nochanisetion Department (AHD) of the Hinlstry of Agr-iculture.

492. By 1962 about 2,570 tubewelis had been Instabled in the Pegu, Rangoon
and Irreweddy Divisions in the Delta area (to the south of the Dry Zone)
eer-ving about 18 percent of the total popubation (peak of yaarly Inetabiation
about 700 wells).

493. After 1962, Government prioritias vera shifted to the Dry Zone, where
3,666 tubeweils aquipped wlth handpumpe had been completad by 1977.

Dry Zone (Segeing, Hegwe end Handelay Divisions)

494. In 1978 the Government’s Third Four-Teer Devalopment Plan period
(1978/79 and 1981/82) eter-ted wlth exter-nal eseistenca to the Dry Zone
Project, ueing UNICEF’s general r-asour-ces and noted funde (FRG), combined with
a co-ordinated bilateral input fr-om Auetr-alle through ADAB. The final
government ter-gat was to drill 3,000 power--pump equipped doop weils for
drinking water- In the Dr-y Zone with 2.1 million beneficaries.

495. The Dry Zono project by December- 1982 had reached 1606 dompbated units
(2,2086 well dr-Illed euccaasfully). An additlonel programma for 1,500 wells
plennod for US$ 21.778 million, (1982—1985) hee been sterted. For the
r-ehabilitetion of old wails in the Dry Zone (290 welis in 1984—1986, costlng
US$ 2.247 million) there is en edditional proposal.

“Outeide the Dr-y Zone Project” (Pegu, Irrewaddy and Rangoon Divisions)

496. Almost all of the tubeweils drilled prior- to 1977 ware fltted with
handpumps. Duo to the var-iety of pumps (four- to aix, or even more), the back
of etandardizetion and the absence of local manufacture of essential spares,
and with en average number- of 450 per-sons using eech well deily, moet of these
handpunipe (80 percent) ere out of order.

497. Ther-e ie a Plan of Oparation with three different technlcal elernante:

- rehabilition of 1,710 old welle by replecing with new
puinp units (hendpumpe end motor driven pumpe) at a coat of about
US$ 840,000 for- 691,190 people

- dr-iliing of 900 new volle (plan of ection undar- preperetion)

- shalbow handpump tubewells (4,000 with 45 metres ever-age depth),to
be sunk with the sludger method; coat about US$ 2 miliion; 400,000
benoficierias.
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Sialteng piped water- eupply

498. A gravity fbow systam with intakes, main pipa line, ground stor-age tanks
and public etendposte, hee been plenned and Is now implemented In the Chin
huis (Town of Tiddim and five villeges, about 20,000 peopla, project doet US$
1.1 million).

Nota on the programma ectivities

499. As part of the planning procese for the 1982-1986 programma (Plan of
Oper-ations), UNICEF presented to RWSD/ANDthe fobbowing analysis:

- The Dry Zona service cover-age ie over 607, which exceede the
Netional IDWSSD ter-gat of 507,. The cover-ega in the other
areas of the country Is lees than 107. except for- Pequ
Division.

- The diesel oil raquir-amente for- 3,000 volle in the Dry Zone
represent 2 to 37. of the present total diesel oil input of
the refinerias in the country. Therefore, further
expeneion in enar-gy coneuming systems must be cerefully
reviewed.

— Simpler-, lees costby technologies can eeeily be adapted to
sor-ve a berger population in the naxt four year-s.
Eepacially, manuel einking of ehallow hendpump tubaweble,
gr-avity flow schemes, reinwater collection, atc.

- The simpler- technologlee cen be Implemented with a
substantially smaller expanslon in menpower within the
Government impbamenting agencies.

- High technology sobutione would create en unnecessarily
high foreign exehange demend for continued epare per-te
procurement.

4.5 Anelysis of Planning and Preperatlon

4.5.1 ~ and Health.L ~

500. With its single—party eystem, Burma hee en oparetionab political
Instrument, which allowe centr-al planning, including centrally planned local
contr-ibutlons. It seeme that this instrument wor-ks rathar efficiently.

501. For the planning and prepar-ation of the pr-ogr-ammee In Burma, some
studies and research have been under-teken or- are planned wlth UNICEF support.
A more comprehaneive investigation of hoalth impacts of tubewell water- le
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going on from 1982 to 1985. The atudy hee a total budget of $Sl,000 end is
or-ganizad by the Depertmant of Hedidal Raeeerch (Hyint, T.H., “Research
Protocol on Health Impact Study of the Tubewell Water Supply Project 1982-85”,
Rangoon, 1982).

4.5.2 Ia~.hai~.a1 !s2e2~t!

Dry Zone project - drilling ectivitias

502. By January 1983, 2,086 walle out of the 3,000 waile plenned for 1978 —

1982 had baan eudcaeafully drilbad (241 ware uneucdeseful). Out of the 3,293
piannad pumping units, only 1,606 ao far- had been Inetelbod (Jenuery ‘83).
Thie ehor-tfall in rabetion to government plane wee created by e number- of
conatreinta, eummarieed es followe:

(1) bate errivel of rigs (1979). Hltchee end donetrainte In
the rig procuramant. Need for training in operation end
meintananca of drill drigs (UNICEF end RWSD);

(ii) usa of local day Ineteed of bantonita for the atraIght
rotary mud drilling fluld;

(iii) too many end over-eizad riga with inadaquata management

capecity;

(iv) ineufficient repair- fecilities (RWSD);

(v) inedequate etoree, and staff for the etor-es opar-ation and
bogietice;

(vi) nead for more etringency in drilling methode, maintenanca
precticee and logiatice, Including apere per-te management
(RWSD);

(vii) need for- impr-ovad control, check-up or fobbow-up of
aquipmant or- pladed order-s end for incraased prior-Ity es
to quantlty and quelity of staff for stor-ing/logiatica
(both UNICEF end RWSD);

(viii) too faw training coureae;

(xi) In the intitiel phaea of the Dry Zone drilling
ectivitias, the weble ware drllled without eny prevloua
knowladga of the hydr-ogeoboglcal conditione, the depthe
to water level end the water quallty;
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Cx) The lithological description of the drilled section is
based only on the description of cuttings by the well
siter or the driller without any correlation with
geophysical well logs. Because of this system, several
thin, potentially water-bearing layers may be neglected
in the lithological description and the depth to
boundaries between different layers cannot be accurate;

(xi) In some boreholes, the well screens were not located at
the optimum depths, due to inaccuracies in the
lithological descrlption by the driller;

(xii) The data included in the inventory can contribute to
adequate hydrogeological forecasta for new wells. The
forecasta can help the station managers to plan for
drilling prograinmes in a more rational way.

Drilling rigs

503. The planning of the drill rig procurement was influenced by the
swltching from 1,600 to 3,000 welis to be drilled. Lack of background
information on the hydrogeological conditions, mistakes, now of historic
relevance only, and difficulties in conununication between UNICEF Rangoon and
the Supply Division at UNICEF Headguarters caused all of twelve drilling rigs
to be for 1500’ sent to Burma (instead of specified nine rigs for 1500’ and
three for 750’). They were oversized (welghted average hole depth under
500’), arrived late, were not equipped with any essential spare parts, partly
with the wrong supplementary equipment, and due to the size (too bulky and
heavy for the road conditions in Burma) causing problems when moving between
the well sites.

Pumping units

504. Already in the first stages of the project, it was clearly stated by the
Australian consultants Coffey and Partners that air—lifting as a pumping
method Is inefficient and rarely used anywhere in the world for permanent
instal].ations. The reasons glven by RWSDfor the use of air compressors may
justify their choice to a certain degree (relatively easy to maintain, no need
for exactly straight, vertical boreholes).

505. There are severe supply problems as to the fuel. The villagers are not
necessarily willing or able to pay for the quantities of fuel required for
obtainlng satisfactory outputs of water. The relatively only small quantities
of water produced would make it leas effective to reach the objectives of
improvlng the health level of the rural population.

506. In the UNICEF report (1978) on the drilllng activitles for the 3,000
water wells, it was stated that handpumps were not to be used in this
prograinme. The main reason was that handpumps would not deliver enough water
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(guantity) end that In the couree of the construction of new webls on e long
term basis, diesel driven pumps or- air- comprassors ware a botter solutlon.
These two pointe at this stage could not be argued wlth, but It should have
been recognized that:

- the pump tochnology would have been sebected with bower-cost
alter-nat ives;

- fuel supply end payment for the operation end meintenence would be
a eer-ious pr-oblem in Burma;

- hendpumpe might have been a feesibbe end cheaper altar-netive at
leest in cases wher-e the water teble would be cbosor than, sey 30
metree from the ground;

- e wider spread of the inetebletions could have been made poseibbe
by instelling more water points with simplar means;

- hendpumps ere aasier to meintein and do not raquire expensive

spar-e perts whlch may have to be procured In other countrias.

4.6 Project Implementation (Inetallation)

4.6.1 ~ end Health.L Nutr-ltlon and lly&iene

507. For ver-bus reasons, the potential of people’s per-ticlpation in water
pr-ojacts is coneidereble:

Ce) Government neede its funds for centrel taeks such as
adminlstration, dofenee end other- budget items In order- to make
its economy independont. Therefore, the mein contrlbution for
devabopment of rural services hee to come fr-om the communities
ineteed of the government.

(b) It was already eeid that the Burma Socialist Programma Party Is a
power-fub organization to mobilize and str-ongly motivate peopba to
par-ticipate. Government officials can end do usa this as a tool
to promote specific projecta, which fecilitates en energatic
Implemonteti on.

(c) A national lew eneures that at leest 257. of all cr-ope har-veeted by
the far-nier-s have to be sold to the government. This guer-anteas
that every farmer- hee some cash income, which ho also can usa for
soclel investmante in his village.

Cd) Buddhiet traditionel values togethar- wIth modern socialist ideae,
etimulate individuai. contributions towarde society. 1f this is
done In connection with water eupply, the donor (giving money,
material or lebour-) can ba euro that his contribution Is highly
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regar-ded by the community. Therefore, one weabthy man of a
village ie quito often happy to pey for the whole shara of the
community towar-de Inetablation of the water- supply system. Nonay
o.g. collected dur-ing celabretions in homega of the “fiets”
(protective spirits) may also be used for such pur-poses.

Ce) According to the constitution, people’e perticipation is a duty
under- the 1ev.

508. Tebba IV 2 demonstratea how much the communitiee ere involved In the
water- euppiy programmas. This is not only the casa with water- supply for the
villagers themselves, but even more with the institutional water- suppply under
the eusplcee of the Hinletry of Health.

Table IV: 2
Contr-ibutione Towerde Water- Supply

and Sanitation Programmas
(in ‘000 $ for- 1982—86)

Contributor WS&S for Inst. 7. of Inst. WS&S for- 7. of Household
Household

Government 341.5 2.67. 5,230 16.01.
Community 9,683.5 75.01. 6,820 20.97.
UNICEF 2,856.8 22.17. 11,950 36.67.
WHO 17.6 .11. 15
Austrelia 8,610 26.47,

TOTAL 12,899.4 100.07. 32,625 100.01.

Source: Plans of Action of the Hinistry of Haelth end Hinistry of Agr-iculture.
1982—86.

509. At the village level, e “Village Water end Sanitatlon Committee” is
organized, which caree for- the local contributione. Contributione are in
cash, in local meterial for- conetruction end in lebour-. When the drilling
teams are In the villegee, the communitbee have to take care of them . The
total drilling costa for one pump station for a community is estimeted to be
about 4.000 kyats. The committeas ere supportad by the local leeders of the
party and government officials, such es the township madicel officer-s and the
enginaer-e and techniclens of RWSD.
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4.6.2 Technicel AeRacts

Stora fecllitiee

510. The epar-e per-te etoree et the RWSDstations (completed in late 1980)
still ere e probiom area. Only by the end of 1981, the etor-ee ware equipped
with ehelves to handbe the epare per-te more proper-ly. The present system hee
the unpacking done by AMD/RWSDin Rangoon for inventory before the per-te ere
eent to the stations. This leevas Items unprotected. This procedure hee per-t
of the eupplies axposed to e.g. bir-d droppings end ettecks by rodents (gnawing
of plastic componente, etc.) which ruins eome per-te bafore they over have been
used.

511. A visit to the storee in Neiktila and Sageing and prevboue reports
ehowed that the stor-es and bogistice have impr-oved but etill are in nood of
attention.

Dr-ir Zona Water- Suppby Systems

512. Although there are standard designe for the general layout of the water
points, aach one vlsited booked quite differ-ont. Thar-o Is nothing wrong wlth
individual deeigne but cer-tain standar-ds of creftsmanshlp shouid be folbowed.

513. One water- tank coblapeed just before the Hission ar-rived. It had been
filled to the top (duo to the etatic water- pressur-o/forcae on the walls).
Thera ware apper-ent raasons for this failure: not enough cement used for the
mor-ter-, e parmeable pleetor- end an insufficlant foundation for the wells of
the tank. It probably was en Isoleted ovent end en unlucky coincidence with
the er-riveb of the Hission on that very date but indicetes the need for bettar
design, control of conetruction practices and training in design and
cr-aftsmanshlp.

514. Water tap ar-rengemente very from one gushing “opening” (without a proper-
functioning tap) to 12-tap arr-angemants. The facility needed for filling
barrels on bulbock carts diractly fr-om the pumpe or water- tanks of ten was
miesing. No exact figures ee to how much water per- hour wee pumped end how
meny hour-s the pumpe ware opar-ated could be obteined from the records seen
during the field trip.

4.7 Operation and Neintenence (Functioning and Utilization)

4.7.1 Socio-EconomIcA~pects and HealthL ~

515. Up to now, it ie not precisely known to whet degree tubewell water
suppiy projecte have en Impact on impr-oving the haelth of the vlllagara. Fr-om
1982 - 1985, en in-depth study will be under-teken by the Department of Nedical
Research, together with the per-ties involved in the programma of water
eupply. In the “Research Protocol on Heeith Impect Study of the Tube Wall
Water Suppiy Project, 1982—85 (Rangoon, 1982)”, the folbowing hypothesis will
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be tested over- four- yaers: “The evellebility end adequate usa of sefe
tube-wall supply round the yeer would decreesa the incidence of the number of
specific Indicator conditione which In turn would impr-ove the health status of
the community.” The total amount of the research budget will be $5l,000.

516. In the Dry Zone of Burma, the new water supply systems are still often
far off from the houeeholds, so that bullock certs for- water cer-r-ying are
etill neaded. On Ite way fr-om the tap to the mouth, water- is pour-ed from
container- to container- sever-al timee end Is stor-ed in open jere, ther-eby
becoming exposed to poblution. The risk ie high of endenger-Ing water, whlch
comes eefe et the tap, during the different stops of its trensfar- to
consumptlon.

517. Under the cir-cumstances, hoalth education wlth par-tidular- emphasie on
sanitery practicee (cleening container-s, storing water- proper-ly, etc.) seems
more important than avar In order to minimise the risk mentioned ebove.

518. Evory Water- Committee organisas Ite own operation at village level.
There are no rules or- regulations pr-escr-lbad by government or- on the district
or- township levale. There ere dlffer-encee between the single vbllages wlth a
back of uniform procedures, risking to laad to administretive br-eakdowns, lack
of fuel, ir-ragular- or ineufficient fee coblection, etc. It might be helpful
to give the vilbager-e more guidance and edvice on such mettere fr-om the side
of the authoritbes.

4.7.2 Technical Ae2acts

Dry Zone Project

Pumping Units

519. Ceretakers ere rasponsible for minor maintenance ectivities on the
village level. For- the regular- eer-vices or- major- r-apeirs, RWSDhee its own
mobile maintanance cr-ews. The specific problem of the high fuel consumptbon
of the air compressor-s is discussed in Chapter- 4.5.2. Ganerelly, the punips
seem to be well maintained.

Drilling rige

520. The problems of the oper-ation end meintanence of the drilling rigs are
dlscussed in ver-bus chepters. As no training programma could be pr-eper-ed in
edvance and no instructor was provided from the supplior- for- training and
prectice in the handbing and operation of the equipment, thi8 still ie not
guite cor-r-ectly oper-eted. This r-esulted in frequent br-aakdowns end heevy weer
of the equipment. Contr-er-y to some claims, these br-eekdowns ere not due to
inherent faults of the machines themselves, but rather would have to be
eseribed to incor-r-ect handbing of aquipment and back of maintanance.
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521. Another- factor, why maintenance still is not ee good as It could be, is
that the meintanance hendbooks end manuals dabiverad to Burma seem not to have
been diatributed. Thare is also the problem that too few people wIthin RWSD
are eble to reed the manuels written in Englleh. A trensletion of the
eesential onee into Burmeso still neede to be ar-ranged.

Spar-e par-te/bogistIcs

522. The main problems wlth eper-o per-te and logietlcs in the project

implomontation are:

- per-te orders are not timely; needs are not rasaarched in
sufficient detail; order-s are too bar-ge to be handlad
economicelly, causing stendstills or delays in the opar-etion of
the drilling rigs;

- nead for monitor-ing end for-ecaste of needs for- individuel spere
per-te;

- per-te order-ed by RWSDHeedguartere instead of the Stations,

rasulting in per-te often not reguir-ed.

Outeide the Dry Zone

523. During our- brief paeeing through Lowar Burma (fr-om Rangoon nor-thward to
Taungoo), we had en opportunity to sea some examples of “pr-e-project~
conditione, whlch ere expacted to improve wIth the progrees of the r-ecently
initiated “Outside Dry Zone” Project. Thus, the NleeIon had the chance to
vieit eoma older- artoeien volle, a hendpump end batrines at a school, the
water supply end senitetIon fecilities of a hospital, and a RWSDwater jetting
rigs in operatlon. Some observetions Indicate the present state of these
installations:

- the water of the fr-aaby fbowing er-toeien volle did not have
proper dieposel of excees water-, resultlng in a muddy
surrounding of the well; it seams that the well had been
drilled but no follow-up meeeures had been taken;

- the handpump of the school wee functioning; the batrines
ware used but nobody took care of the over-filled axcreta
pit holoe which furthermore ware open beneath the wooden
cebin on stilte above. Our later- bmpr-essions fr-om Ayadaw
(Honywa) show whet improvemente reably can be done with
proper- water- suppiy end batrinee;

- the water euppby of hospitals visited was in a bad
condition: the water sour-ce was not protected; the water-
tank was not clean; the latrines ware dirty and In bad
condition; the batrina pite ware fibled to the top with
axcreta;
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— the water- jatting rig was working; it was the second
attampt in this village to flnd water (first hole drillad
was about 50 m away). The simplicity of this ebow but
raliable method will make it ver-y useful in the future
expension of the “Outside Dry Zone” Project.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADAB Australian Developmerit Assistance Bureau

AND Agricultura 1 Mechanization Department (Burma)

BMZ Bundesministerium fUr Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit (PI~)

CIF Cost, Insurance, Freight

CWSS Cozrmunity Water Supply Systems

DANIDA /DanJ.sh International Dcvebopment Agency

DC Director General

DMR Depar-tment of Medical Research (Burma)

DP~ Department of Public Realth Engineering (Bangladesh)

DTO District TechMcal Of fices

DWSS Department of Water Supply and Sewerage (Nepal)

EE Executive Engineer (DPHE)

ESD Environmental Sanitation Division (Burma)

FERD Foreign Econom.ics Relations Departm~’it (Burma)

Federal Republic of Germany

GDP Groen Dementie Product

GI Galvanised Iron

GTZ Geselischaft fUr Technische Zugamm~i&rbeit (F~)

GVS German Volunteer Service

EDP High Density Polyethylene

H14G His Majesty’s Government (Nepal)

IDWSSD International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitatiori Decade
(1981—1990)

IRC International Reference Centre for Co=wLity Water Supply and
Sanitation (The Hague, The Netherlands)

1..
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LDD Local DevelopmentDepartment (Nepal)

LDC Leest Developed Country

MPLD Ministry of Panchayat and Local Deve1 opment (Nepal)

MSAC Moet Serious Affected Country

NDP National Developnent Prod~t

NR NepabeseRupees

PHC Primary Health Care

PVC Polyvinyl Chioride

RHC Regional Health Centre

RWSD Rural Water Supply Division (Burma)

SAE Sub—Assistance Engineer

SATA Swjgs Assocjatjon for Techn.ical Assistance

SDE Sub—divisional Engineeer

TMO Township Med.ical Officer

TJOR UNICEF District Representative

UNCDF United Nations Capital Developinent Fund

VSSC Village Sari.itation Selling Centres

WES Water and Environxnental Sanitation

WSS Water Supply and Sanitation

WET Water and Sanitatjon Techniciana
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Annex 1

Terms of Reference for the Joint Assessment/Evaluation of
UNICEF—Assisted Rural Water Supply Projects in

Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma

Introduction

1. During 1981 the Ministry of Economic Cooperation of the Faderal Republic

of Germany expressad an interest in carrying out, jointly with UNICEF, an
evaluation of projects that UNICEF is assisting in the field of

water-supply and sanitation. The Ministry informed UNICEF that they had
undertakan evaluations of water—supply projects on bahalf of OECD

countries which were being financed on a bilateral basis and they wishad
to extend their experience in evaluations to cover projects which ware

being assistad on a multilataral basis, as well. The Ministry further
indicatad that these evaluations would constituta a learning experience

which would be usaful to them and that they were not particularly

intarasted in avaluation projacts being financed by the Government of the
Federal Rapublic of Germany.

2. UNICEF in&icated to the M.inistry that whila such joint evaluation with
donor governments were a relatively new axperience, they would be happy to
axtend their support and cooperation to the activity. It was also

indicated that as UNICEF provides assistance to government projacts and
there are no “UNICEF Projects” as such, the proposed evaluation activities

will need to consider the parspectives and sensitivitias of cooperating
governments. Furtharmore that, the Tans of Reference of the joint
assessment/evaluation should also incorporate concerns, issues and
prioritias which are of interest to UNICEF in order that UNICEF can fully

benefit from the experience and expartise of the Ministry of Oversaas
Cooperation on these points.

3. The following Terms of Referance wera agraed upon for the joint

assessment/evaluation of UNICEF-assisted rural water—supply projacts in
meetings held between representatives of the Federa]. Ministry for Economic

Cooperation of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and
UNICEF, in New York between the 10 and 11 January 1983.
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Objectives of the Evaluation

The objectives of the evaluation will be the followings

4. To carry out an assessment of selected UNICEF—assisted water—supply
projects in Bangladesh, Burma and Nepal in order to: Ca) improve the
planning and implementation of water supply projects which are being
assisted by UNICEFp (b) to share knowledge, expertise and experience

between the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and UNICEF on
critical issues related to the planning, implementation and impact of
water—supply projects.

Scope of the Evalation

5. The evaluation will cover rural water-supply projects and their linkages

to other supporting activities e.g. sanitation, primary health care, child
nutrition, etc. Pumping systems with emphasis on low cost handpumps will

be evaluated. The evaluation will cover on—going and completed project(s)
in each country.

Methodology for the evaluation.

6. In view of limitations in time no rigid methodology is proposed.

Subjects to be addressed by the evaluation.
(See Enclosure for detailed criteria)

7. a. Programme/Project objectives

b. Analysis of Planning and Preparation (with emphasis on cost
effectiveness and appropriateness of technology.)

c. Project implementation (installation).

d. Operation and maintenance —functioning and utilization. (How aan
projects be made self—sustaining? How can their use by

target—groups, e.g. women, and children, be improved?).
e Significance of the project.

f. Recommersdations for future action.

8. The above subjects will embrace, where possible, discussion of issues and

concerns listed in Enclosure item no. 6.
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9. Participants.

The evaluation will be carried out by a team comprising Mr. Martin G.

Beyer, Senior Policy Specialist (Drinking Water and Sanitation) of
UNICEF. Another member from UNICEF, will be nominated by the country

office where the evaluation is being undertaken. The participants from
the Federal Republic of Germany will be Mr. Hartmut Sacher, Consultant,

Water Supply and Sanitation, and Dr. Heinecke Werner, Consultant, Social
Sciences. A local expert from each country, to be nominated, will cover

the field of environmental sanitation, health, nutrition, and hygiene, and
will advise the team on the assessment of contmunity participation, and

other related socio—cultural aspects.

Duration of the evaluation.

10. The duration of the evaluation will be for approximately three weeks as

per this schedule attached.

Couritries

11. The countries selected for carrying out the evaluation are Bangladesh,

Nepal and Burma.

12. Output of the Evaluation

The output of this evaluation will be a report containing findings,
conclusions and recommendations,as per the objectives of the evaluation
described above. Draf t finding and conclusion will be discussed and

reviewed with government and field of fice at the country level on the
conclusion of the country level evaluation activities.
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Enclosuresto Terms of Reference

Criteria for Assessment/Evaluationof tINICEF-Assisted
Rural Water Supply Projects In Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma

Socio-Economic Effects (Dr.Werner)

1. - Participation of Target Groups
during planning, implementation and operation

- ~nployment Effects
— Distribution of Income and Assets

x income effects of the fee system
x access of income groups to facilities

— Demonstration Effect of the Project
- Time Saving

x amount of time saved
x alternative occupations in

formal labour
informal labour
education
others

— Change of Role of Women, Girls

x through alternative occupation
x through participation

- Aspeats of Education

2. Effects on Health, Nutrition, Hygiene (local expert)

An attempt will be made to assess the effect of the water—supply

projects on health, nutrition and hygiene. This work will be

undertaken, not through a scientifically rigourous survey
methodology, but by reviewing existing information including base

line studies and evaluation, field observation and consultation with
specialists in the field. The criteria for this assessment could

include a drop in infant and child mortality rates~ a drop in water
borne and water-related d.iseases~ and water usage. This work will be

undertaken with reference to the criteria established for the
significant assessment stated in paragraph 5 of this enclosure.

3. Management including economic and financial operations (Mr. Beyer).

— Project adininistrative structure and its functioning

— staff (appropriateness, efficiency)
— staff skills including specialised skills for mobilizing

community participation, promoting inter—sectoral coordination,
etc.
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- effectiveness of monitoring and control system
— equipment of administration and maintenance (repair crews,

offices, vehicles)
- peoples participation
— organization and functioning of recurrent budget
— system of fees and contributions of users

— sources of the recurrent budget
x local
x government
x foreign donors

— declared reserves for

x expansion
x overhead expenditures
x depreciation
x contingencies

— direct employment effects
— indirect productive effects

x demand for local labour
x demand for local spare parts

— impact on imports (spare parts, fuel)

4.Technical Evaluation (Mr. Sacher)

4.1 Planning and Implementation

— Appropriateness of project selection and design~

— Choice of technology;
— Appropriateness of construction;
— Project cost, including per capita oost;
— Management and operations of the project;

— Maintenance and repairs;
- Availability of complementary inputs if any (fuel, electricity,

in the case of water, skilled manpower, etc.);

4.2. Functioning and Utilization

Quantity of water.

— adeguacy of water source
- capacity of equipment and machinery
— adeguacyof storage capacity
- adeguacyof distribution system
— water outlets

— leakages, etc.

Water guality
- bacteriology
— chemical
— taste, smell, odor

- suitability of water source
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Reliability of water source
- appropriate
— adaquacy of operation and maintenancee.g. sufficiency of

funds, manpower, back—up support, fuel, 0+M etc.

Distance
— adeguacyof distribution network
— ease of accessto facility

Physical anvironment.
— Conservation of resources
- pollution

Usa of water
— livestock, irrigation

— other purposes

5. Assessmentof Significance

— Significance of the national programme of water supply

- Significance of the contribution of UNICEF

a. How many rural households, schools, and other institutions
have been supplied with water?

b. How many litres per person are available in each systam

visited?

c. Adaquacy of distribution of watar—supply among diffarent

incoma groups?

d. What are the direct and indirect employmant and income
generation af fects?

e. Time saved by bringing water closar to housaholds and how
much of this saved time is spant on productive altarnative

occupations?

f. Is there any avidance of improvamant of the health status?

g. To what extent did the users participate in planning,
implemantation and management? To what axtent was this
entry point for other fields?

h. Was the technology applied transferred to and used in other

projects (govarnments, other donors)?

i. Was the programma approach replicatad? (Government, other

donors, etc.)
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6.Other important Issues and Concerns

— As water—supply is often considered as an ‘entry point’ for

mobilizing community level action, how can water—supply and
sanitation projects be used as a catalyst to mobilize community

interest and action in programmes of child health and nutrition,
which are mentioned in the current State of the World’s Children

Report (1982)

- In what ways can national capacities be built for improving the
planning and executing of water and sanitation projects?

— How can the cost of these projects be further reduced? Simpler and

more oost effective technologies? Improved management and
operation? Reduction of wastage?

— How can maintenance and operation of projects be improved? How can
maintenanceand operation be monitored?

How can these projects be made self—sustaining? Ways to meet
replacement cost of equipment?

— How can coverage and utilisation of services be expanded? How can
the poor segments of society be provided with services and encouraged

to utilise them?

— Ways to assessproject impact using simple methods. What are the

methodologies for rapid assessment/evaluation like the one in hand?
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Annex 1.2

Extract fr~n the Progra~tne Manual
O~ UNICEF Policies,

Water Supply and Sard.tatiofl
First Draft, 29 March 1983

(PDPD/NN/199/83)

C. WAT!R ~PPLT A~lD ZNVI~N’!AL SANI~TION

1. Introduct.ion

648 ~ildxsn ~dar 15 ysers of age conatitute betwe.n 40 and 50 percent of
the world’s pp~aiatio~. N.mrly half of thee. are tnfa.nts and you.ng ~i1dren
(~der 5 years of age). ‘mis latt.r group is mest vu.Lnerabl. to water-bom.
and watax-r.lat.d dis.as.s • In ~st developing countriss, d.ia.rrho.a,
dys.ntsry and oti~erd.iseasesr.lated to unhygien.ic conditions constitute a
principal cau.a• of in.fant ~rta.1ity. ?ae vicious cycl. of diarrbeea1
diseases/malnutritien and infant morbidity/mortai..ity, is cl~se1ylinked to the
lack of gafe water in ad.~ats ~uanttties and the eorrespond.inglack of
environmental sa.n.itation, Inciuding the proper &ispos..i. of e.xcreta and other
.‘e.stes. This is oftan found ~n cambin.ation with the Lack of health and
n~itrition education reeulting in poor personal and food hygien.. Thua, the
provision of safs watr is one of the moet ef fective and economica]. ways to
help child hea.lth. Soms other benefits of saf. water are also re].e7e.nt to
c~u.1dren’swaU.—b.ing. An accesaihia water supply 1e~s.nsth. drndgery of
mot.hers, frees time for other act.tviti.s and encourag.a self-help coaln.ity
efforts. aow.ver, the provision of sif. dri.nking water alons is not
su.fficisnt to control the incid.nc. of water-bom. and wat.r-relaeed
dJssase.. Also involved ers personal hygien., a~propriat. dieposal of
xcrsta, hou.sebold cleani.iness, food storag. and ha.nd.Ling, disposal. of solid

wast.. (garbaga) and the envirou~nt around the heuse. Thus, in add.ition to
the .upply of sa.fs water, ther. ~st b. a combinattan of efforta to provid.
mens of waste d.isposal end to .ducats the public on proper personal and food
hygisn..

6.49 In k..ping vith its werk for i~roving the v.ll-being of childrsn and
~n, DNI~ support.~ the developmentof drinking water supply ~nd
anvironasatal sin.ita tien in rnra.L areas and urban das and shanty tcvn. in
diveLoping countri.s.
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II. Objectives

6.50 UNIC~’ supports pmngraas for water supply and .nuironasntal
san.itation as a co~cnent of Primery 3..alth are within the context of
integrated nationat dev..lopmerttpla.ns. The objectiuss of UNI~’ s
co-operatien in this field azes Ci) the provision of safe and adequate
quantiti.s of potabis water within reasenable accese from the indivi~i.a.1
hou..eholdz in & c~t~iLty~and (ii) the pr ~tion of environmental san.itation,
eepecia.Lly disposal of vast. water and haan vaste (e. g. by provision of
water-seal pl.a.ns and alab. for latrines), and (iii) the pro~tion of bsal.th
end sanitation education.

6.51 DWI~ poLicies em at complementarity of action within the framevork
of the International Drinking Water Supply and San.itation Decade, 1981-1990.
~IC~”s ~‘ctivities are carmi.d out in co-ordination vith t~IDP,the World
3ank• WRO, and with ~varasrita1 and non—govsrnmentalor~anizatlonsit the
country, regiorial, and international levels.

III. Strateqy

6.52 CNIC~”s co—operation in the fl.34 of water supply and erivironnental
aan.ttation is d.irected to bu.ild.ing national capacities to provicle safe water
supplies and pro~t. environnental san~.tat~onthzo.zgh the provision of
tec~nica1,financ.al and materia3. support to national planning and
progr~~t~ing.

Special attention is given at the progra. Level on the linkag.
between the provisLon of safe water supelies and health education which
focuses en proper personal and food hyg~.ens.

IV. Priority Aativities

6.53 DNICW $ ageistanceto water supely and environmantal sanitation
progra.s consists of advocacy as well as progra and project support. The
edvoc~cy reis of U~iI~ is sp.cifically 1.ink.4 to the cycie of planning,
progr’~’~g, men.itorinq end eva3uation in indiridua1 progra~.s and proj ecte.
Advocacy ie also conducted on global and inter-country levels through varieus
channels of co~unication and poLicy ela.boration such as con.ferences,se~.inazs
tad workshops. Direct progra.e and project support con.sists of both a supply
furiction and the provision of non-supely a.ssistance such as fwtds for training
and health education.

6.54 Priority Activities in the field of water supply and envirocmsntal
sanit.ation includ.s

Ci) Advocacy and pro~tion of ~vern~nt po1icie~ in water supply
and environnantal sanitation illuatrated and supported by
appropriately progra.d L~ute of m.aterials, equ.i~.nt,
~ow_nowa and training in ~ progma.s vitb an area,
previncial om nationai. spr.ad of the b.nafitsp
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(ii) P.ssietancein the develo~ent of strategies and approachesat
all l.vsls — national, provincial, distr3c and co=unity~

(iii) Strength.n.ing gever~nt capacities for inncvativ. planning,
mana~*nt, haan resoerced.velo~nt, appl.ication of su.ttable
technoloqi.s and inter-sectoral co—omd1.nation in watsr supply
and .nviren~nt.al san.ttation programes,

(iv) Promotion of counity participation, especially the
participation of wcoe n, in

— ident±ficat~onof r~eedaand solutions~
- planning,
— isplanentatlon, Lnclu&.ng the nanagensnt, operation,

and upkeep of facili.ties, astablishm.nt of repair and
‘ replacements~stens, and fu.il om partiai. contribution

to the eeIts~and
— training activities en the proper usag. and upkeepof

the water and sanit.at±oriinstallations and en personal
and food hygiene,

Cv) Aesjstance to hea3th and san.itation education and the training
of co”~”~ty level werkers.

(vi) Promotion end assista.nceto the applicatien of simple,
bv—oost, appmopriate technobogy for the provision of water
supply and sanitation~

(vii) In the oase of eae.rgencies,provision of potable water suppty
and sanitation measures which ere designed to lead to medium
and long—term selut.tona for rehabilit.ation and furth.r
davelopment,

Cviii) Provisien of supplies. The supply act.ton shou.Ld follow the
criteria elaborated bebowe

- Timely actions D.lays in delivery can cause
gev.mn.nts and caun.itea to base inpetus (and
intarest) in thei.r i~lamentation of water supply and
sanitation progra.s and proj.cts.

- Local ;rocurement, whsn in accerdancevith ~NI~
~upply policies, is rec~end.d in order to save time
and te s~4~a!at.local. ma.irnfacturems.

Appropriate sp.cifications i D.p.nding en physieal and
user conditions, specifi~ations sheubd follow the below
criteria.

Low—cost items. This allowe ba.rger spread of
installations C larger coverage of population), under
the nor~a1lyvery tigtit a1locations.
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T~sez-en entedjadapted/acceptable equipmeot and
materialsi

This is important for the appropniate full nee Sy the
co~on.tties of items, such as h.andpi~s,simple wall
digging om driUing .qui~nt (..g. augere) and
Latrin.s. ~ser-onianted laboratory and field tests of
e• g. handpin~zps(as camnied Out under the ~NDP/Wonld
Bank Global ~a’~dpumpTeeting and DevelopmentProject
1980—85) sbou.]d be nandatory before procurement en a
berger scale. Note that neer acceptance ca.n vary
videly with individual project areas.

Cost—efficiency. A careful. weighing of oost ve.
bongevity (sturdineas, .rc.) of the quipmant shon.Ldbe

undarta.ken before specification end procurement.

Time-saving equ.ipmenta Rapid methods f om berger
coverage should b. utilized Ce.g. water well. dxilhing
with down—the—hole equ.ipment in hard rock.s instead of

cabls—tnol nigs, wherever poasible in this particular
das albowing 3 0—40 times a greater speed for well.

sinking).

Simple operation, ~in~’~’ce and repairs. The
proqra~s, plans, desi gns, spscification~, and
procurement sheu.ld fores.. the ineP—~Uationof the
sinplest systemspossibbe (e. g. epring prot.ction,
gravity feed pipe systems, protected dug om drilled
webls, water 1f t with handpumpser hydrau.Lic name,
VIP, dou~bl. vault composting om other simple
latnines). ~esigns should facilitat. couxiity
(village) level operation and ~ainten.ance (VL~DM).

Standa.rdization. In order to avoid Larqe and
complicated stocke of spar. parts and elaborata
me.int.nanc. systemsen the n.ational. level,
stadardization of equipment end materiaLs shou.ld ba

Local manufacture is to b. promoted, inuelving both
devebopmentof local ekills and a national indus try.
The pmoduction shoold be at a competitive bevel as
e~paredto products that otherwis. weu.ld have to b.
imported. (“~les a The manu.facturs of bandpaps in
T~dja,Bangladesh,Malawi, PVC pip.. in the Yemen Arab
Republic and Zimb-aI,ws~vaste—not valvee in India, etc.).
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Annex 2: Reportirig Procedures

Bangladesh

UNICEF Bangladeshis the largest among the 110 field offices of UNICEF

world—wide. It employs 252 staff meinbers of which 50—60 are professionals.

Fifty percent (50%) of the total budget of UNICEF Bangladesh come from

special contributions from various donors, particularly Scandinavian countries
and Switzerland. Unfortunately, quite of ten funds in trust come in limited
amourits such as $l00,000. Each of the many donors want a report and most of
them have special requests as to individual reporting. It is estimated that

for the programrne under operation, about 450—500 reports will have to be
written by the field office in Bangladesh to satisfy the donors. This is said

to be a tremendous workload which needs special staf fing. Additionally, free
reporting is sometimes lirnited by government of the recipient country, which

for UNICEF quite often makes it difficult to satisfy the information need of
the donor.

UNICEF is probably the only international organization which is truly
decentralized. Concerning the information policy, the field of fices do not
have to follow the policy guidelines of the Headquarters in New York to the

letter. UNICEF Bangladesh tries to report to donors every six rnonths. UNICEF
Bangladesh agrees that the present arrangement of processing of information by
UNICEF Headquarters to the various donors is the best procedure. The direct
conimunication between field of fices and donors (even through their local

embassies) is not advisable because of freguent staff changes. Attempts by
UNICEF to introduce a uniform reporting system have been rejected by various
donors. The establishment of a new reporting officer at the UNICEF Bangladesh
office stili needs approval from UNICEF Headquarters.

Nepal

Nearly all funds used for water supply and sanitation projects in the Hill

areas come from special contributions. So UNICEF has to write special reports
for each donor, which is arnong the tasks of the Head of the Water Supply and
Sanitation Section.

Normally, as required by UNICEF Headquarters, reports are wnitten once a

year in November. However, if the donor asks for special reports, these are
prepared twice a year. The procedure of UNICEF Nepal to write reports to

donors is as follows:

There are general reports on all projects, sent via UNICEF Headquarters,
New York, to the donors. At the same time, donors are asked whether they
are satisfied with these staridardized reports. Only in cases where donors

are not satisfied with these standardized reports, special reports are
written for them and special questions put by them are answered.

Up to now, donors have had only few complaints about these reporting
procedures. Complaints from donors mainly concern financial accounts.

Reports about financial accounts are all written by UNICEF Headquarters and
not by the field office.
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Burma

In 1982, there have been quite a few staff changes at the UNICEF Burma

field of fice. Mr. Allen becameProgrammeOfficer (Water/Sanitation),
responsible for the co—ordination of the UNICEF Water Supply and Sanitation

inputs in July 1982, transferred from a previous posting in Africa. During
the same month he received a request from UNICEF Heaaquarters to write a

special report for the BMZ (FRG) on the programme components funded from the
FRG special contribution for water supply. Because of his own need for an
introductory period, he could write that repor-t only in September 1982. It

was then forwarded to Headquarters and reached the German donor only in
November.

Normally UNICEF Burma reports once a year, in November, on all projects
and writes special reports for special contributions. Mr. Allen had not heard
of any special FRG requirements, except that in 1982 the BMZ requested the
annual report earlier than usual.

Mr. Allen had not heard of any criticism about the standardized reporting

system of UNICEF Burma in the fields of water supply and sanitation. No
complaints about limiting the reporting to once a year have reached UNICEF
Burma. The only observations noted, have been on possible delays of reporting

or about the contents of the reports.

Expenditures for water supply projects in 1982 had been delayed because

for technical and administrative causes lying with the Government of Burma.
At the end of February, however, all funds earmarked in 1982 had been spent

properly and completely..

In all three countries, UNICEF staff members pointed out that they would
be very interested in and grateful to arty feedbacks and comments on their

reports.
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UNICEF (Senior Adviser WES)
FRG Consultant (Socio-Economist)
FRG Consultant (Civil Engineer)

Date Location Programme/ flavel Notes

17.2

18.2

22.2

23.2

24.2

25.2

Leave Germany

Arrive Dhaka

Dhaka -Rangpur

Rangpur—Kurigram—
Bogra

Bogra—Shazadpur—
Siranjganj

Siraj ganj-Tangil—

Dhaka

via Paris. New Delhi (HW and HS)

arriving Dhaka with delay (6 p.m. instead
of 10:00 a.m.)

First briefing with Mr. K. Gibbs (Chief
WES Section/Programme) from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

Meeting with Mr. K. Gibbs and Mr. W. K.
Journey (World Bank) demonstration of TARA
handpump

MB arrives from NY, discussion of UNICEF
Bangladesh Water and Santitation Progranmte

with Mr. Gibbs.

Flight/drive to Rangpurp discussion with
TJDR, EE and SDE of DPHE; visit test

sanitation project area.

Meet SDE, SAE Kurigram: visit
iron removal plantp sludger method
demonstrationp discussion with Thana WSS
committee

Discussion with EE, SDE (DPHE
Bogra) and UDR Bogra—Pabna;visit store
Bogra; visit men’s and women’s caretaker
training courses at Shazadpur.

Demonstration of PARA handpunip
at Gazipur/Tangil (test sites)

Annex 3

Country Itineraries and Lists of Persons Met

Joint FRG/UNICEF Assessmentof
tJNICEF—Assisted Rural Water Supply Projects in

Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma (17 Feb. - 16 March 1983)

Participants

MB =

11W =

115 =

Martin Beyer
Heinecke Werner
Hartmut Sacher

Annex 3.1.1: Detailed Itinerary in Bangladesh

19.2 Dhaka

20.2 Dhaka

21.2 Dhaka

26.2 Leave Dhaka for
Kathmandu

Final discussions with Mr. K. Gibbs
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Annex 3.1.2 — List of Persons Met in Bangladesh

UNICEF Representative

Senior ProgrammeCo—ordinator

Project officer, (Chief, Water and

Sanitation)

Assistant ProgrammeOfficer

Assistant Project 0ff icer (Water)

Assistant Programme0ff icer

Mr. Aptab Hossain

Mr. Ibnul Hassan

Mr. Osman Ghani

Mr. Ishaque Ah

MD. Ibrahim

MD. Mofazzal Hossain

A.K.M. Nurol Amin

MD. Kamruzzaman

Sharif Uddin Ahmed

MD. Abdul Baki

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Uffe K6nig

Joseph Sciafani

Kenneth R. Gibbs

A.S. Azad

Stanley R. Hall

Jahangir Kabir

Aminul Islam
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Annex 3.2.1; Detailed Itinerary in Nepal

Location Programme/ navel Notes

26.2

27.2

28.2

1.3

2.3

3.3

4.3

5.3

6.3

Leave Dhaka for
Kathmandu

Kathmandu-Simra
Malangwa

Malangwa-Janakpur

Janakpur-Lamidanda

Lamidanda

Landdanda

Lamidanda-Kathmandu

Kathmandu

Bhaktapur -

Leave Kathmandu

Arrive Kathmandu: first briefing with
Mr. Colin Glennie

Visit foundry near Simra (local handpump

production planned); drive to Malangwa

DWSS tubewell programme; programme
sites demonstration sludger method;

latrine pro gramme/construction

Visit DWSS of fice and store; visit
primary school Lamindada

Visit gravity flow scheme Itharpa
Thimki, Khotang District, Eastern Region

Visit gravity flow scheme Tirpa/Khotang
District, Eastern Region

Flight to Kathmandu; meeting
UNICEF/SATA/WES staff; meeting Decade

national group;

Visit Sanitation project (Vanessa

Tobin) near Kathmandu

Visit GTz/project area of Bhaktapur;

Visit UNICEF greeting card factory.

Date
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Mr. Malcolm Kennedy

Mrs. Maria Diamanti

Mr. Stewart McNab

Mr. William Matheson

Mr. Fergus MacIntosh

Mr. Colin Glennie

Miss VanessaTobin

Mr. Prexn Subba

Mr. Datta Tray Roy

Mr. Lawrence D. Robertson

Mr. Henk Van Norden

Mr. Erik Baetings

Annex 3.2.2 — List of Persons Met in Nepal

UNICEF Representative

ProgrammeOfficer (Education and Social
Services)

ProgrammeOfficer (Health and Applied
Nutrition)

Project Officer (Education Progranime
Adviser

Prograzume Officer

Project Officer (Water and
Environmental Sanitation)

Assistant ProgramineOfficer (Sanitation)

Assistant Project Officer (Water and
Environxnenta]. Sanitation)

Assistant Project Support, and
CommunicationsOfficer

Project Officer, Malangawa, Nepal

Assistant Project Officer (WES)
Biratnager, Nepal

Assistant Project Officer (WES)

Laxnidanda, Nepal

Assistant Project 0ff icer (WES)
Surkhet, Nepal

Assistant Project Officer (WES) Illam,
Nepal

Mr. Bhai Raja Sakya

Mr. Niranjan Shrestha

RaghvendraUpadhyay

Bhai Paja Salya

Secretary Sherta, MPLD
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Annex 3.3.1: Detailed Itinerary in Burma

Date Location Programme / Travel Notes

7.3

8.3

9.3

10.3

11.3

12.3

Bangkok-Rangoon

Rangoon-Taungoo

Taungoo—Sagaing—
Meiktila

Mei kti la—Sagai ng—
Monywa

Monywa-Ayadaw-
Mandalay

Mandalay—Rangoon

13.3 Rangoon

14.3 Rangoon -Bangkok

Meeting Department of Public Health
(DG) and Asst. Director ESD; meeting
IDWSSD technical support team

(UNDP/WHO) at UNICEF office.

Artesian wells, handpurnps (Oktwin

Township; RHC/school water supply;

water—jetting rigs; meet Dry Zone
project staff.

RWSDcompressor and Station Hospital
water supply; Thinpangon (mono puinp);

Meiktila RWDS Station and Store.

Sagaing Station and Store; water
supply installations en route.

Meet TMO, visit latrine construction

pilot project villages; RHC/Schools.

Return to Rangoon~ rest and review

field trip; 11W leaves for Germany.

Rest and review field trip.

Meeting DC of AMD, Director RWSDand
concerned agencies (ESD, DMR, FERD,
ADAB, WHO, UNDP, UNICEF).

Bangkok Meeting with UNICEF staff members,
regional and country office, Bangkok.

End of Mission.

15.3
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Annex 3.3.2 — List of Persons Met in Burma

Mr. Haavald K. Kuloy

Mr. Guy B. Scandlen

Mr. Lars Wadstein

Mr. Steven Allen

U Ngwe Thein

Mr. Saniphy Lhalungpa

U Aung Min Human

Mr. William Lee

UNICEF Representative

ProgramneOfficer (Education/Social
Welfare)

Project Co—ordinator

Programme Officer (Water/Sanitation)

Assistant Project Officer
(Water/Sanitation)

Assistant Project Support,
Commuriications, and Information Officer

Assistant ProgrammeOfficer
(Water/Sanitation)

Project Officer (Instructor for

Maintenance)

Project Officer (Drilling Engineer)Mr. Allen D. Bush
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Annex 3.4 — List of Persons Met in Thailand

Of fice of the Director - Bangkok, Thailand

Mrs. Titi Memet-Tanumidjaja

Ma. Johanna Strieck

Mr. Lawrence Ostlund

Ma. Jane Bunnag

UNICEF Regional Director

Regional Auditor

Supply 0ff icer

Regional ProgrammeSupport and
CommunicationsOfficer
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Annex 4

FIGURE

PER CENT OF HOUSEHOLDS MEETING AND NOT MEETING
DIFFERENT NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

[J Percent of househoids meeting requirement

Percent of househoidsnot meeting requirement
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r. ~ \\

141 % CALORIE~~°~

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100

Per cent of hou sehoids
Source : Nutrition Survey of Rural Bangladesh 1975/76

Institute of Nutrition and Food Science
University of Dacca.
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Pmnex 5. Notes on the New No. 6 Handnuur,, Bangladesh

Technical drawinq and extracts from the World Bank Handpump
Testin~ Prooramme (Consurners Assocaation, EnQland conducted the
test in 1980).

NEWNO 6 HANDPUMP

Joint FRO/UNJEEF

Assessment mission

19.2. 262.83
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1. Orderinq and delivery

Quotation: 13 weeks
Del~very: 5 weeks

18 weeks

2. Cost of pumps (includinq carriage, insurance1 etc.)

Two pumps: CIF London US$ 464.00
(Free of charqe by UNICEF, Dacca)
local price approx.: US% 29.00 (ex factory)

3. Inspection and measuremennt

3.1 Packing

Open wooden packinq case with corruqated cardboard liner

(rated as very suitable for export / overland transportation)

Remarks in the report:
These pumps were well packed, in a sinale wooden packinQ case
with corruqated cardboard lininq. The cardboard liner would
be adversely affected bv water. but it and its contents were
well supported by the wooden case.

3.2 Defects on delivery

Component or feature No. of pumps Defects
af fected

Piston to rod ioint 1 Locknut not ticht
enouph

Piston 1 End cap not tiqht
enouqh

Cylinder tops Loose — sprinq washers
had been placed under
the bolt heads;
should be under the
fl Lt t S

3.3 Literature

No literature supplied.

3.4.1 Weiqht and Measures

Pump Drop* Nominal Actual Pump Nominal Volume Drop**
Stand Pipe Cylinder Stroke per Stroke Pipe

Bore - size

(kq) (kg/m) ~mm) (mm) (ml) (mm)
31.0 3,8 90 219 1393 37.5

* including couplings ** or 1 1/2 inches
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3.4.2 Cylinder Etores

A surface rouqhness averaqe of 2.4 ( m) was measured for the
two samples. (The IRC handbook on handpumps. Technical Paner
Series, No. 10, suqqests that qood quality machined cast iron
should have a surface finish in the ranqe of 1.3 to 5.1 m).
No sign~ficant taper or ovality was found.

3.4.3 Erqonomic Measurements

Handle Heiqht Plinth Anqular Handle Velocity Heiqht
Heiqht Movement Heiqht Ratio of of Spout

of Handle Handle
Max Min (mm) (deqrees) (mm) (mm)
(mm) (mm)
hfl0 400 280 100 595 4,7:1 583

4. Enqeneerinq Assessment

Pumps stripped down to their component parts and each part
examined for suitability of desiqn, choice of materials and
manufacturinq process and workmanship. —— The assembled pump was
then assessed for potential safety hazards, resistance to
contamination bv foreiqn matter and surface water, resistance to
abuse (inciuding pilferaqe) and ease of maintenance and repair.
—— The manufacturinq process and the level of skill required are
summar It ed.

4.1 Materials

COMPONENT MATERIAL (S)

Pumpstand Cast iron
Handle Cast iron
Piston Cast iron
Cup seal Moulded PVC
Base valve Leather

4.2 Manufacturing process and skills

Iron foundry 2
Steel foraing and weldinq 2
Simple machining
Leather cutting and forming 2
Rubber/plastics moulding 2

10 SCORE
(second lowest score within the twelve tested handpumps~ range
8 to 27)

Ratinq is based on the followinq 5—point scale:
verv hiqh skill = 5 very 10w sl<ill = 1
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4.3 Maintenance and repair

Ratinq: S (very difficult = 1 and very easy = 5)
Comments: This pump was rated to be easy to repair and to

need a minimum of maintenance.

4.4 Resistance to contamination

Ratinq 2: (rating very poor =1 and ver’,’ qood 5)
Comments: Due to the construction the pumpstand is open at

the top (where connectinq rod passes tnrough pump
top).

4.5 Resistance to abuse

Rati.nq 2: (ratinq very poor = 1 and very good = 5)
Comments: Cast iron handle and pump top susceptible to

accidental damaqe — attachment to risinq main
potentially weak, whole pump miqht be too easily
detached. Pins and bolts too easy to remove.

4.6 Potentail savety hazards

Split pins. with sharp ends, are used to retain the pivot
pins for the handle.

4.7 Supgested design improvements

The cvlinder top castinq should be robustly webbed at the
roots of tne fulcrum extentions.
A slidinq plate on the connectinp rod (in the manner of the
UNICEF Eandunq handpump from Indonesia) would help to prevent
con tam i nat i on.
The diameter of the risine main (drop pipe~ should be
increased and/or cast mountinq lups should be provided on the
pumpst and.
The handle should be more robustly designed or made in a more
resilient material (such as wood).

5. User trial -

More details see original. report and chapter 8 in this annex.

Here: Observations

Many users were pleasantly surprised by the performance of
this pump. contrasted with its crude appearance. It delivered
plenty of water for each stroke. and the handle rriovement
allowed arms. shoulders. back and leqs to contribute. Some
disliked the roughness of the handle.
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6. Pump performance

Leahaqe test: 0.25 ml/min
Averaqe volume per stroke: 1.26 1
Averaqe work done per stroke: 134.3 Joules
Averaqe efficiency: 63.6 7.

Note: Three performance tests at 20. 30. and 40 strokes per
minutes against 7 m actual head were carried out. The
above listed results are the average values of these
three tests.

Detailed results:

Strokes per 20 30 40 Averaqe

mi nute

Volume per 1.30 1.20 1.29 1.2ô
stroke (1)

Work per/stroke 148 121 134 134.:
(Joul e)

Efficiency (7.) 59 67 ~5 63.ô

7. Endurance

No failures and no apparent problems within the first lo&:w
hours of operation (test conditions: clean water, ph 7.2. 7 m
actual head, 30 strokes per minute, simple harmonic motion;.
The New No. 6 pump showed a markea deterioration in
performance.

Volume flow after 1000 hours:

Strokes per minute 20 30 40 averaqe

Volume 1 per stroke 0.56 0.66 1.05 0.63

Dismantlinq the pump showed a rather stiff cup seal and a
mis—shapened piston valve. The cup seal only was replaced but
this produced no siqnificant improvement. The complete piston
assembly was replaced and the pump retested. This restored the
performance of the pump.
After restoring the check valve the leakaqe rate dropped from
4 to 1.3 ml/min. -

Other comments after the test:
— most parts beqinninq to rust
— cylinder bore noticeably lese rouqh than when new (0.24 m

compared to 2.4).
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(For detailed results refer to the oriqinal report)

User responses (question and answer):

Suitabilitv of handle:
Handle comfort:
Effort required to workpump:
How easy to operate
pump overall:
Meantime taken to fill
bucket (lo 1):
Mean number of strokes to
fill bucket:

about riqht
mean (tendency to worse)
better than mean

better than mean

19.9 (seconds)

9.8
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Annex 6s Drawings of the TARA Force Mode Handpuno,Barigladesh

Joint FRG/UNICEF

Assessment mission

19.2.~26.2.83
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~Ferro—cemenfslob

Bamboo
sup erstructure

r~ngs

Latrine construction

Annex 7~ Water SealedLatrine (General Construction)

Joint FRG/UNICEF

Assessment mission
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g Map of Nepal, with Districts and “Noted Fund” Project Areas
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Annex 9,

List of UNICEF Material Assistance/Contribution in Nepal

- HDP pipes and fittings

— GI pipes and fittings

— Brass fittings

- Cement

- Handpurrps and handpunp development osts

— Filter screens and sandtraps

— Latrine construction materials

— Imported spare parts

— Vehicles

- Charge for quality control

— Technicians’ salaries

— Sanitation pronotion materials

— Training, ecpiipinent for training

— Other cash assistance

— Consultancies and special studies

— Terrro~ary subsidy of Government r~unpower costs
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Annex 10 Form for the Well Log and Tu~ewe11 Diagram

Ward No._
DlstLict

Report r~y

FIELD LOC

Om_ —
(State color

of soil)

WI¼TERQUALITY

Iron content
E. Coli
Taste (acceptable)
Odor (objectionable)

PPM

YeS/No
Yes/WO

Clay (CL)
0.002 min

Si.lt (ST)
0.002-0.06 mm

Fine Sand (FS)
O.O6—(L2 min
Medium Sand (MS)
0.2-0.6 mm

Course Sand (CS)
0.6-2.0 min

Form No. 02/82

PanchayatName.
Village
Tubeweil No._

IERAI PURAL WATEP SL’PPLY ANTi
SAM ITATIflil PRCL][CT

WELL L0G AND TUEEWE~L DiA~RAr~

r

Joint FRG/UNICEF

Assessment missiori

26.3—6383

Date

lOm

LEGF~III

k’72ï/’1

1 .-::~ 1

1~,~.::l2Orn

TUBEWELL DLAGRAM

lOm —

2Om

30m -

4Om

30m

Static ~Zater Level:

Date -

Remarks:

40m

~iur~turC -
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Annex 11 StandardDesigns
11.1 Stream Catchrnent

for the Gravity Flow SySteuG in Nepal

Joint FAG/UNICEF

Assessment mission

26.2. 46.3.83

Stream catchment
(Standard design)

MPLD/UNICEF Nepal
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Annex 11.2: Break Pressure Tank

Break pressure tank (Standard design)

MPLD/UNICEF Nepal
105 . 85

Outlet

Wosh~

40 J 80 T 40 T 60 40

t 260

Joint FRO/UNICEF

Assessment mission

26.2 + 63.83

Section [cml 1

1,40 .~

50 J.

PLan (cm]

Lntet
=

=
0

0-s
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Annex 11.3, Reservoir Tank
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Annex 11.4: Tapstand

0

0

0
-4

-J

0

I.gpstand
MPLD/UNICEF

(Standard design)

Nepal

-A
4-

Mosonry + 2cm cement pLaster

Section B-B [cm]

T~°T 160 ~~40J.

PLan (cm]

Section A-A (cm]

-t ~ t ~ t ~° t ~ t 45 -t
Plonk 45~20

65

JoLnt FRG/UNICEF

Assessment mission

26.2 —6.383
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Annex 12: Rainfali Distribution in Burma
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Annex 13: Outside Dry Zone Project Area

Scw. l•. 16 Me.,

Outside Dry-Zone
Project Area
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